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SUHVARY 
This thesis presents a computer program written 
(in Fortran IV) to simulate the steady state off design point 
performance of virtually any gas turbine configuration (dealing 
primarily with aerospace applications). The performance is 
calculated using cO!l'ponent characte.ristic maps for compressors, 
combustion 'chambers, turbines (both compressor turbines and 
free turbines) and a re~p giving the velocity coefficient for 
exhaust nozzles. The off design point performance is determined 
by using a modified Newton-Raphson method. 
With this program, there are no limitations as to the 
number of shafts, exhaust nozzles, air inlets, or engine 
configurations Hhich may be simulated. The program has been 
evaluated on several different engir.e types and Some examples 
are given. In addition, it has been used to simulate some 
variable cycle (or variable bypass) engine configurations. 
The raison d'etre of a variable cycle engine is reviewed and 
the series/parallel concept is investigated. 
Simulations on series/parallel engineG have shown the 
choice of design point component parameters and airflm. distribution 
to be a critical point of the engine design if a successful 
transition bet\veen cycles is to occur. The flight conditions 
at transition, compressor or fan pressure ratio, and internal 
air flO\. distribution are shown to be totally interconnected. 
Finally, the program is used to compare the performance 
of some variable cycle engines with conventional fixed cycle 
engines at typical operating conditions. 
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Not;;;tion 
1. The notation for most quantlc~es is identical, both in the 
lo.'ritten \wrk and in the CO;Dr'\lt~r iisting. The rcC>.son for 
this is to simplify referc~c~ to the listing. 
2. Thern~odynamic and Other Related Qu~ntities 
The notation for these quantities follO\.1s an orderly 
sequence, consisting of two letters (or groups of letters in 
some cases). 
First Letter Grou? 
AM (or M) 
CS 
F 
FS 
H 
P 
PS 
R 
T 
TS 
S 
W 
~ (PHI) 
Cp (SPHT) 
y (GAM) 
Second Letter Group 
A 
B 
S 
Examples 
Flow Hach nu~ber 
Sonic velocity 
Fuel/air mass ratio 
Stoichometric fuel/air mass ratio 
Enthalpy 
Total pressure 
Static pressure 
Universal gas constant 
Total temperature 
Static temperature 
Entropy 
Hass flo,,, rate 
Defined as: 
Specific heat 
~~~ = M - In (::~) 
Ratio of specific heats 
Component inlet 
Component outlet 
Quantity for an isentropic process 
PSA = Component inlet static pressure 
TBS = Component outlet total pressure assuming an 
isentropic process 
3. Component and Engine Quantities 
A 
AIRIK 
AT 
Area (gas flow a~ca, not geometric 
area) 
Engine inlet air mass flow rate 
Throat -area, convergent/divergent 
nozzle 
AUXh'K 
CN 
CNSF 
COEr 
CONHK 
CPR 
DR 
DHSF 
ETAR 
ETASF 
lIP 
LP 
N 
PCN 
PR 
PRSF 
SFC 
SXN 
TET 
TF 
TFSF 
WAC 
'WACSF 
XG 
Atlxile.ry power extracted from a 
COffiprcssor turbine 
Shaft corr~cted speed as a percent 
of design corrected speed, 
[ NJ [Nl CN = -- + - x 100r. ITA ITAJDESIGN 
Scaling factor for eN when using 
turbine maps 
Nozzle velocity coef~icient 
Power required to drive compressor 
Cycle Pressure Ratio 
Turbine work function, 
DU = (HA-HB)/TA 
Scaling factor for DH when using 
turbine maps 
Pressure recovery for inlet 
(ram recovery) 
Scaling factor for efficiency 
when using compressor, combustion 
chamber, and turbine maps 
High pressure 
Low pressure 
Shaft rotational speed 
Shaft rotational speed as a percent 
of design, 
N PCN = (N) x 100i. 
DESIGN 
Pressure L'atio 
Scaling factor for PR when using 
compressor 1!!a!,s 
Specific fuel consumption 
Specific (net) thrust 
Turbine entry temperature 
Turbine flow function, 
TF = '~AxITA/P A 
Scaling factor for TF'when using 
turbine 1!!apS 
Compressor corrected airflow 
WAC = W~~/tA/TSLS (SLS=sea level static) 
PA/PSLS 
Scaling factor for WAC when using 
cot::pl'essor maps 
Gross thrust 
XN 
XR 
n(ETA) 
4. Other Notation 
B 
BD 
CW 
DP 
EV 
ODP 
SV 
1.1 
5. subscripts 
ACTUAL 
D,DESIGN 
MAP . 
Net thrust 
Homentum drag 
Component efficency 
(isentropic unless stated otherwise) 
Brick 
Brick data 
Codeword 
Design Point 
Engine Vector 
Off Design Point 
Station Vector 
Bypass Ratio 
Value of quantity obtained from actual 
component conditions as opposed to 
a MAP value 
Design point conditions 
Value of parameter obtained from 
component map 
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SECTION 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Introduction 
Since the introduction of the digital computer, several 
schemes have been wTitten to apply the computer's talents to the 
field of gas turbine performance prediction. The purpose of the 
work described in this thesis was to develop an extr.emely fl~xible 
computer program with the capability of calculating the steady 
state performance at both the design point (DP) ~nd off design 
point (ODP) conditions of practically any configuration of gas 
turbine engine. 
While being primarily concerned with engines having an 
aircraft application, with the addition of suitable subroutines 
(representing intercoolers, heat exchangers, etc), other types of 
gas turbine engin.~s could be simulated (for exampl e; marine or 
industrial units). 
The high degree of flexibility of this program has 
enabled studies to be made of ' possible future variable cycle engines. 
Such engines would have completely different configurations with 
different internal mass flow distribution at various flight conditions. 
Such studies .:ould be extremely difficult (if not impossible) with 
most standard "ger,eral purpose" ODP programs. The variable cycle 
performance predictions obtained during the CO'lrse of this 'lork, 
while giving perhaps the ultimate test to a program's flexibility, 
have also produced an insight into the performance and design 
problems of these er,gines. 
1.2 Uses of Computers in Gas Turbine 'Jork 
A computer simulation of a gas turbine engine can find 
many different applications(l,2)'. The use of engine performance 
computer programs begins in tpe engine concept stagc,-continues 
throu,ghoti-tthe development program, and is even useful for engines 
in service. 
The initial requirement of performance programs is for 
DP cycle studies of alternate engine configurations to select those 
worthy of more detailed evaluation. Once a particular cycle has 
been chosen, performance programs are subsequently used to predict 
the steady state performance of these engines over the complete 
operating range. Also at this time, programs using analogue (3), 
digital (4), or hybrid (5) computers ~2y be eoployed to check the 
transient responses of the engine. 
Even after an engiue is constructed, a steady st~te 
performance program is still e}:trernely useful. References land 2 
provide a good description of the usefulness of steady state 
programs at this stage. The uses can be divided into two broad 
categories: monitor present (in use) engines, and applic~tion 
studies of engines. 
• figures ir. brackets refer to references listed at back. 
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Engine Nonitoring. The following uses aloe found in this category: 
a. Determine sen~itiv~ or critical ar~as in near-
future engines under development. This is 
accomplished by comparing the computer predicted 
performance with the actual test cell 
performance. If the n:o are not in agreement, 
the computer program can then be used to 
try· and isolate the reason for the peor 
performance and then investigate any proposed 
solution. 
b. Determine the effects of manufacturing 
tolerances. 
c. Diagnosing the effects of component performance 
deterioration on engine performance. 
d. Evaluate the effect of modifications on 
an engine's performance. 
Application Studies. This category encompasses the following uses: 
a. Explore the advantages and disadvantages of 
proposed engines for future aircraft. 
b. Provide an economical means of obtaining engine 
data for aircraft mission analysis and 
specifying the performance in new environments. 
c. Intelligence gathering. If a few of the basic 
parameters are known about an otherwise totally 
unknown engine, it is possible to reasonably 
estimate the engine's performance over the 
entire operating range. 
SECTION 2 
2.1 HistoTical DevelopDcnt 
Until the early 1960's, most engine cycle calculations 
were done manually, although a few computer programs wcre avail-
able for specific engines. Gradually, as the use of computers 
became more widespread, programs for gas turbine Engines began to 
be developed, first to do the DP calculations, and later, the ODP 
calculations. 
Basically, the Evolution of these prograI:is 11as been 
that of increasing flexibility, ie: the ability to analyse 
several different engine types or configurations using the same 
general program. The primary reason for this was to free the gos 
turbine engineer from ~~iting computer programs so tpat he could 
devote full time to putting the programs to use. 
Initially, a progra:n was vll"itten to apply to just one 
engine. This was later extended to be suitable for all engines 
of a similar configuration. The next stage was to write a program 
for the most complicated engine. This program could then be used 
for simpler engines by "short-circuiting" a component. For e~:alr!ple, 
if the program was wLitten for a two shaft engine, a one shaft 
engine could be simulated by making the pressure ratio of one of 
the co:npressors equal to 1. The last stage of flexibiU ty has bee',1 
to write a program in which the subroutines representing components 
are called up only as they are required and the engine is "pieced 
. together" by the user. 
In a parallel path to these steady state programs, there 
has also been an evolution of transient condition programs. The 
most widely published work in this field is by Saravanamuttoo and 
Fawke (3,4,5). The advantages of determining an engine's transient 
perforu4nce in the design stage are obvious. However, this is not 
to say that steady state programs do not have a role to play since 
the fexibi1ity of present transient programs does not approach that 
of existing steady state programs. The method of these dynamic 
behaviour programs is indeed general and flexible, but the whole 
program must be rewritten if another engine configuration or cycle 
is to be studied. 
2.2 Design Point Programs 
DP programs are the obviolls starting point in any review 
of previous work., The earliest programs were ~rritten to describe 
only one particular cycle and could only be used to study th~ affect 
of different engine parameters (such as compressor pressure ratio, 
bypass ratio, turbine inlet temperature, etc.) on that particular 
engine configuration. ' 
2.2.1 National Research Council of Canada DP Pr~g=a~ 
'fi:o of the earlier programs \,"hich tried to bl.i1d in 
more flexibility are those described in references 6 and 7, 
published by the National Research Council (!m.C) of Canada in 
1964 and 1965. These twc coopanion reports d~alt with turbojets 
and turbofans, and turboprops and turboshafts respectively. TIley 
\.'cre capable of Going DP studies cn engines of up to tHO shafts, 
but had certain restrictions in that the engine configuration had 
to follow the standard pattern of engine layout. For example, it 
\.'as not possible to simulate on cross compound cycle engine. 
In both of these programs, a three level building block 
approach was taken (see figure 1). A master control program calls 
various engine component subroutines, which in turn refer to the 
general thermodynamic data routin~s. For both programs, the 
bottom two levels are practically iGentical, but the, master contro~­
ling segcents are completely different. Obviously this T.estricts 
flexibility since t~ .. o separate programs are required to simulate 
engines which use only the standard configuration of components. 
Tnis type of prograQ soon evolved into a more general ~rcgram with 
increased flexibility (and, as was mentioned previously, the 
over-riding aim in the developm2nt of these programs has been to 
increase flexibility and ease of use). 
~~STER CONTROL PROGRAX 
G r-'- r--.. ~ €J ENGI .... "E COV.FONENT SUBROUTINES '-..../ '---'" '-.-/ 
G lia THERMODYNAMIC DATA GENERATORS I I 
Figure 1 Three Leyel Program Structure 
2.2.2 TURBOCODE 
The next s"tage in flexibility was that afforded by the 
TURBOCODE scheme as described in references 8 and 9. The scheme 
has been described extensively in these references and there is no 
need to go into any details here. Suffice to say that a user, by 
calling up subroutines representing the various thermodynamic 
processes and inputing basic ~ngine and ccmponent data such as 
efficiencies. nozzle coefficients, etc., is able to simulate 
virtually any engine configu~ation. 
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Like the NRC progr-mr.:>, TURBO CODE ~ay be thought of as D. 
three level program, and in f~ct. th~ same thrcee levels exist. 
The difference lies in the basic philvsophy of the schcce. This 
results in a master segment ,~ith a cOJr.pletely different purpose. 
TIle NRC maDter segocent calls the component subroutines 
in a pre-determined sequence. This sequence is built into the 
program and cannot be. alter-ed except by complete reprogramming. 
If a component is not used in a simulaticn, it is merely bypassed 
and control follo'"s to the next component in the sequence. ,{lith, 
TURBOCODE however, the user specifies the sequence of operations 
and control passes back and forth between the rn3:>ter segrrent and 
the component routines in the desired se~~cncc. By permit~ing the 
user to specify the sequence, the result is a much more flexible 
program. 
One additional useful feature TURBOCODE possessed was 
its ability to "loop" through the engine, incrementi'ng some engine 
or component parameter each time. In this way, it was possible 
to study the effect ~f different bypass ratios, pressure ratios, 
etc., without having to re-i~put all th~ data. This program has 
been used for approximately seven years now at the Cranfield 
Institute of Technology (formely Ccllege of Aeronautics) by post 
graduate students when doing engine design work. 
It \OJaS considered desireable to have a program with the 
flexibility and ease of use of TURBOCODE, ~ut capable of performing 
off design calculations. This is what has been accomplished with 
the program described in this thesis. 
2.3 Off Design Point Programs 
FOL a long time, effort was directed towards producing 
a program capable of accura tely predicting a~l engine IS ODP per-
formance. To calculate an engine 1 s perfO!tlVlIlCe at an ODP inevita-
bly involves some iterative technique since at each engine 
operating point, the perforI!1ance of the components varies as a 
result of the various interacting relationships established by the 
continuity requirements, power balances, etc. 
2.3.1 The CDP Problem 
In order to have steady state operation, several con-
straints must be satisfied: 
a. The power produced by a compressor turbine 
must equal the power required by the compressor. 
b. The sum of the mass flows in and out of any 
component must be equal. 
c. The static pressure of both streams entering 
a mixing region ffiUSt be equal in the mixing 
plane. 
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d. The pressure ~t the entrance 0fa nozzle ~ust 
be such that theno~zle ic ca?~ble of operating. 
e. The rotational speeds of coupcn~nts on the 
same shaft system must be equal, or (if 
geared), proportional. 
For each steady state operating point, there .. :ill be a 
unique set of component operating conditions such that all the 
above constraints are satisfied. The problem then is to find this 
unique set of ~onditions in the most efficient Danr.er. 
An engine perfOrJilanCe calculation cousists basically 
of the solution of a set of simultaneous non-linear equations in 
seVEral unknowns. These equations are expressed in the form of 
the characteristics of the components rather than in an a1gebrc:ic 
form. The shape of these characteristics de~onstrat,es the non 
linearity of the equations. Eecause of the nature of the equations, 
a trial and error approach is required in their solution. 
For this reason, the earlier efforts were directed 
towards finding an efficient method of adjusting the various 
component operating conditions to produce a "balanced" engine. It 
was not until an iterative technique was deve:1oped which accurately 
and efficiently predicted an engine's behaviour that it became 
possible to work to\.ards the aim of developing an ODP program with 
the flexibility of a DP progrom such as TURBOCODE. 
2.3.2 Basic Iteration Methods 
Obviously, to calculate the performance at an ODP, initial 
guesses have to be made for such quantitites as turbine inlet 
temperature, compressor pressure ratio, bypass ratio, mass flow, 
etc. To work through the engine using the most basic iteration 
technique (merely an extension of the manual calculations described 
in any text book such as references 10 and 11), while it may be 
acceptable for the most simple engine, does not lend itself for 
efficient calculations concerning more co~plex engines. As the 
complexity of the engine is increased, the nunber of iterative 
loops that are set up increase at an even faster rate (although 
not necessarily by any power law). Some naces given to this approach 
are the nested loop, concentric iteration or crossover iteration ' 
methods. 
To illustrate the difference betycen the concentric and 
crossover iteration methods, consider a one spool turbojet 
operating at an off design shaft speed. Referring to figure 2, 
the ~olloying descriptions apply: 
guess 1 
guess 2 
I:heck 1 
-compressor pressure ratio 
-turbine inlet te~perature 
-continuity check. Compressbr mass flow 
+ fuel flow equals turbine mass flow 
check 2 
calculation 1 
calculation 2 
calcul.:1 tion 3 
calculation 4 
calculation 5 
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-nozzle ared required to pass turbine 
IDass flow equals design point exit area 
-calculate compressor work per unit mass 
-calculate turbine pressure ratio rEquired 
to produce work of calculation 1 
-using component characteristic maps 
(figure 3) calculate compressor and 
turbine mass flm.;rs. Fuel flow may be 
determined from a combustion temperature 
rise chart (figure 3c). 
-calculate pressure ratio acr05S jet 
nozzle from the pressure ratios Rcross 
inlet, compressor, combustor, and 
turbine 
-calculate area of jet nozzle required 
to pass turbine mass flow of calculation 
3. 
Figure 2 is an example of the above calucations illu5~ 
trating concentric iteration. Crossover iteration is similar 
except that check 1 is used to change guess 1. 
Change 
GUESS 1 
Change 
GUESS 2 
NO 
CALCULATION 4 
CALCULATION 5 
? 
L-_________ ~~--~~_;~ ________________ ~? YES ~ 
Figure 2 Basic Iteration Technique 
PB 
PA 
TB-TA 
n 
a. 
8 
WAxffA/PA 
surge 
line 
Compressor Characteristic Map 
Fuel/Air Ratio 
b. Combustion Temperature Rise Chart 
PA 
PB 
Rotor 
Choked 
NGV 
L-______________________ ~~Choked 
WAxIfA/PA 
c. Turbine Characteristic }llip 
Figure 3 Typical Component Gharscteristic Maps and 
Combustion Temperature Rise Chart 
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. As mentione~ previo~sly, this approach is arduous eI'.0ugh 
for slmp1e cases and 1S certalnly not recom:llended for more involved 
examples. The major dra\o:back is that each clleck only alters one 
guess. Since all the gu~sscs and checks arc inter-related, the best 
approach would be one in which all the checks collectively alter 
all the guesses. This in fact is what occurs in the follm,ing more 
advanced iteration methods. 
2.3.3 Previous "York at Cranfield 
As his M.Sc. thesis at the College of Aeronautics in 
1967, Annand (12) attempted to modify TURBOCODE to perform ODP 
calculations. "''bile his iteration lllethod vlas an improvement over 
the basic iteration approach, he was largely unsuccessful for 
several reasons. Lack of time and insufficient computer space '_ 
caused his 'york naver to be completed. His progrE.lll also had several 
disadvantages which would have limited its use. One of these was 
that the user was expected to kno'-l some computer programming in 
order to complete the program (as opposed to just entering data in 
TUP~OCODE) for each different simulation. One good point of his 
program was that it worked with actu31 component maps as opposed 
to assuming things such as constant component efficiencies as 
other early ODP programs did. 
Annand's iteration method was the "hill climbing" 
technique described by (among others) Rosenbrock in reference 24. 
This approach should have given an improvement over the simple 
iteration methods since all the checks do collectively alter all 
the guesses. Unfortunately, his program was too large to fit on 
the computers at his disposal. Eventually, he had reached the 
stage where the iteration method could be applied to a set of 
simultaneous algebraic equations. However, his '-lork was stopped 
before it could be tried on an actual engine simulation. 
Also at Cranfield, in 1972, Finney (13) was involved 
with off design performance prediction. He was chiefly interested 
in finding the optimum engine cycle for a given aircraft mission, 
so the ODP pre.dictions were necessary, but did not constitute a 
major part of his work. 
Finney ~sed a Newton-Raphson method as the. convergence 
technique. His ODP calculations were greatly simplified since he 
only dealt ,-lith certain engine cycles and made many simplifying 
assumptions such as constant component efficiencies·, etc. 
Because Finney's work was not relevant, and Annand's 
was so incomplete, it was decided not to base the new program on 
either of them (although the NeHton-Raphson method is used in the 
new program). Thus the program developed for this thesis is not 
derived from these works and bears no resemblance to either of 
them. 
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2.3.4 Natiou<!l Resca.-ch Council of Canada (NRC) Programs 
In 1967, Cock shutt at NRC published a report (14) entitled 
"Gas Turbine Cycle Cz.lculntions: Differential Hethods in the 
Analysis of Equilibriu~ Operation". In it, as the title implies, 
was described a method of determining the equilibrium ODP of an 
en~ine. The essence of the method was to l·inearize the operating 
equations for a turbojet engine by expressing them in logarithmetic 
differential form. In other words, the object was to establish 
a set of linear algebraic equations correlating changes in tempe-
ratures, pressures, flow rates, etc. within the engine. It was 
hoped that ODP performance could be examined qualitatively without 
the detail of a compor.ent-characteristic map type of analysis. 
The accuracy of the method \OlaS only as high as the 
accuracy of the component defining equations which would be ~~itten 
to define some change (such as change in inlet mass flow brought 
about by a change in engine rotational speed). It is considered 
___ that it ,,'ould be vary difficult to write a general program using 
this sort of approach, largely hecause the equations \o70uld need 
to be written to account for different initial changes. 
Cockshutt then expanded the DP program of reference 6 
to produce an ODP program (15) using the above method of reference 
14. Unfortunately, reference 15 is unpublished and fe1. details 
have been revealed. This ODP program was designed to provide 
some degree of flexibility, since it was capable of dealing with 
one or two shaft jet or fan jet engines, With or without reheat. 
The only information available on this program comes form reference 
16, "Experimental Verification of Off Vesien Point Predictions 
for a Two-Spool Turboject with Various Air Bleeds", wliich was 
published by NRC in 1971. 
The experimental verification was termed partially 
successful, but NRC was not satisfied 1"ith the trial overall. The 
prediction of major cycle parameters for part throttle operation 
was considered acceptable; but the prediction of responses of 
these parameters to HP bleed air extraction, changes in propelling 
nozzle area, and combinations of both perturbations was not 
considered accurate enough. The program describE'd in this thesis 
was also evaluated using the experimental results given in 
reference 16. Generally, the predicted results gave a better 
agreement than the h~C results. Full details of this test are 
given in Appendix D. 
The NRC ODP program suffered several disadvantages. It 
did not use component ;::haracteristic maps and had to ass~e that: 
a. component (compressor, combustion chamber, 
turbine, jet pipe nozzle) efficiencies remain 
constant at the DP ,'a.lues 
b. corrected engine intake mass flow rate varies in 
direct proportion to the corrected low pressure 
compressor rotational speed. 
nir 
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The program was also incapable of handling HP cooling 
bleed. 
In summation, from what has been published (or more 
significantly, what hasn't been published), one may assume that 
the NRC proposed method of solving the set of simultaneous engine 
operating equations has not been a total success in that accuracy 
has not met expectations, and the resulting programs do not offer 
a great deal of flexibility. 
2.3.5 NASA Programs 
In November of 1967, a report of yet another ODP prograJa 
was published by the USAF Aero Propulstion Lab, entitled :tS5_mula-
tion of Turbofan Engine" (SHOTE) (17,18). 1h2 methods used in 
this program have proven to be an accurate and reasonably efficient 
way of performing ODP engine calculations. Its uscful~ess was 
reported in reference 2 and it has lead to reore gen';ral flexible 
programs such as GEh~NG (described later) and the program which ig 
the subject of this thesis. 
SMOTE (and the later related pror,rams) solves the OD? 
engine calculations by employing a modified Ne\.;rton-Rarhson 
iteration technique (described in greater deLail in section 3.3.2). 
This prcgram uses component maps, but significantly, these maps 
do not necessarily have to be maps of actual components; they may 
be those of an imaginary compressor, burbine, etc. Internally 
generated scaling factors alter the component map to agree with 
the given DP performance. In this way, Sl>~OTE can dCc-l with 
theoretical or hypothetical engines. The limitations with SHOTE 
concerned its flexibility as it was only capable of calculating 
turbofan (two spool) performance. Another computer prograQ called 
GENENG was developed by the NASA Le\olis Research Center in 1971 -
1972 to make SMOTE a more flexible tool. 
GENENG and GENENG II (19,20) are in fact quite similar 
to Sl>!OTE. The means of using the component maps and the balancing 
techniques are the same. GEl\'ENG incrtases the flexibility of SHOTE 
by being capable of simulating one and two spool turbojets and 
turbofans (with or without reheat, duct burning, mixed or unmixed 
flows, convergent or convergent/divergent nozzles). GE~'ENG II 
extends the flexibility to two and three spool turbofans with as many 
nozzles. By the very fact of requiring two separate programs such 
as GENENG and GENENG II, it is obvious that the ultimate in 
flexibility still has not been reached. Also, they are only capable 
of simulating engines of the standard configuration (although it 
is possible to simulate an aft fan with GENENG II). Nevertheless, 
by proper use of these two programs, it is possible to simulate 
a w'ide range of engine types and indeed, they a-ce very useful. 
However, the absolute flexibility afforded by the TURBO CODE 
approach is not inherent. 
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2.3.6 Other ODP Progro~s 
As has been rr.entioned, finney's program (D), SEOlE (17, 
18) and the t\>o GE~r:NG schemes (19,20) all eraploved the Nc\.'ton-
Raphson ted,nique to solve t:he siII!ultaneous eq11a~ions and converge 
upon a balanced engine. One other program vhich used this approacn 
vas Dennison's in his PhD thesis of 1968 (University of London), 
"General Non Digital Simulation Hethods Applied to Gas Turbine 
Dynamic Behavior" (25). While the methods ,.ere applied to the 
transient phenomona, it was possible to do steady state calculation~. 
No component maps were used, but regression equations representing 
the compressor and turbine chaLacteristics vere input. Efficiencies, 
hovever, were assumed constant. Dennison's approach does bear so~e 
similarity to SHOTE and GENENG in that the Newton-Raphson method is 
applied in the $arne fashion. That hm.ever is where the sirailarity 
ends since Dennison's program is very specific and has not atte~ptcd 
to be general. Indeed, a sepsrate program is required for one or 
two shaft engines. l~at is interesting is that the Newton-Raphso~ 
method appears to have become universally accepted as a means to 
solving the set of simultaneous equations which define the engine's 
operation. 
The Newton-Raphson approach is described in detail in 
section 3.3.2. It is seen to be an efficient iteration tec~nique 
for the ODP gas turbine problem since, like hill climbing, all 
the checks collectively alter all the guesses. Because of the 
success experienced by the previous users of this method and the 
large amount of literature available concerning this particular 
application, it was decided to employ the Newton-Raphson method 
in the Cranfield ODP program. 
2.3.7 Cranfield ODP Program 
The last program in the evolutionary process of increasing 
flexibility for an efficient ODP program is described in this thesis. 
Like the two GENENG's, it too borrows from SMOTE the means of using 
and scaling the component characteristic maps. In addition, the 
modified Nevton-Raphson method of arriving at a balanced engine has 
been retained. Hovever, this nel. program contains all the flexibi-
1ity of TURBOCODE. 
As DP aid, it is possible to IIloopll the eng lone by 
incrementing up to five engine or component parameters. As an 
aDP simulation, it is possible to calculate the performance of 
any engine configuration since it is not restricted to a certain 
number of shafts or components. The user has the pm,er to specify 
a change in virtually any engine or conponent parameter to define 
the aDP condition. It has proven particularly useful in analysing 
future variable cycle engines, such as those described in references 
21 and 22 where the complete internal airflow of the engine is 
altered at certain ODP conditions. 
T\.·o i.mportant constraints ~hich were placed on this 
program were: 
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a. It must be ~ piece of soft~are such that 
the user wculc. not h.:.LVC to be conce"rned 
aLout the internal ffiechanics of it. In 
other ~ords, the user need not ~now any-
thing about computer progra%mlng - he 
merely inputs data representing the cn3ine 
configuration as well as the basic engine 
and component parameters. 
b. To enable quick turn arounds of the program, 
it must be efficient in terms of computer 
storage and operating time. To save 
operating time, the use of overlay was to 
be avoided. In fact, the whole proeram 
occupies 2SK of storage and the running time 
to converge on a t~,o spool mixed or unmixed 
engine ODP is less than one half a 1!)j,nute. 
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SECTIW 3 
3. Details of Cranfield ODP Program 
3.1 Introduction 
For preliminary as well as in depth studies, it is often 
necessary to study a broad range of engines operatillg at both DP 
and ODP conditions in order to find an efficient engine/airframe 
combination. The spectrum of flight cor.ditions through which ~n 
engine must operate will strongly affect the optimuIa design 
parameters for that engine (19). 
The computer program described here is a combination of 
GENENG and TURBOCODE, incorporating the most desireab1e features 
of each. It is capable of performing CDP studies of engine 
configurations which are literC'.lly limited only merely by the 
user's imagination. The program has proven to be re1iub1e~ 
accurate, and extremely versatile. Without making any change to 
the program itself, a user can simulate virtuaily an engine confi-
guration merely by changing the data cards. It is expected that 
a principal use of this program will be by the M.Sc students at 
the Cranfield Institute of Technology in the design of engines and 
in the study of advanced engine designs. 
3.1.1 Language 
GENENG was written in Fortran while TURBO CODE used Algol. 
It was therefore necessary to select one of these languages for 
the new program. Fortran was chosen for the following reasons: 
3.1.2 
a. The majority of students at Cranfield are now 
taught basic Fortran as opposed to Algol. 
h. It would seem that more scientific reports 
are written in Fortran, thus making it a 
more widely accepted language. 
c. The CmmON feature of Fortran makes it 
easier to handle large blocks of data 
such as component maps. 
d. The author \vas more familiar with Fortran, 
and thas the time required to learn a new 
language was saved. 
Units 
This program is designed to accept data and produce 
answers in either British or SI units. lIcw~ver, not all units 
arc those conventionally used with the British or SI systeIi15. 
The units used with this progr.3Ia are given belou: 
Quantitx. 
Tel!!~crature 
PreSStlre 
Area 
}fass 
Hass Flow 
Velocity 
Force 
Energy 
Power 
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"13ri tish" 
Dcgr~c~ K?l'\Ti:t 
Atn:ocphe;-e;,s 
Square Feet 
Pounds 1'!::,s5 
Pounds rrass/sec 
feet/sec 
Pounds force 
cnu 
CnU/sec 
Y-elvins 
Atrw5}.'heres 
Squ<lre t-!e ters 
~~ilo;sran;s 
Kilogra.ms / sec 
tl'eters/sec 
Newtons 
JoUles 
~atts 
The desired system of units is specified by an entry on 
the first data card (see section 3.6.1). \-lhatc::ver system is 
chosen, the units for all data, including component n:aps, n;ust 
be consistent. 
A close inspection of the program listing will reveal 
that the program works internally in the "British" units. 
Input and output are merely automatically multiplied by constants 
to convert to the system chosen. 
3.1.3 Fuels 
The program, as written, can consider only one type of 
fuel, "Topps Standard Kersene" with a lower heating value of 
10300 CHU/lbm at 150 C. This fuel has the advantage that its 
1!lolecular weight is equal to that of air. Hence the gas constant 
of its combustion products is indcpendant of the fuel/air ratio. 
Experience has proven ~hat this fuel may be used in con:putations 
without signific~nt loss of accuracy for all common aircraft fuelo 
(26) • 
However, the change to another fuel ..... ·ould not be diffi-
cult. The fuel properties of molecular weight, stoichometric 
fuel/air ratio, and lower heating value are located in the BLOCK 
DATA segment, CO}U10N/FUEL. Fuel dependant coefficients used in 
the segments dealing with thermodynaic quanticies, function TRM 
and subroutine AIRTAB (see 3.2.3) are given in the BLOCK DATA 
segment COt-n10N/AIRCONST. Thus, to specify another fuel, it would 
only be necessary to change the data in these two BLOCK DATA seg-
ments. The units for these quantities n:USt be consistent with the 
"British" system of units used in the program. 
3.2 Basic Concepts 
The basic concepts of program description follow fro~ 
those used in TUP~OCODE. In order that a user may transfer from 
TURBOCODE to this progra.1!l, many of tlle definitions and operational 
cO-ilcepts are identical. For this reason, it -;nay be desirable for 
a reader to r.efer to references 8 nnd 9 for. a fuller description 
of these concepts. 
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3.2.1 Definitions 
Reference ,.ill be made to the follm."ing terms and hence 
these are defined as follows: 
3.2.1.1 Bricks 
The complete program is composed of Bricks which are 
either subroutines or sections of the program describing either a 
thermodynamic process (and hence may represent an individual 
component), or else an operation such as arithmetic or output of 
results. It is convenient to think of a thermodynamic Brick as 
a kind of operator which, given the gas state at inlet, calculates 
the gas state at outlet. By standardizing the layout of the gas 
state information, a corrmon interface approach'becomes possible. 
Thus, Bricks may be "plugged into" one another to build up an en-
gine simulation. The program then becomes one of a modular structure, 
with the user at liberty to arrange the modules (ie: Bricks) in 
any manner desired. 
3.2.1.2 Station Vectors 
The interfaces between Bricks are referred to as Station 
Vectors (SV). For the products of combustion of a given fuel in 
air, the complete gas state is defined by five quantities: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 and 5. 
fuel/air mass ratio 
t.otal or static pressure 
total or static temperature 
Any t'010 of: gas mass flmo1, velocity, area 
The minimal SV would consist of just five elements. 
However, the particular set of five that is convenient or 
necessary is not the sam~ in all contexts; consequently, a redun-
dant system of eight elements has been adopted as follows: 
SV'eleinent quantity 
1. fuel/air mass ratio 
2. gas mass flow 
3. static pressure 
4. total pressure 
5. static temperature 
6. total te@perature 
7. velocity 
8. area 
SV's are (usually) numbered consecutively from the inlet 
and are stored in a two dimensional array, SV (!-I,N) where H = SV 
number and N = SV element. All SV's are initially set to -1. and 
remain nOt that value unless changed in the program. Because :my 
actual values of quantities in an engine would be non negative, if 
. k t'~ 
-1. appears in the output, l.t represents ar, un no'Yn qUem l.~y. 
---
3.2.1.3 
Note: 
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all areas used in this progr<lt,l are the gas 
flow are3S as distinct from ~~tual geo~etric 
areas. 
Brick Data 
The SV's alone seldom co~pletely define the action of the 
Brick. Normally, additionnl information is neeccc such as efficien-
cies, shaft speeds, requirement for the Brick to gener~te an error, 
etc. These ite~s constitute what is called Erick Data (BD) and are 
stored in a one dimensional array BD(N) where N = BD uumber (these 
values are loaded in with other input data by the user). 
3.2.1.4 Engine Vectors 
Similarly, Bricks produce certain resclt!:: which are not 
SV items. ::Examples are thrust, work done on the air by the 
compressor (hence, required power input to ~he compressor), fuel 
burned during combustion, etc. These are kno\.:n as Engine Vectors 
(EV) and are internally stored in an array, EV(N) Hhere ~ represents 
the EV number, and is numbered consecutively from tne start of the 
program. The user must keep track of these quantities as they are 
produced by the Bricks since later Bricks may eventually require 
them as data. 
3.2.1.5 Codewords 
Codewords (CW) are the mea~s by which a user writes his 
"program". Each CW contains the following information: 
3.2.2 
1. What Brick is to be used 
2. What SV's the Brick is operating between 
3. ~~at BD is required 
4. What EV's are required 
5. ~~at (if any) BD or SV elements will be 
regarded as Variables (see section 3.3.1.2 
for definition of Variable) 
Bricks 
As has been stated previously, the primary purpose 
of this program is to simulate aircraft gas turbine engines. For. 
this reason, it was considered necessary to develop the following 
Bricks (the detailed thermodynamics and internal workings are to 
be found in Appendix A). 
3.2.2.1 
Note: the symbols are shown as they ~ppear in the 
computer listing in order to make reference 
to the listing easier. 
Bl, Inlet 
This subroutine ca1culate~ the conditions at the inlet 
of an engine for the given flight conditions. The International 
----
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Standard Atp.osphcre is assumed throughout, \·:ith the static teE<t'?-
rature and pressure being calculated at the civen altitude·and 
ISA tempcrture deviation. Kno',Ting the flight Mach nt:r;;ber (input 
as BD) allm,'s the total pressure, temper:,ture,' and velocity to be 
calculated. 
Ram recovery, defined as PU/PA, is calculated by 
MIL-E-5008B (USAF) specification, or alternatively (if know-n) may 
be input as BD. In addition, BI ~ust have the inlet ~~ss flow 
input as data (SV data). With this quantity and the flight velo-
city known, the mom an tum drag is calculated. 
3.2.2.2 B2, Compression 
This Brick simulates the process of compression and 
hence represents a compressor or fan. To do this, it perforns tHO 
functions. First, it scales a general compressor map to agree 
with the DP data, and secondly, it performs the com?ression thenno-
dynamic calculations to define the outlet SV. 
Initially, the following quantities are knovffi from 
the inlet SV and from the parameters obtained from the map: 
FA ( and hence FB = FA), WA, TA, PA, PR, n 
Knm,Ting FA and TA allows ~A and lIA to be calculated using 
function TRUwhich is: described in section 3.2.3. ~BS is then 
determined by 
~BS = ¢A + In(PR) 
TBS is now calculated using subroutine AIRTAB (described 
in 3.2.3) and knowing ~BS and FB. Once TBS is determined, TRM is 
again used to find HBS. HB can now be calculated by 
HB = HA + (fiBS - lIA)/n 
Again, AIRTAB calculates TB from fiB and FB. To complete 
the outlet SV, 
PB PA x FR 
WE = WA 
Finally, the power required to drive the compressor 
(CO}MK) is easily arrived at from: 
COHWK = (liB - RA) x '~A 
3.2.2.3 B3, Combustion 
This Brick calculates the outlet SV of the combustion 
process knowing eitner .the amount of fuel hurned or else the final 
temperature. A combustion chamber ma.p is used to find the com-
bustion efficiency as a function of inlet pressure and temperature 
increase. 
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Press~re 1035 durL1g co:nbustion is accounted for by 
assuming that the loss is proportional to the kinetic heed at 
the component inlet. Combustion products are ~alculateci by 
knowing the combustion t2~perature rise. If IB has been ziven as 
input, the fuel flow rate (~TFB) necessary to create that tempera-
ture i3 calculated. However, if ~.rrB is given and TB is not, then 
initially TB is guessed and a new fuel [lcw rate is calculated. 
If the new fu~l flow rate does not equal the given one, a correction 
is made to IB and the process repeated until the calculated HFB 
equals the given value (within a tolerance). 
3.2.2.4 B4, Compressor Turbine 
This Brick simulates a turbine which is producing power 
for a compressor. In addition, provision is made for possible 
auxilary power extraction. In doing this, it performs three 
functions. First, a general turbine map is scaled to agree with 
the DP data. Secondly, it perfoins the calculations associated 
with the thermodynamics of expansion to define the outlet SV, and 
thirdly, it calculates errors which are used in solving the ODP 
engine cycle calculations. 
Initially, the following quantities are kno.m from the 
inlet SV, from parameters determined from the turbine IDap, from 
the BD, and as EV's which are the result of a previous calculation: 
FA(and hence FB = FA), '~A, TA,PA, Auxiliary Power 
produced (AUXWK), Power required by compressor 
(COMl-.TK) , n , and DH (where DR = HA - HB) 
'J.A 
First, the shaft speed is matched to that of a compressor 
which is specified by the operator as BD. Knowing FA and IA allows 
HA and ~A to be found by TID1. DH is a quantity taken from the 
turbine map, and with this value, HB is determined by 
HB .,. HA + DR x TA 
RBS, the enthalpy assuming on isentr~pic expansion, is 
calculated by 
RBS = HA - (HB - HA)/n 
With HBS and FB knmm, AIRIAB is used to find TBS and 
with this value, TRM calculates ~BS. PB is then found by 
PB = PA x e(¢BS-~A) 
Finally, WE = WA, and the outlet ~ is complete. 
In an ODP situation, an error will exist for an 
unbalanced engine since the enthalpy drop calculated from the map 
value of DH will not equal the enthalpy drop necessary to produce 
the required output pOwer (AUXWK + Cm-fWK). Another error is 
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produced, thnt of lack of cm:tinui ty of mass flu'" in that the RaSS 
flow required by the turbine map will not equal the actual mass flm •• 
Direct Coupled Tllybo Prop 
With this Brick it is also possible to simulate a turbo 
prop engine in which the propellor is driven on the same shaft 
as a compressor and turbine. In this situation, the auxilary 
power extraction is considered to be the power delivered to the 
propellor. 
3.2.2.5 B5, Convergent Nozzle 
This Brick simulates a convergent nozzle. In the DP 
case, it calculates exit area assuming isentropic eA~ansion to 
atmosphere. This Rrea is later used in the ODP situation. In this 
case, the brick produces an error for an unbalanced engine. 
Provision is made to account for a variable area (floating) ~ozzle 
in which the exit area is varied to satisfy continuity at any ODP 
condition. With the nozzle floating, no error is generated. B5 also 
uses subroutine Nozca to calculate the nozzle coefficient and then 
calculates the gross thrust produced. 
The calculations proceed as follmvs: 
·1. the sonic velocity for the given nozzle inlet 
conditions is calculated 
2. the thermodynamic properties Rssuming an 
isentropic expansion to atmosphere are 
calculated 
3. If a DP cycle,or else ODP with a floating 
area nozzle, the exit area required to 
satisfy continuity is calculated. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
If an aDP cycle with a fixed nozzle, the (. 
calculations proceed with the exit axea fixed at 
the DP value or else at a new value 
specified as an aDP condition. This time 
an error will be produced if the engine 
is not bal~nced since the actual back 
pressure will be different from that. 
required. 
The subroutine NaZCa calCulates the nozzle 
coefficient given the pressure ratio PB/PA!}! 
and the area ratio, which for a convergent 
nozzle is 1. 
With the nozzle coefficient known, the gross 
thrust produced by the nozzle may be calculated 
by 
XG = [WA x (VB) x (COEF) /gcJ + (PSB - PATH) x AB 
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This is not a separate subroutine. but is in fact 
contained ~"ithin the p:=ogrJ.~ l-IASTER segment as it is sic.ple and 
straightfonvard. From the EV values of total gro$s thrust fro~ 
all nozzles, total momentum drag, total fuel flow, and total air 
mass entering the engine, the net thrust, sPecific fuel consumption, 
and specific thrust of the engine are found. Use of this Brick 
also causes the complete SV' s of the engir.e to be Ol>tput. 
3.2.2.7 !ZJ.. Division/Addition of Hass Flm.7 and/or Total Pressure 
This subroutine solves the equations 
lill = A x WA + /::;'W 
PB = A ""x fA + l1p 
Used ldth mass flow, it allm.s for the division of a 
gas flow into two streams, and hence is used when sioulating air 
bleeds and the bypass of a fan. \.;rith regard to total pressures, 
it may simulate the loss of pressare in a duct or other component. 
However, pressure loss can better be expressed by using the, 
pressure loss term possible within other bricks sech as 33, com-
bustion, or Bll, duct or jet pipe. 
3.2.2.S BS, Simple Mixing 
This Brick performs mixing calculations where one of the 
flows is small in relation to the other. The mixing process is 
simplified because it is then assumed that there is no change in 
total pressure as a result of the mixing. The only effects are a 
change in fuel/air ratio and total temperature. 1bis B:=ick is 
especially suited for the mixing of cooling bleed flows where the 
cooling flow is usually a small proportion of the core flO~-l. 
3.2.2.9 B9, Arithmetic 
This Brick is capable of performing any of the four 
arithmetic functions (+, -, x, ~) en any two SV, BD, or EV 
quantities, with the result being placed in any SV, BD, or EV 
store. 
3.2.2.10 BlO, Complete Mixing 
BIO performs mixing calculations more complex than B8 
"since pressure changes as a result of the mixing are accounted for. 
The calculations are involved and complicated and ctt?loy several 
iterative processes. There are situations where mixing \-!ill r.ot 
occur, and these are to be accounted for. 
For instance, of the static pressure of one stream is 
greater than the total pressure of the other, nixir:g is impossible. 
Usually in this case, the pressure. ratio of the fan or cou,pressor 
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providing the bypass airfloH IDU~ t bc increased to cOI,!pensate 
for this. In the DP situation, th~ program will stop and the user 
must make changes tc ~he DP pressure ratio. In an ODP case the 
. , 
progranl 1nternally selects a new compre:;sor opero.ting point to 
account for this. 
To calculate complete mixing, some factors in addition 
to the usual two inlet SV elements must be knmm. Either the 
}!ach number or the static pressu:-e of one inlet strcem I!1U!>t be 
input in order for the calculations to proceed. 
In the DP case, if one of the inlet Mach numbers is 
given, the corresponding inlet static temperature is found by an 
iterative method. Kr.owing the static temperature allows the 
static pressure to be calculated. Since both inlet static 
pressures must be equal, the other inlet static pressure and 
temperature may be determined. Since inlet total properties of 
both streams and their mass floHs were already known, and the 
static properties are knoy."1l; it:·.is a straightforward matter ~o 
calculate the flow velocities, densities, and areas. 
The outlet properties are another straightforward 
calculation. Fuel/air ratio, total temperature, and mass flO': 
are determined by simple continuity and enthalpy balances. The 
outlet area is assumed to be equal to the sum of the two inlet 
areas. The outlet velocity is then found since the outlet ~ss 
flow is also know. By an iterative process, the outlet static 
temperature is calculated. Assuming an ideal gas, the £tatic 
pressure is then determined. This leads to the calculation of the 
final unkno'wu property, total pressure. 
For the ODP calculations, the areas calculated in the DP 
case are used to calculate the two inlet static pressures and 
Mach numbers. Unless the engine is balanced, an error will be 
produced since the two inlet static pressures will not equal 
(within a given tolerance). 
3.2.2.11 Bll, Duct or Jet Pipe, With or Without Burning 
With this Brick it is possible to simulate a simple 
duct or jet pipe with a pressure loss or else a duct or pipe, 
with pressure loss, but also with burning. In either case, 
pressure loss is calculated by assuming that it is proportional 
to the kinetic head at the duct or pipe inlet (~sin B3). 
If there is no burning, exit is made from the subroutine 
at this point. Otherwise, TB, the final temperature must be 
specified, as well as the combustion efficiency. Knowing these 
two factors, the mass of fuel required to produce the temperature, 
and the outlet SV is calculated as in B3, cOI:lbustion. 
When burning is occuring. the final nozzle area n:lJst 
be allowed to float in order to satisiy the nozzle continuity 
requirements. 
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3.2.2.12 B12,Collvergent/Divcrgent Nozzle 
This Brick simulates a convergent/div':l:gent :1ozzle. In 
the DP casf'!, it calculates the throat area such tha.: sonic flow 
occurs in the throat. The exit area is calculated ~ssuming an 
isentropic e>.-pansion to the ambient static pres£t're. 
In the ODP &ituation, the throat and exit areas are 
fixed and the Brick produces an error ~irnilar to that of BS if 
the engine is not balanced. Hote that the areas do not have to be 
fixed at the DP values. By use of BD and changing the exit area 
SV, new areas may be speci.fied in the aDP conditions. Also, there 
is a facility for "floating" the nozzle such that it can handle 
the increased non dimensional mass flow during reheat operation. 
In this situation, the exit area is calculated to give;1 an isentro-
pic expansion as in the DP case. 
The output for this type of nozzle is quite comprehensive. 
______ The areas, velocities and mach numbers at beth throat and exit 
planes are presented as well as the nozzle coefficie~t and gross 
thrust produced. In addition, in an ODP situation, a statement is 
made -if the nozzle is over or underexpanl.!ed and the locatio~ of the 
shock (inside or outside the nozzle) is also given. 
3.2.2.13 B13, Incre!11entation of a DP Paramater 
This Brick is used in DP studies when it is desired to 
study the effect of changing one of the component parameters on 
the engine outputs. Provision is made in the YlASTER program seg-
ment for incrementing up to fiva such parameters ('lhich may be 
either BD or SV quantities). An example of its use would be to 
study the effects of various compressor pressure ratios and turbine 
inlet temperatures on the final engine results. 
3.2.2.14 B14, Free Turbine 
This Brick simulates the action of a free turbine (not 
connected to a compressor) from which shaft power is extracted. 
Instead of a separate subroutine for this Brick, B4 (Compressor 
Turbine) subroutine is internally called, with the compressor 
work term, COMWK, set equal to zero, and the shaft speed input 
as BD. From this point, the calculations proceed as in B4. 
3.2.3 Additional Subroutines and Functions 
In addition to the above Bricks, the following subroutines 
and functions are used in this program. they are called internally 
and the user does not need to know their operation. 
TRM 
This is a function which calculates thermociynamic proper-
ties and accounts for varying temper~ture and fuel/air ratio. The 
propcTties calculated are either enthalpy, specific heat, or ¢ 
vhere ¢ is defined by: 
1 
cj>=-R 
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The polynomials and numerical constants required to 
perform these calculations and the ones described belc\ol in AIRTAB 
have been taken from references 23 and 7. The n~erical constants, 
whi.:h are valid for air and Topp's standard kerosene, are. stored 
in the BLOCK DATA segoent, COHHON/AIRCONST. These constants are 
broken down to cover two temperature ranges, below SOOoK and SOOoK 
to 2000oK. 
AIRTAB· 
is a subroutine which performs inverSe calculations of 
TRM. That is, for a given enthalpy, specific heat, or ¢1 
and fuel/air ratio, the corresponding temperatu~e is 
calculated by an iterative method. 
SEARCH (19) 
is a subroutine which is used to obtain values from 
a component map if two of the map values 3.re knmffi 
(input). Basically, it is an interpolation routine 
which obtains intermediate values by a similar 
triangle approach. If this fails to produce a value 
the subroutine AFQUIR is called to obtain the value. 
AFQUIR 
This subroutine name stands for "Air Force Quadratic 
Interpolation Routine" which was developed by the USAF 
and used in references 17 and 19. It is used by SEARCH 
and at other points in the progr~m to interpolate 
towards a solution; for instance, to interpolate tcwards 
the final temperature of combustion if the fuel flow 
rate is given. 
NOZCO (19) 
This subroutine contains data ,,~hich describes a convergent! 
divergent nozzle map (see section 3.5.4). The subroutine 
uses this map to obtain a nozzle coefficient as a 
function of nozzle pressure ratio and area expansion ratio. 
BS, convergent nozzle, and B12 convergent /divergent nozzle 
both call this subroutine. In the case of B5, the area 
ratio is set equal to l. 
3.3 Balancing Technique 
As has been mentioned previously, ODP engine cycle calcu-
lations require satisfying various matching constraints (turbine 
and compressor rotational speed and power balance, pressure balances, 
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continuity requirements, etc.) The program internally searches 
for component operating points which will satisfy all the constraints. 
The procedure c!1cs£:n for this program is the }1odified Nc\\'ton-Raphson 
Iteration Techniql.!e as described in references "17 and 19. The 
Newton-Raphson technique has proveu itself to be well suited to 
solviuG the ODP problem in that it is easy to apply to the gas 
turbine engine and results in an efficient convergence. 
applied 
given. 
to the 
3.3.1 
3.3.1.1 
In order to explain how this iteration tectnique is 
to the program, the following descriptions of terms are 
Note that "error" and l'variab1e" respectively correspond 
"checks" and "guesses" mentioned in section 2.3.2. 
Description of Terms 
Errors 
I 
In an ODP situation before the engine is balanced, the 
constraints mentioned above will not be met. This leads to certain 
Bricks producing errors. These errors are the result of: 
a. Continuity requirements for compressors and 
turbines not being satisfied. The reass flo\-1 
"as calculated by the component characteristics 
does not equal the actual component inlet muss 
flow. 
b. A power unbalance between a compressor and 
turbine. 
c. Difference between the actual pressure and 
the required pressure for a nozzle inlet. 
d. Static pressures at the inlets of a mixing 
duct not being equal. 
The Bricks which generate these errors follow. 
values are those determined frem the component 
while the "HAP" values are those obtained from 
Note that "ACTUAL" 
inlet conditions 
the component maps. 
a. B2, Compressor. Only if the user selects it, 
the following error of continuity is produced: 
b. B4 and B14, Turbine. B4 and Bl4 both call the 
same subroutine and produce t,vo errors. The first 
is one of lack of continuity and the second is the 
result of a power imbalance. 
1.TFACTUAL - TP~~~ 
TFMAP 
3.3.1.2 
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2. DHACTt!AL - Dl).tAP 
Dl\W' 
c. B5, Convergent Nozzle. This Brick produces 
one error: 
1. ,P~QUII{£D - PAACTUAL 
PA
ACTUAL 
d. BlO, Mixing. This Brick produces one error 
if the static pressures of the two inlet streams 
are not equal 
1. PSSTREAN2 - PSSTREAHI 
PSSTREAH2 
e. B12, Convergent/Divergent Nozzle. This Brick 
will produce one error: 
1. 
Variables 
P~QUlRED - PAACTUAL 
P AREQUlRE!) 
To employ the Ne .. !ton Raphson technique, certain BD or 
SV clements are considered to be independent variables. These 
variables are the "guesses" mentioned previously ad. are altered 
until the engine balances and zero errors are produced (that is, 
until the errors approach some acceptable tolers.nce). The variables 
may be any BD or SV element, but in fact, the variables are 
usually selected from the following items: 
a. Shaft rotational speed. 
b. Distance along a constant speed line of a 
compressor characteristic map. Along with 
(a), this effectively alters the compressor 
mass flow, pressure ratio, and efficiency. 
c. Turbine inlet temperature. Note that if 
this is chosen as a varia~le, then one of the 
shaft speeds Eust be specified and may not 
be a variable. 
d. Bypass ratio. 
e. Turbine flow function par~~et~r (IF). This 
effectively altel.'S the operating point of 
the turbine. 
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Yost other oZ,lgbc paran:.cters \lill be chai1ged L!.S a 
result of these changes in the inciependant variables (ac describ~d 
in (b) end (e) ). H.::" .. e-hr, 11:1y par<:r.1ctcr ,,;hich is not C!ffect~<l ir, 
this manner remains at its value i~nediately prior to the CDP 
run. 
As the user is free to select ~hat variables rt:1d errors 
are to be employed in a particular run, it is possible to siwu!ate 
very complex configuration engines and not be restricted tc standard 
ones as has been the case with previous ODP engine siculation 
programs. 
3.3.2 Newton Raphson Technique 
In employing the Newton Raphson technique in this program, 
the sequence of operations is as follo~,;~. Initia:ly, the progra:: 
performs a Dr simulation of the engine in order to calculate the 
cOT~onent map scaling factors and also calculate thu areas of 
mixing ducts and nozzles. Then, after the ODP conditions are input, 
a run is made through the engine with all variables at their DF 
values. Since the engine is not balanced, errors \dll be produced 
which are referred to as Base Errors. Du~iug successive runs, a 
slight increment is ~de to each.variable until the nu~b~r of 
variables changed equals the number of errors produced per ~un 
(only cue variable is incremented in each run; the remainir.g vari-
ables are always reset to their ba.se values). Naturally, by 
slightly changing a variable, some errors will reflect a. slight 
change. In this manner, the change in each error produced by a. 
change in each variable is calculated. 
Thus the partial derivative of an error (E) ~itn respect 
to a variable (V) is calculated. This roay be expressed as 
(lE. 
1. 
(lV. 
J 
where this represents the change 
in error E. caused by a change in 
variable V: 
J 
since we can assume that the errors may be represented 
as some function of the variables, 
E ::: f(V) 
then the set of partial differential equations for this function is 
dE. c: 
1. 
jmax 
1: 
j=l 
(lE. 
1. O;--V dV. 
a •. J 
J 
for i goir.g from I to jmax where jmax is the number of errors 
produced for a particular engine configuration. 
The assumption of a small change in the variable results 
in the followi.ng approximations 
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dE u E - En 
dV V - VB 
and ilE bE 
av '" t.V 
If 6E. 1 t.V: =-
J 
£:,. , 
1J 
wllere B represents base va lee 
then with these approximati0nsarid.the 
fact that E should equal zero for a balanced engine, the set of 
partial differential equation~ reduces to 
E. - EB. 
1 1 
jmax 
I: 
j=l 
e: •• 1J dV. J 
.1 
After e~ch run chrough the engine with an increcented 
variable, values ~of Eij (for i goi~g from 1 to. jmax) are calculated. 
After a nu.mber 01: passes equal to Jtlax + 1 (base value, plus 
incrcmentation of each variable) the follo\oling set of differ2ntial 
equations is now complete. 
+ •••••• £ •• dV. EB. 
JJ J J 
At this point, the terms of these· equations are loaded 
into the subroutine ~~TRIX which solves this set of linear equations 
for dV. (j = 1 to jmax). The variables are then given the new values, 
J 
V ... VB. + dV. 
J J J 
If the set of differential equations, E = f(V), were 
linear, the engine would be balanced with the new values of the 
variables. This is not often the case, however. These new values 
of the variables become the new base values and the errors they 
produce are the new base errors. Ie is then necessary to repeat 
the whole process of incrementing each variable for each pass. 
~~en all the errors are zero (actually, when all the 
errors described in section 3.3.1.1 are ~ithin some allowable 
limit, taken as ± .005 for the development of this program), 
the values of the indepcndnnt variables are the correct values 
and all component matching constraints are satisfied. 
3.4 
3.4.1 General Description 
This Fortran prograu is divided into four types of 
segments 
1. MASTER segment 
2. Functions 
3. Subroutine 
4. Block Data 
It is the }~STER se~ment that directs the sequence of 
operation of all other segments. Control is constantly being 
passed back and forth between the Brick subroutines and the ~lliSTER 
segment. 
In describing this main part of the program, it I:lay ba 
helpful to include now a block diagram showing the ~ajcr portions 
of this se~ent. A complete block diagram and (low cnart is given 
in Appendix B. 
Note th~t for the purposes of this description, t~e follo-
wing terms have these definitions: 
3.4.2 
a. Design Study. : By saying tna t the program is 
performing a design study, it 
is meant that no CDP conditions 
will be input at a later time. 
b. Design Conditions. 
In doing any run, even an.ODP 
study, the first pass through 
the engine is al~ays I:lade using 
the design conditions. TIlis 
allows the co~onent maps to be 
scaled and duct Qr nozzle areas 
to be calculated. After this 
tirst pass is completed, then 
runs are reade using the off 
design conditions, if desired. 
Sequence of Operations 
In the MASTER segment, much s~itching is involved in 
order to give the scheme its fle~;ibility. 'I'o try and describe 
each switch or branch in the logic sequence ~ould take much space 
and would be difficult to follow. For this reason, only a brief 
description of the major parts of the segment is given here. By 
referring to the complete flow diag·:aro in Appendix B, a reader 
should t·e able to trace all the logic paths. 
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F.EAD:CW's 
DF CONDITIONS 
MAPS 
DATA 
INTERPRET CW 
(STARTING AT CW 1) 
-
I SELECT CALL REQUIRED BRICK ROUTI!ffi I NEXT CW A t YES PERFORM BRICK ~~ '-- CALCULATIONS NO 
STORE ANY ERRORS 
BRICK PRODUCES 
NO VALL CW's USED?~YES 
PRINT 
NO PESIGN STUDY~ ENGINE DP RESULTS r- OUT 
N'RST TUlE AT NO TInS POINT? 
PRINT 
-YES ALL ERRORS ENGINE ~ TOLERANCE // NO 
DP RESULTS 
PRINT 
ENGINE MAKE CHANGE I 
f ODP RESULTS ~ IN ONE VARIABLE 
READ ODP 
CONDITIONS 
ALL NO VARIABLES 
t· CHANGED? 
YGO TO CW 1 CALL SUBROUTIl'i"E 
"HATRIX",- OBTAIN YES 
NEW VALUES FOR J VARIABLES 
Figure 4 l~STER SEGl-!ENT FLal? DIAGRAM 
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As in TURBOCODE, a user ">rites a series of Clv's and data, 
all of which is ~erely input data for the main program. These 
Clv's provide inst-::'Jctions as to which [-arts of the program are to 
be employed and :'n ·".hat sequence. }faking reference to figure 4, 
the following is a brief description of the operations within the 
program. 
'. 
a. The particular component maps, CHIS, RD, and 
any required SV elements are read in. 
b. Starting with the first Cl\', the program 
performs all the operations required by the 
Erick specified in this Cl~. All CW's are 
then operated on in the sequence which they 
are input. The values for ED and SV elements 
input are the DP values, even if the study is 
for an CDP simulation. This is done to generate 
scaling factors for the component maps and also 
to calculate the areas for nozzles and mixing 
ducts, which are later used in the ODP cases. 
c. If a DP study, after all Clv's have been 
operated on, the engine parameters and complete 
SV's are printed out. If the simulation has 
been designed to use B13, the increroentation 
Brick, the program returns to the point where 
this incrementation loop starts. This is 
repeated until all the incrementation loops 
have reached their final values and the 
program itself finishes. 
d. . If an ODP study $ again, after all the CW's 
have been operated on, the engine parameters, 
SV's etc. are printed out. Now, at this point, 
the program reads more data which changes the 
values of one or more BD or SV elements and 
thus defines the ODP conditions. 
e. The program returns to ClV number 1 and 
repeats. Some Bricks will now produce errors 
since the engine will not be balanced under 
the new ODP conditions. The errors produced 
'at this stage are the "Base Errors" and are 
stored in a one dimensional array, BERR. If 
all these Base Errors are less than a specified 
tolerance, a jump is made to step j. 
f. Small perturbations are then made in a number 
of variables equal to the number of errors 
produced. The program then returns to ClV 
number 1 and repeats, with one variable at 
its changed value and the other variables kept 
at the values used in step e. In this way, 
the errors reflect what effect the change 
in one variable has on the various errors. 
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These errors are lOAded in a two Ji:J'(;flsional 
array, EROR. The ne>;1; -,a:ciabl~ IS' then s<;t 
to its new pert~rbed value, the previous 
one reset to its original val~e, and the 
process repe<it€d until all variables have 
been changed. 
g. At this stage all the teros for the set 
of simultaneous eq'.lctions which describe 
the errors as a function of the variables 
(as aentioned in section 3.3.2) are known. 
These terms are now loaded into the zub-
routine MATRIX which u:;es a matrix solution 
to solve the equations and obtain new 
changes for the variables. 
h. With the variables now re~et to new values 
(calculated in g), contr~l passes back to 
step e. The steps e to h repeat until 
the errors are within a given tolerance, in 
which case control passes to step j. 
j.' Control now passes to a section of the program 
which prints out the OOP engine parameters, 
SV's, etc. \.hich are the: results from the 
balanced engine. No \<1 the program reads ffiore 
OOP data and repeats from step e. In this 
way it is possible to perfo~ several OOP 
simulations without having to "reprogram" 
the engine. It f.hould be noted that there 
is no real e}tit point from the program for 
an ODP study. The program continues to 
read ODP condition:; until it runs out of 
data, when the caroputer operating system 
shuts down the program. 
'3.5 Component Characteristic ~a£! 
As mentioned previously, component characteristc reaps 
are an integral part of this engine sirr.ulution scheme. ~~o ~ps 
are contained within the body of the program. These are the 
combustion chamber and nozzle coefficient maps. Other component 
maps must be entered as data by the user. This enables the user 
to select particular maps and arra~ge them in the order required. 
Provision is made for up to three compressor and three turbiue 
maps to be used in the same sireulation. There is nothing that 
dictates that the number of compressors and turbines mist be equal 
(for example, a free turbine engine). Additional numbers of ~ps 
could be added by including additional COMl-ION statements in d.e 
MASTER segment and B2 or B4 subroutines, READ statemeGts in th~ 
MASTER segm~nt, and increasing the size of the DIHENSION statl;rnent 
for scaling factors in B2 or B4. In additicn, extra calls for the 
SEARCH subroutine in B2 and B4 ~ould have to be incorporated. 
The progrClll as written, is able to deal only with the 
four typES of na!l3 rr.entioned: compressor, t'J1:l)ine, combustion 
chant-er, and nozzle. If rEquired, it \wuld be possible to alter 
the program to enable it to deal with afterburner or intake maps. 
Ho~ever, this "'ould requi:::-e the :::eworking of the Brick:. which 
would use these maps (BII and Bl respectively). 
The maps used to test this program have come from GE1~NG 
and SMOTE (17, 20). (They have been altered to conform with the 
units used in this program). The facility exists for the user 
to enter his own maps and the rules for inputing these are given 
in the following sections. One significant difference between 
the maps used in this program and that of GENENG is one of size. 
Because of co~pllter core size limitations, maps composed of far fewer 
points are used here. For.example, a GENENG turbine map consists 
of 690 points l-lhereas a similar map used with this program consists 
of only 190 poi~ts. Such a plot is naturally not as "smooth" as 
the GE~~NG map, but in program testing, it has not caused any 
_______ difficulty. If desired, the number of points in a map could be 
expanded quite easily m~rely by changing the appropriate DI}~KSION, 
COMl-!ON, and READ 'statements mentioned previously. The call state-
ments for the SEARCH subroutine would also have to reflect the 
larger maps. 
3.5.1 Compressor 
1. The compressor characteristic maps are standard maps 
representing pressure ratio, "corrected" mass flow, WAC, 
WAC = 
WAx/TA/TSL 
PA/PSL 
where SL ~ static sea level 
ISA values 
non dimensional speed as a percent of design non dimensional speed 
(see below), and isentropic efficiency. 
h~ile the maps are general and can be used in many 
exa~ples by the scaling procedure, they are naturally more suited 
to particular cases. For example, a low pressure ratio fan map 
for a high bypass ratio engine of a subsonic aircraft would not 
properly simulate the high pressure ratio compressure of a low 
bypass ratio engine for a supersonic aircraft. Five different 
maps from references 17 and 20 have been used in developing this 
program. While they represent a broad spectrum of compressor 
types, they are by no means a complete selection. For this reason, 
compressor maps are entered as data at the input stage, and the 
user is free to select a map most closely resembling his application. 
If a user wishes to use his o~~ characteristics as data, 
these are the DIes by which it nrust be prepared: 
a. 10 values of "cC'rrected shaft speed", 
CN, which is defined as 
Pressure 
Ratio,PR 
P!),OW 
· N • ( N ) 
eN c ITA 7 ~TA DESIGN 
b. 5 ~alues each of pressure ratio (PR) , 
II 0 t d" . f1 d . . c rrec e a1r ow, an 1sentrop1c 
efficiency corresponding to one 
value of CN 
c. All numerical data to be separated 
by at least one space (free format 
is used in reading the component 
maps) 
Corrected Mass FlOl..r, WAC 
/ 
_ Constant 
efficiency 
Figure 5 Example of Compressor Characteristic V~p 
2. Search Method 
A term, ~, is defined as the ratio of press~re ratios 
along a constant speed line. Referring to figure s, for point 1, 
.PRI - p~OU C =-~--~..;.. 
Pl)UGH - Pl\ow 
(Note that this definition of Z; also is often 
referred to as e by certain engine manufacturers.) 
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In effect, j} is ,1. measnrc C.,r the proximity to ~he 
surge line. As c -'- 1.0, the cO~i>ressor is approaching surge. 
(Internally, the progr2m prevents ~ from exceeding .999) In ODP 
studies, 13 is frequently used as a variable. "'hen entering a map, 
CN and 13 are known and the ocrresponding PR, corrected airflow 
and efficiency are determined. 
3. Scaling Equations 
The equations used to obtain the scaling factors for 
the compressor are: 
a. Pressure Ratio: _
_ .. p~ - 1 
PRSF 
PR .. - - 1 
-MAP,D 
where the subscript MAP,D is that value 
obtained by E:!utering the reap with design 
values of CN and H. 
Subscript D is the design value 
specifie<! as ED. 
b. Corrected Mass Flow: 
WASF == WACACTUAL/HACMAP,D 
c. Efficiency: 
ETASF 
3.5.2 Turbine 
Work 
Function 
DR 
1. The turbine characteristic maps are of the form 
Constant 
TF 
__ ....-_Constant 
efficiency 
"-
-
/ 
./ 
L-________________________________________ ~ 
Corrected Speed, eN 
Figure 6 Example of Turbine Characteristic Map 
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'Where: IT, the turbine flop function (sc:!:ctincs c:lllcd tiE "::laSS 
flo," parameter" or "s ... -allowing coefficierLl") is defined as: 
TF WAxIfA/P A 
'Work function, DR = (RA - RB)/TA 
where PCN 
n = isentrcpic efficiency 
and CN = PCN//TA 
shaft speed as a i. of design sPeed. For a free turbine, 
this value is icput as ED. For a turbine driving 
a compressor., PCN is obtained automatically when the 
user specifies in the ED the compressor to which it 
is attached. 
As with compressor maps, these maps are entered ac data 
during the input sequence. If a user wishes to enter his 0'·;n 
turbine characteristic maps, the following rules govern the 
preparation of the data: 
a. 10 values of TF 
b. 6 values each of CN, DR, and efficiency 
corresponding to cne value of TF 
c. all numerical data to be separated by ::.t 
least one space. 
2. Scaling Equations 
The scaling factors are defined as: 
a. Turbine Flow Function: 
b. 
c. 
TFSF 
TFD 
TFACTUAL 
Shaft Speed 
(CN)D x ITA 
CNSF = --:-=-:-:----PCN 
Work Function 
(DR) 
TO DRIVE CO~~RESSOR AT DESIGN 
OR INPUT AS BD (FREE TURBINE) 
DRSF = (DR)MAP,D 
d. Efficiency 
3. Search Hethod 
The search technique for the tUlbine maps is slightly 
different than that for compressors. TF Ilnd eN are entered as 
DP BD. They merely dictate ~here on the mnp the design point 
is to be located. Initially on entry to t~e turbine subroutine, 
TF' and CN' are calculated frem the component inlet conditions 
TF' TF ACTUAL :: lvA x mlPA 
eN' = PCN/ITA ~' 
-- The scaling factors, TFSF and CNSF, are determined as 
shown previously. Then, to enter the map TF and CN are calculaLed 
by 
TF = TF' x (TFSF) 
CN :: eN' x (CNSF) 
Entering the map with TF and Q{, the interpolation 
routines (SEARCH, 1"hich calls AFQUIR) find the corresponding values 
of DR and Tl. 
3.5.3 Combustion Chamber 
The combustion chamber map is a plot of combustion 
efficiency versus temperature rise for constant input pressure. 
Entry to the map is through temperature rise and input pressure 
with efficiency being the output. 
1'1 
Pressure, 
'l'B-TA 
Figure 7 Combustion Chamber Map 
If desired, the co"lbu5tion chamber p,:,'p rr.a.y be :replaced 
by a map ccrrespondir.g to a knct..'n combllstcr. 1n this ease, it 
is entered as BLOCK DATA in the segu.ent C()MHON/CUEB ane the 
following parameters must be given: 
3.5.4 
a. input pressure, atmospheres, 10 values 
b. temperature rise, oK, 8 "alues 
c. combustion efficiency~ 80 values, ea~h 
corresponding to an input pressure and 
temperature rise. 
note: combustion efficiency is defined as: 
ideal amount of fuel burned 
n = actual aJL.ount of fuel burned 
Nozzle Coefficients 
As in GEh~NG, this progra~ uses a convergent/divergent 
nozzle velocity coefficient which is locRted in map form in the 
subroutine NO~CO. The map is of the form 
Area Ratio = 
Pressure Ratio, PB/PATM 
Throat Area 
Exit Area 
Figure 8 Nozzle Velocity Coefficient: Map . 
The nozzle coefficient is given as a function of total 
pressure ratio and area ratio. Convergent nozzles may use the 
map with an area ratio equal to 1. 
"---l" 
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3.6 Input Procc~ure 
As stated previously n cser ... -rites a "program" which 
controls the sequence of operation of the ~~STER seg~ent. In fact, 
his "program" is nothing nore than nuoerical data for the main 
program. l"ith the ~c.helLe in operation at Cranfield, cacs ;:re 
used as the input medium. By slight reprogramming (altering READ 
statements), any other input medium could be utilized. 
It may be seen that the input procedure resembles the 
earlier versions of TlJRBOCOJ)E. Hat-lever, it is n:.ore involved than 
TURBOCODE, largely because more specification of variables, errors, 
new conditions, etc. are necessary. 
Note that in the input instruction, reference is made 
to "integer" and "real ll nULIlbels. These follow the Fortran 
definition in that an "integer ll number is one written without a 
decimal point while a "real" number oust cc,ntain a decimal point. 
3.6.1 Initial Cards 
The initial data is input on three cards. 
"First Card Contains three integers separated 
by at 1enst one space 
:Firs t number +1 if DP study 
= -1 if ODP study 
Second number number of errors to be used 
in the program (n:.eaningful 
only for ODP study) 
= 0 if DP study" 
Third number Selects system of units to 
be used 
+1 for British units 
c -+2 for SI units 
Second Card Contains three integers separated by 
at least one space. These numbers 
represent the number of CWls, "BD, 
and SV elements which will be input 
First number number of CWls to be input 
Second nuober number of BD to·be input as 
Third nllmber number of SV clements to be 
input as data 
data 
3.6.2 
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Thinl C:l.l:d This card contains t\,O i.ntegers 
separated by at least one space. 
These numbers represent the number 
of compressor and turbine maps 
that will be input 
First number number of compressor maps 
to be input 
Second number = number of turbine maps to 
be input 
Component Maps 
In this location are placed the card decks which contain 
the compressor and turbine component characteristics maps. The 
compressor maps are read first and are automatically numbered in 
the order l-lhich the CW's operate on them. Turbine maps, which are 
entered next, are similarly automatically numbered. 
3.6.3 Codeword Cards 
Since these cards control the entire engine simulation, 
it is vital that they be completed correctly. The numbers must 
be entered in the exact columns as specified. Each card contains 
one codeword. Any items which do not require information for a 
particular Brick must be filled in with 11-1". The only exception 
to this is if the remaining columns of a card would contain only 
"-1", then they may be omitted. 
(1) Columns 1 - 3, Brick number of CW in three 
figures 
e.g. 007, 014, etc. 
(2) Columns 4 - 9, SV's on which the Brick cperates 
column 4 5, inlet SV 
column 6 - 7, outlet SV 
column 8 - 9, extra SV if required 
(3) Columns 10 - 13, BD addresses 
column 10 - 11, start of BD address 
list used by Brick 
column 12 - 13, end of BD address 
list used- by Brick 
The BD for a Brick must come from consecutive numbers 
in the address list. For example, B4 requires five items 
of BD. If in a "program" the next unused BD address is 
number 10, the BD of B4 would occupy BD addresses 10, 11, 
12, 13, 14 and columns 10 - 13 would be: 1014 
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(4) Columns 14 - 19, EV :lddrcsses required 
column 14 - 15, first EV address 
required 
co1unn 16 - 17, second EV address 
required 
column 18 - 19, third EV address 
required 
The remaining columns are used only if one of the ED or 
SV elements is to be a variable in an ODP stud)'. In all other 
situations, the remainder of the card may be left blank. 
3.6.4 
(5) Col~s 20 - 23, Variable address list 
column 20 - 21, first variable 
address 
column 22 - 23, second variable 
address (there is 
a I!laximum of two 
variables for each 
CW) 
(6) Columns 24 - 29, specifications for first variable 
column 24 - 25 = 01 if variable 1S 
a SV quantit:y 
column 26 - 27 
= 02 if variable is 
a BD quantity 
SV number if variable 
is a SV quantity 
= BD number if variable 
is a BD quantity 
co1uon 28 - 29 SV element number 
if variable is a 
SV quantity 
-1 if variable is 
a BD quantity 
(7) Columns 30 - 35, specifications for second variable. 
Data Input Cards 
Entered in same format as first 
variable (above). . 
The next series of cards ccr.tains BD and SV elements 
which are required by the Bricks specified in the code\vords. 
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Brick Data 
These cards contain t~o nUffibe~s separated by a space. 
One card is required for each BD item. 
First number, integer 
Second number, real 
SV Input Data 
BD number in address list 
= value of BD number. 
These cards contain three numbers all separated by one 
space. One card is required for each SV item being input. 
3.6.5 
First number, integer 
Second number, integer 
Third number, real 
SV element numbers: 
1 = fuel/air mass ratio 
2 = gas mass flow 
3 static pressure 
4 = total pressure 
ODP Condition Cards 
SV number 
SV element number (see helow) 
value of SV element 
5 = static temperature 
6 = total temperature 
7 = velocity 
8 = area 
The rema1n1ng cards are only used in ODP studies. Their 
purpose is to cause a change to be made in the previous data and 
hence define the ODP conditions. These values, once .:hanged, v?ill 
remain at their new values until changed again in a similar manner. 
(Note that it is meaningless to specify one of the variables of a 
CW as an ODP condition. This is the only restriction on the 
choice of a changed value). 
h. 
First Card Contains an integer equal to 
the number of changes to be 
made to the data.' As the 
program is presently written, 
there is a limit of five 
changes at one time. This 
could be overcome by expanding 
a DUlENSION statement in the 
l-fASTER segment. 
Remaining Cards These cards are "mini" 
~~~~~~-c~o-d~ewords and specify what item 
of input data is to be changed, 
and what its new value will be. 
One card is required for each 
lI~ni" codeword. 
cohnnns 1 2 c 
-
colutm1S 3 - 4 c 
.. 
01 
02 
SV 
BD 
: r: ch<1n!:e .... 
. ~ l .. chr.::1gc 
n1J41t'er if 
number if 
1.5 a SV q'-!2nt:!.Ly 
1.S a ED <;t:anti ty 
r;tc<i,1ge is a SV quar.tity 
chu~ge is a rD quun~itr 
columns 5 - 6 c SV element number if change is a 5V 
quantity 
~ -1 if c~ange is a BD quantity 
column 7 .. left blank 
colulIL.""l 8 onwards" any real nurr,ber repr€:sentir,g the 
changed value descrihed &tove. 
Steps a and b may be repeated ar,y number of times as the 
program will continue to read new ODP conditions until <111 data 
has been used. 
3.6.6 Final Note on Program Inputs 
As these inputs control the whol~ sequence of events of 
the program, great care should be used in forming the data and in 
the- punching of cards. If the input data is incorrect, either the 
program lyill stop running while it is attempting to re:ad data, 
will stop ru.'1ning during the execution of the program, nr \·'OTse, 
will continue to run, but results will be incorrect. lv.'1ile safe-
guards are built into the scheme (sec section 3.8.3 on Error Tracing), 
naturally it is impossible to have planned for c.very possi:,le "J~e~ 
"programming" error. 
Also, because of the Fortran compiler-, it is necessarJ 
to follow the rules as to the decimal point ~rlack of it) in the 
data. The Fortran compiler on the ICL 1900 series computer accepts 
data in "free format". Free format numerical data need noc have 
the field width or number of decimal places in real nL~bers ~peci­
fied. Instead, all data is separated by a space, and the compute:r 
continues to read data until sufficient numbers have been input. 
As may be inferred by the above input instructions, t~i5 prcgrao 
uses free forrr:at frequentlyo If the schcme is to be run on 
another computcr without this free format facility, the input 
procedures and the format statemer.ts in the MASTER segment would 
have to be altered. 
3.7 Program Outputs - Presentation of Results 
A comprehensive picture of the engine operatir.g point 
is made each time a DP engine cycle is sinulated and each time 
an ODP cycle converges on a balanced engine. In addition, after 
all the data cards have been read in, the input "program" consisting 
of this data and the definitions of the system of units to be USed 
in the simulation are also printed. 
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The engine output cO:"lsists of three different sections. 
These are: 
1. co~ponent description 
2. printing of co~plete SV's of the engine 
3. overall engine outputs 
3.7.1 Component Description Output 
The parameters of each major ccnponent are printed by 
the Brick concerned every time any output is produced (a DP cycle 
or balanced engine for ODP conditions). If the component deals 
with maps and scaling factors however, these are only printed in 
the run at DP conditions. The various component outputs are as 
follows: 
a. Ambient and Inlet Conditons 
1) Altitude (ALT) 
2) ISA Temperature deviation (ISA DEV) 
3) Flight Mach mnnber (HACH NO) 
4) Ram recovery ratio (ETAR) 
b. Compressors 
DP only; scaling factors 
1) PRSF 
2) ETASF 
3) WASF 
DP and ODP; 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
~ factor 
Pressure ratio (PR) 
'Percent Speed (PCN) 
CN 
Isentropic efficiency (ETA) 
Input power required (CONiolK) 
c. Combustion Chamber 
DP only; scaling factor, ETASF 
DP and ODP 
1) 
2) 
3) 
d. Turbines 
Combustion efficiency (ETA) 
Total pressure drop (DLP) 
Fuel burned (lolFB) 
DP only; scaling factors, 
1) CNSF 
2) ETASF 
3) TFSF 
4) DHSF 
'I 
3.7.2 
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DP &nd ODP; 
1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Turbine flmv functiC'n (TF) 
Isentropic efficiency (ETA) 
CN 
Auxilary Power produced (AU~~) 
eo Free Turbines 
As above in (d), plus the following additional terms 
1) Percent Speed SPEED) 
2) Shaft power produced (PCV:'ER) 
3) Shaft power specific fuel consumption 
(SFC) 
f. Duct/After Burning 
1) Combustion efficiency (ETA) 
2) Total pressure drop (DLP) 
3) Fuel burned (WFB) 
g. Convergent Nozzle 
1) Exit Area 
2) Exit velocity 
3) Gross thrust produced 
4) Nozzle coefficient 
h. Convergent/Divergent Nozzle 
SV Output 
1) Exit ana 
2) Exit velo~ity 
3) Throat area 
4) Throat velocity 
5) Throat mach number 
6) Gross thrust produced 
7) Nozzle coefficient 
8) For an ODP nozzle, the location of 
the shock is given,as well as a 
statement if it is over or under 
expanded. 
Each time output is produced, a complete listing of all 
SV's is made. Recall that any SV with a value of -1. represents 
a quantity which has not been calculated o 
The following information is printed: 
Station vector number with the corresponding: 
1) fuel/air mass ratio 
2) gas ~~ss flow 
3) static pressure 
4) total pressure 
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5) static tereperature 
6) total terrperature 
7) gas velocity 
8) flow area 
3.7.3 Overall Engine Parameters 
Finally, the follouing parameters which are really the 
desired outputs of the engine are printed: 
1) Total gross thrust of all nozzles. 
2) Total rromentum drag of all inlets 
4) Net thrust 
4) Total fuel burned 
5) Specific fuel consumption 
6) Specific thrust 
Note that the specific fuel consumption only considers 
the net thrust of the engine. Of the engine is a turbojet or fan, 
this term is satisfactory. 
However, if the engine employs a free turbine for shaft 
output or to drive a propellor, this SFC will only represent t}.at 
of the net thrust produced. To arrive at the true SFC for <.'I. 
turboprop, a manual calculation will be !:'equired. 
Examples of the program outputs may be seen in the 
appe~dices (Appendix C). 
3.8 Additional Program Information! 
3.8.1 Program Running at the Cranfield Institute of Technology 
Tne computer used to develop this program was an ICL 1905 
with 32K words of 2 microsecond store; actual program size was 
restricted to 24.7K. This size limitation has led to the 
restrictions,.mentioned in this thesis, on the number of compressors 
and turbines, the number of points in component maps, and to the 
limits on the following quantities: 
maximum number of codewords 45 
maximum number of Brick Data 90 
maximum number of Station Vectors 25 
maximum number of Errors 10 
maxil!lUlll number of Engine Vectors 20 
With these restrictions, the program ~as capable of 
running on the ICL 1905. However, at the time of writing (July 
1974), a new IeL 1903 computer with 64K of store has just been 
installed at Cranfield. With this larger core, the above limits 
no longer need apply. Information has been given throughout 
this thesis which would enable the program to be enlarged. Probably 
Space would now permit the inccrporation of a routine such that any 
hydrocarbon could be used as a fuel ~erely by stating the hydrogen! 
carbon ratio. Reference 26 provides the necessary information. 
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Running tl.~es using 01 bin'-lry ciu:1p of the pr.::r;c"m on 
t ' .. " n:..agne 1C .. ~pe :ire not ey.cp.s~:1ve, W:tth the Tel. lS05, it ~"as 
possible to simulate a stunderd configuraticn t • .-o £?CJol turh)jet 
and perform calculations for thirteen ODP conditons lIsi.nG 4 min 
15 sec. of machine time. Early results with the ICL J 90J indic;:te 
times will be reduced by approxiI!'ztcly t~lO~third5. 
3.8.2 Program Testing 
The pro gran has been evaluated on a Hide var.iety of 
different engine types, ranging from the simplest one speol turbo-
jet, to two shaft mixing fan engines, to com?letely variable 
cycle engines. Examples of these simulations are to be found in 
Appendix C. 
To check for accuracy, results hav~ been compared with 
those of the examples given in references 19 and 20. In most 
_ cases, the answers and engine parameters have agreed wi thin 17.. 
that 
One reason for any discrepancies can be attributed to the different 
accuracies in the component maps used. As men~ioned in nection 3.5, 
the GENENG maps consist of many more points than the I!:aps used 
in this program. 
Again, to acheck for accuracy, a sitt]1Jlation was made to 
compare results against experimental values of an engine undergoing 
test. The experimental values were obtained from reference 16 in 
which the National Researc~ Council of Canada co~ared t~e experi-
mental values against the predicted values' of one of their ODP 
programs. The engine simulated was a t\,O shaft turbojet (J-i5), 
and the effects of reducing LP shaft speed (ie: part throttle 
operation), amount of HP compressor bleed off air, and nozzle area 
change on the engine parameters were studied. 
The complete simulation is described in Appendix D. By 
and large, the Cranfield program gave a reasonably accurate 
simulation of the engine. The reduced power siuulation gave very 
good agreement, better in fact than the NRG simulation. The effects 
of bleed air and nozzle area change were not as accu~ately repre-
sented as the part po~er simulation, but again, ttc Cranfield 
predictions were more accurate than those of NRC. 
~ One possible reason for discre?anClcS ",'CuEd be 
the use of component maps which, while giving good ov~rall 
approximations, may not have rigorously reflected the actual 
components. One other re~son for a discrepancy could be the 
choice of the DP operating point on the component maps. The 
choice of ~ for co~ressors and TF and eN for turbines determine 
where on the component map the DP is. In otter words, it is 
an arbitrary selection which can effect compo!lent efficiencies and 
the errors produced. Possibly a better choice of the DP could 
have reduced discrepancies. Attention is dra~m to Appendix D 
for a complete description of this test. 
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3.8.3 Error Tracing 
In all the Hork done with this program so fat', there has 
cot been any cas~ wher~ a simulation failed due to a fa~lt of the 
program. Every fault so far can be traced back to an improper set 
of cata put in by the user (in effect, a "programming" error 
by the user). 
If there is an error in the data, it will manifest 
its~lf in one of two ways: 
1. The first way is an execution error found 
by the cOII!puter Hhile executing the prograUi 
which 'vill bring an immediate end to the run. 
The computer ~lill describe the error and will 
state approximately where it occurs. This 
should aid in tracing which Ct'l has oeen 
entered with an error inherent in it. Usually 
this will be found to be an incorrectly formed 
CWo 
2. The second way is an error discovered by 
mechanisI:ls "lithin the program. Certain 
occurrences will cause an engine run to 
cease, although complete exit will not 
take place. This is useful since it allows 
further ODP runs to be made which might be 
unaffected by the previous error. These 
types of errors can be caused by: 
In a ODP situation, 
a. No convergence ,.ithin a 
specified number of loops. 
Possibly the ODP condition 
is too large a step from 
the previous conditon. 
b. Component operating point 
off the map, or SEARCH 
unable to find a point on 
the map. 
c. No convergent on temperature 
of combustion, given the 
amount of fuel burned, within 
a specified number of loops. 
d. Nozzle exit velocity is 
imaginary. The engine is 
obviously impossible to 
balance under this set of 
ODP conditions. 
In eRch of thes~ cases, & diacnostic print out of the 
error is made, the particular run is halted, the last cor.::plete 
set of SV's is printed, and control tht:n passes to the next ODP 
condition. 
3.8.4 Program Operation and Techniq~ 
1. Choosing Variables 
In ODP studies, it is necessary to choose as 
variables, those para~~ters which will affect positions on the 
component characteristic maps. For this reason, it is suggested 
that the following always be chosen as variables: 
a. for compressors, S nnd PCN 
b. combustion chamber, exit total 
temperature 
Note: it is usually necessary to specify 
one of the shaft speeds or combustion 
final tenri>erature (or fuel burned) 
in defining an ODP condition. There-
fore all speeds and combustion ta~perature 
may not be variables simultaneously. 
c. turbines, flow function, TF 
d. Others. If the flow is being divided 
such as in a bypass engine, the value 
of >-(H) used in il7 to divide the flow 
is required to be n variable. 
2~ Choosing Errors 
In the more complicated engine studies, usually more 
variables are required than there are errors being produced. 
Since the number of errors must equal the number of variables, 
the facility is present in B2 (compressor) which generates an 
error only if required. Tbis is done by a certain input of 
BD for B2. The error produced is one of continuity (inlet 
mass flow different from mass flow required by characteristic ~~p). 
In this way, each compressor can give. an error if necessary. 
In practice, if not every compressor is required to give 
an error, it is best to start at the HP compressor when specifying 
the errors. In this way, the error so formed reflects the effects 
of all the variables precceding it and so speeds up convergence. 
Note that if this error is not specified, it does not mean that 
the engine is improperly balanced since the mass flows usually 
"come out in the wash" after several iterations. 
In program planning, it is desirable to keep the number 
of variables and errors to a mir.imum since this directly affects 
the number of iterations the program must make before the engine 
is balanced. 
30 Nozzle Floatitll"J a:H~J~~~t/Afterbll-::nillg 
Both noz~l~ ~rick2, B5 (convergent) and Bl2 
(convergent/divergent) have the facility to operate with either 
fixed or variable gecn:etry. The choice is made by an itcI:l of 
BD. When using this progra~, it is advisable to do ODP c2lculotions 
with the nozzle in the fixed p05ition KS this produces an error 
while the floating nozzle does not. 
If afterburning (or duct burning) is desired, a run 
should be made through the engine at tne ODP, but with no after-
burning taking place (this is controlled by an input in BD for 
the afterburning Brick, Bll). Doing this, all components are 
matched and the inlet mass flo.] of the engine is set. After this 
matching, a run is made with burning taking place and the nozzle 
area floating. The nozzle floats to satisfy continuity a~ci £0 
the nozzle is able to take the increased non dimensional mass flow 
caused by the burning. In this ,-'ay, the engine remains balanced. 
4. Hass Flow Inputs 
Somewhere in an engine simulation, air mass flow 
must be input. Usually this occurs at the engine inlet, SV 
·number one, by using the process of SV data input. However, in 
ODP programs, the mass flow through the engine will be varying. 
This occurs even though mass flo\01 is not defined as a variable 
since altering the compressor operating point effectively alters. 
the mass flow through the component. (The component inlet mass 
flow could be a specified variable, but this just is not necessary). 
Nevertheless, there must be a means of altering the inlet 
mass flow to account for the new mass flow that the compressor 
demands. One way this is accomplished is by a device built into 
Brick BI. In this Brick, the inlet mass flow is automatically 
set equal to its outlet mass flow if the outlet TMSS flow is 
greater than O. This works fine if compressor Brick, B2, is 
directly behind BI (ia: outlet SV for BI is inlet SV for B2). 
As the iterations of an ODP study proceed, the engine inlet mass 
flow is actually one iteration behind the compressor mass flow. 
This does not cause any problems, since as the errors approach 
zero, this discrepancy becomes irrelevent. 
If B2 does not follow BI, the following approach is 
suggested. B9 (aritr~etic Brick) is used to transfer the mass 
flow value of B2 (or indeed, any downstream Bri.ck which is 
affecting the mass flow) back to the inlet. Note that this is 
merely the mass flow value and not the actual gas flow itself. 
An example of this type of calculation is given in Appendix E. 
It is importaat to remember these facts when using Bl 
and inputting mass. This is beca~se BI also calculates momentun 
drag from the inlet mass flo\1. Thus, any error in its useage 
would affect the net thrust produced. 
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5. "Boosted" CCID?reSSOr 
By a "boosted" cuu:p:-essor, it :is n:ear.t to be the situation 
whereby' a fan runs en the sa.i:\e shaft as a comp"ressor, or, the 
situation whereby some of the mass flow from the first fe,. stages 
of compressor is used as bypass flow. 
Such a component may be siwJlated by consid~ring it to 
be composed of two separate compressors running on the sane shaft. 
Since the shaft speeds must be equal, the value of PCN is carried 
from the first compressor to the second by the use of B9. In 
order for one turbine to drive the two compressors, their values 
of COMWK must be added together (B9) before entering the turbine 
Brick, B4. For speed matching purposes, the turbine may be 
assumed to be attached to either compressor. 
An example of a "boosted" compressor is fopnd in 
Appendix E. 
6. Free Turbine 
By the use of B14, a free turbine from 'lhich shaft 
power is output may be simulated. A component map of the same 
format as that of the compressor turbine, B4, is used. In an 
ODP study it is necessary to specify as a variable either the 
shaft rotational speed as a percent of design (PCN) or the output 
po .. ·er produced. The quantity \·:hich is not a variable n1"Jst be 
specified as one of the ODP conditionso Thus, in an ODP situation, 
at a specific gas generator condition, it is possibl~ to calculate 
the output power at a particular free turbine speed, ~, the 
free turbine speed at a required power outputo 
7. ODP Conditions 
Any BD or SV item may be selected as an ODP condition. 
The exception is that it may not be a variable or an item which 
is found during the search of a component map (e.g. PR for 
compressor, efficiencies, etc). Some commonly employed ODP 
conditions are: 
a. charge in flight condition 
b. change in shaft rotational speed 
c. change in turbine entry temperature 
d. change in nozzle area 
e. change in bleed flows. 
SECTION 4 
Variable Cycle Engines 
4.1 Introduction 
As aircraft and other aerospace vehicles begin to op~rate 
at extremes of the speed and altitude spectrum, it quickly becomes 
apparent that a conventional single powerplant capable of operation 
under all flight conditions is no longer possible, or at least 
feasible in terms of economy or noise generated. 
Figure 9, taken from reference 27, shows typical operating 
limits for vehi~les operating below 150, COO ft. The upper limit 
is a lift limit and the lower line a structural or temperature liillit. 
Flight 
Possible 
Speed 
Figure 9 Vehicle Operating Corridor 
Figure la, again from reference 27, represents a typical 
airbreathing engine corridor (note that rockets have no speed or 
altitude restrictions. However, their very high specific fuel 
consumption at the lower end of the flight spectrum makes them 
unsuited for aircraft application). In figure 10, the upper limit 
is generally a combustion stability or ignition limit. It mayor 
may not coincide 'nth the vehicle upper limit. The lower limit 
is generally associated with structural or temperature limits similar 
to those imposed on the airframe. 
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M"'3.5 
Speed 
SCRANJET ----
Figure 10 Airbreathing Engine Operating Corridor 
As flight speed increases, the technology trend is toward 
engines that operate in two or more modes. To provid~ thrust over 
a wide speed and altitude range, no one system is optimu~ or even 
necessarily usable. It is required therefore, to combine the best 
of each cycle into an optimum propulsion system. The simplest 
solution is to fit different sets of engines to operate at different 
times. Ho,,"ever, this solution has the obvious disadvantages of high 
installed weight, bulk, and associated drag. 
4.1.1 ~Iixed and Variable Cycles 
Yd.xed cycle engines are now being developed to combine 
turbojet and ramjet engines. Such an engine provides the static 
thrust a ramjet lacks and increases the speed capability of the 
turbojet. It is designed so that above a ~ertain speed (around 
~fuch 3), the rotating machinery stops, the airflow to.the compressor 
is shut off, and burning occurs in a bypass duct. Other possible 
mixed cycle engines are ejector ramjets (combination of rocket + 
ramjet) and supercharged ejector ramjets (turbofan + rocket + ramjet) 
(27) • 
This leads to a definition of Xixed Cycles which reference 
27 describes as: 
" ..• single integrated engine concepts employing two or more distinct 
[thermodynamic] propulsion cycles. Each element is capable of 
operating independently or jointly." . 
e.'t. u _ 
Variable Cycle engilleson the other hand an: considered 
to contain only one distinct the!Wodynsn:ic PT.opu:sioQ cycle an.d 
in this way are different from mixed cycles. [<CI-)ever, like mixed 
cycles, they are capable of opern.tion in rnore than cne mode. 
4.2 Requirement for Variable Cycles 
Just as a mixed cycle propulsio~ £ystem is desirable 
for an aircraft operating in the 'lpper speed regions, variable 
cycle engines would be advantageous for an application with cruise 
speeds in the region of }fach 2.0 + 3.0. Tne principal reason for 
this is to improve the "total range or flexibility of a given 
multimission aircraft, ;'Jhile reducing weight and cost, to perform 
a prescribed mission" (28). Secondary benefits of variable cycle 
engines are the possible noise reduction during take off and 
landing, and center of lift control for V/STOL aircraft. 
4.2.1 Engine Design for a Single Mission Aircraft 
The engine designer has three basic engine paramp.ters to 
chose from when selecting an engine for a particular application. 
These are bypass ratio (~), cycle pressure ratio (CPR), and turbine 
entry temperature (TET). 
Choice of Bypass Ratio. Figure lla,b, and c from reference 
1 compares the performance of an engine with ~ = 0 to an identical 
engine (same engine .core flow and TET) with a bypass ratio, fl. These 
figures demonstrate clearly the effect that the choice of fl will have 
on an engine's perforcan~e. At lew speeds, a high fl is advantageous, 
but as flight Mach numbers increase, a low or. zero fl is necessary 
for good fuel economy. Not shown in these diagrams is the affect 
of ~ on nacelle or installed drag. This would further show the 
advantages of low fl at higher speeds. 
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Figurell Affect of Bypass Ratio on Various 
Engine Parameters 
Choice of TET and CPR. With inc~easing cruise speeds, 
the engine designer is more and more restricted to his choice of 
TET and CPR. Figure 12, from reference 29, demonstrates this. 
Note that a, the temperature ratio, is defined as 
a = . total TET 
static ambient temperature 
In the typical supersonic transport cruise altitude 
(above 36089 ft.), because of ~aterial limitations, a would currently 
be restricted to slightly less than 7. Haterials predicted for 
future engines would bring this up to about 7.5. 
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Figure 12 Over-all Efficiency as a Function of Cycle 
Pressure and Temperature Ratios for Different 
Flight Mach Numbers 
The above 'figures show that if an engine is designed to be 
operated at high supersonic speeds (l-lach 2.5'-3.0), since TET has an 
upper limit, the choice of CPR to operate a~ best efficiency beccmes 
rather limited,especially compared to the possible combinations 
that exist at the lower end of the speed spectrum where the curves 
are relatively flat. 
With an engine designed for a single mission aircraft, 
selection of the proper values for the parameters will ensure the 
optimum performance of the engine at the design point. Traditionally, 
engines have been designed to operate well at one point on the air-
craft performance curve. This approach, however, leads to sub-optimum 
performance at all other points on the curve. Nevertheless, in the 
past, the performance penalty for off design point operation has 
just been accepted as a matter of course. 
However, the designer of the engines for all aircraft (both civil 
and military) designed to cruise at supersonic speeds must consider 
the following factors: 
a) Take off thrust requirements. Frequently 
thrust augmentaticn \olill be required at 
take off if the engine is point designed 
for supersonic cruise. 
b. Possible prolonged £uosonic op~ration for 
the following reasons: 
-avoidance of senic boons 
-possible in-flight refueling 
-holding patterns 
Also, all fuel reserves are usually calculated assuming 
a subsonic hold or diversion. 
c. For civil supersonic transports, the noise levels 
at take off and landing are usually a critical 
factor in the engine design 
It quickly becomes apparent that these aircraft can no 
longer be considered single mission aircraft ap~ they are in reality, 
multi mission. The compromise in performance previously necessary 
for single point designed engines is no longer acceptable. 
--Reference 30 states that "a supersonic transport that cruises at 
M = 2.7 or a M = 3 supersonic bo~ber will use 30% to 40% of its 
fuel just reaching cruise speed if it is a point designed aircraft 
[and engine] for a given cruise speed and altitude." 
4.2.2 Multi Mission Design 
As was stated previously, the object of multi m~ss~on 
design is to improve the payload/range of the aircraft. 
Design Problerus. The most obvious way of increasing 
the payload/range of a supersonic cruise aircraft is not to obtain 
better SFC at the cruise condition, but rather to improve its SUbSOliic 
performance. Not only would better SFC during subsonic segments 
of the flight profile aid in doing this, but rather because of 
improved subsonic SFC, the required fuel reserves would be considerably 
less. 
However, the means of obtaining good subsonic performance 
when the engine is designed for supersonic cruise is the problem. 
Subsonic Operation. Generally, lower thrust levels are 
required during subsonic operation. These lower levels can be 
achieved in any number of ways, the problem then is to ope~ate 
subsonically most efficiently. 
Simply reducing TET automatically results in lo~yer thrust 
levels. However, referring to figure l2b, it will be seen that 
engine overall efficiency falls sharply if TET is reduced too much. 
This is due to the fact that as TET is reduced, the shaft rotational 
speeds decrease and there is a corresponding decrease in component 
efficiencies. This speed drop also results in lower compressor 
pressure ratios which figure l2a shows is detrimental to engine 
efficiency in the sub50nic regions. It is desirable then to operate 
with as high a iET as possible and still maintain the desired 
thrust level. 
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If it ~cre possible to alter ~ (increasc it), this would 
be seen to represent the ~ost efficient means of obtaining the 
desired lower thrust levels during subsonic flight. Figure 11 
demonstrates this clearly. TET's could remain high and by its defi-
nition, the propulsive efficiency of the engine would improve. 
In addition to being a more efficient subsonic cycle, there would 
be a spin: off of other improvements to SFC. 
The greatest other improvement would be to better nacelle 
performance. Swann, in refercnce 28, states that current engines 
designed for supersonic operation have inlets and exhaust nozzles 
designed to operate most efficientlyo at the cruise condition. 
For subsonic operation, very complex variable geometry intakes and 
nozzles are necessary to match the airflow requirements for the 
fixed cycle engine. Some of these variable devices are: 
-translating centerbodies 
~ throat doors 
- bypass doors 
~takeoff doors 
-secondary flow values 
One result of these devices has been to increase installed 
engine weight and operational complexity. Another result has been 
to generate a significant amount of spillage and boattail drag 
during subsonic flight. 
At M = .9, a subsonic pod has an installed SFC SOl. lm~er 
than a supersonic pod containing a fixed cycle engine (28). 
Anything that could be done to make the intake and nozzle flmv full 
(to reduce the spillage and boat tail drag) would improve the 
subsonic SFC of a supersonic aircraft. Naturally, by increasing 
~, and hence increasing the mass flow at the samE thr~st level, 
these sources of drag would be reduced. 
Take off Thrust Augmentation and N~ise Reduction. The 
problems of take off thrust augmentation and noise reduction are 
indirectly related to the principal aim of improving payload/range. 
For a civil SST, the noise problem would probably·be the most 
significant one in the whole engine design. 
Frequently, the two problems of fuel economy and noise 
reduction will be related. If the engines were designed to give 
optimum supersonic cruise performance, it may be found ° that they 
were underpowered at take off (31). Thrust conventionally is 
augreented by the use of afterburning, but with the increased jet 
velocities, the jet noise is also increased. ~~other way of meeting 
the take off thrust requirements \olOuld be to enlarge the engine to 
increase the mass flow. This approach would result in the penalties 
of increased engine weight, increased nacelle drag and the lower 
overall efficiencies at cruise (both subsonic and supersonic) since 
the engine !\'ould be overpowered at cruise and would need to be 
throttled back under these conditions. 
Again, ~n inc7"eascd bypass ratio for take off is sccn 
as a means of both thrust el!l:,'TIentation, and by providing the thrust 
at a lo~er specific thrust, jet noise is reduced. 
4.2.3 The Case for Variable Bypass Engines 
Essentially the variable bypasc engine concept is 
considered desir~ble for a supersonic cruise aircraft since its 
engine has conflicting requirements during different pha~es of the 
flight profile. Since it will be necessary to operatp. at optimuro 
SFC at all times, the follolo'ing contradictions arise: 
a. at supersonic cruise, for low SFC, ~ 
must be low and hence specific thrust 
will be high 
b. for low SFC during subsonic flight and 
for low take off noise, specific thrust must 
be low and hence high ~ is required. 
In a variable bypass design, low supersonic SFC is 
obtained by proper choice of the design point engine parameters. 
Low subsonic SFC is obtained mainly through the more efficient 
higher bypass ratio engine. However, improvements in installed 
drag also 3id in the low subsonic SFC. 
It should be remembered that the primary goal of any 
variable cycle concept is to improve the aircraft's payioad/range. 
This is done by reducing the powerplant system (including bare engine, 
installation, and fuel weights) weight proportion. 
Weight Savings. The follcwing data was given by Swann 
in reference 28. The figures pertain to the Boeing 2707-300 SST, 
a 750000 lb. aircraft with a payload of 61000 lb/300 passengers. 
The numbers represent the weight that could be saved on this SST 
for a typical flight with a variable cycle engine. 
Item 
Reduced fuel reserves because 
of better off design SFC 
Better SFC on 400 N. mile 
subsonic legs 
Eliminate inlet complexity 
Weight saved on nozzle 
Weight saved on sound suppressor 
Drag seved on sound suppressor 
Off design illtake drag saved 
Off design boattail drag saved 
Equivalent 
Weight Saving 
15000 lb 
14000 
7000 
5000 
9000 
6000 
2000 
3000 
61000 lb = 300 passengers 
l~aturally, a variable cycle i:-are engir.e would weigh lllore 
and be more bulky than a fixed cycle bare engine. Ho~ever, the 
weight saved on inlet and nozzle complexity shculd more than 
compensate for this. 
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Range Effects. Improved subsonic SFC and reduced installed 
weight for a varic:bl~ cycle engine c:anifE:1lts itself in the graph 
shown as figure 13 (refe~ence 28). 
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Figure 13 Effect of Subsonic R~nge of Total Range of an S5T 
Other Variable Cycle Applications. In addition to providing 
an economical engine for all sections of the flight profile of a 
supersonic cruise aircraft, an application would also be found in any 
mixed-mission aircraft where the thrust requirements and flight 
conditions vary considerably such as in a VTOL fighter. Reference 30 
states that "such an engine will lend itself admirably to any 
application where more thrust modulation than can be achieved by 
throttle settings is desired or required." 
Summary. This then is the case for a variable cycle 
engine which ""ill vary the bypass ratio to enable efficient engine 
operation through all flight regimes of a supersonic cruise aircraft. 
Current literature and discussions with advanced planning engineers 
of "a major engine manufacturer have convinced the author that such 
an engine will be a requirement for future high supe~sonic cruise 
speed aircraft. Reference 30 states: 
"The whole aerospace community of propUlsion and 
airframe companies and agencies is convinced that 
the development of a variable cycle jet engine is 
the best and biggest step that can be takct[ now" 
Because engine designers have just begun to take these 
engines seriously, very little information on their performance has 
been published (at least in the public sector). ~~3t this thesis 
proposes to do is to demonstrate that the ODP computer program 
developed during the course of this thesis and described in section 3 
is capable of performing variable cycle engine calculations. The 
predicted perfcrcance of certain variabJe cycle engine configurations 
is also given. 
4.3 Proposed V,l1'iahlc Cycle Engine Types 
Once it is seen that an engine ,-lith a variable uypass 
ratio is advantageous, the problem then becomes one of how to 
create the variable bypass feature. l.Jhat f o 11o",-s here are some 
ideas currently being proposed for such an engine. 
Variable Geometry Aft Fans 
This concept of a v~riable cycle engine is in reality an 
"add-on" approach. It was proposEd for the GE/4 engine (late 
Boeing SST engine) when it w~s found that the basic engine take off 
thrust was insufficient and required augwentation. The use of 
afterburning to obtain the extra thrust produced excess noise 
levels, so an aft fan,which was only to be used at take off and 
subsonic speeds. was also considered. Reference 31 describes the 
concept and this particular app1icatiol~. 
The configuration consisted of a basic GE/4 engine with 
an additional free turbine with a tip fan. Air entered the fan by 
blow-in doors or ~vas ducted from the! main inlet. At high flight 
speeds, the fan inlet ~as closed and the free turbine stopped by 
variable stators. It was calculated that this configuration was 
capable of saving 20000 lb. of fuel for a "normal" SST flight. 
Even more could be saved if a good deal of subsonic flight 'IolaS 
necessary to avoid sonic booms over built up areas. 
It is not known why this concept was not advanced further, 
but perhaps the designers chose to obtain the additional thrust by 
more conventional means such as afterburning plus noise suppressors. 
In any event, the variable geometry aft fan for the GE/4 died a 
natural death with the demise of the Boeing SST. 
Such an engine may be simulated with the computer program 
described in this thesis in a manner similar to the Series/Parallel 
engines described in the next section. 
4.3.2 Series/Parallel Components 
The engine configuration described here represents the-true 
variable cycle engine in that there is internal redistribution of 
the airflow. By valving and duct arrangements, air from an upstream 
compressor or fan may either enter another compressor (and ultimately 
the engine core), or may be exhausted separately. 
A working model of such a valve/duct arrangement now exists. 
Reference 32 is a United States patent granted to G.W. Klees 
concerning an "Annulus Inverting Value" which was d€signed to enable 
series/parallel operation. 
The series/parallel concept was described by tlichols in 
reference 33. Figure 14 demonstrates this concept applied to two 
compressors. Note that it could similarly be applied to two fans 
(one l~ and one LP) or even two fans wh~re one is an aft fan. 
I 
I 
I 
\ 
I Transition. section I 
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1.0\. bypass 
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Figure Il. Engine With Series/Parallel Compressors 
This variable bypass arrangemEnt may be easily simulated 
using the computer program which has been dEveloped. No new Bricks 
or subroutines are required and this method has proven itself in 
many trials. The portion of the engine which would be most difficuit 
to simulate is,of course, the transition section. A schematic of 
this is shown in figure 15 which demonstrates a series/parallel fan 
arrangement. 
1 
4 
._-------
5 
To engine 
core 
9 10 
~ __ -+-____ Cyc Ie 1 
------ -
HP 
FAN 
__ Cycle 2 
Note: Numbers represent 
LP stations FAN 
Figure 15 Schematic of Transition Section For Series/Parallel Fans 
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In the discussion that follows, cycle 1 rcp~esents the 
high bypass ratio and cycle 2, the 10 .. ' t.)'~.:ss :-atio configuration. 
The flow at SVI is assumed to be the outlet of -a fan. Part of the fan 
exit air enters the engine core (lo ..... er arrow) while a por::ion is 
b}~assed. This bypass air either is exhausted directly (cycle 1), 
or is compressed still further in cycle 2 by a fan operating between 
station 9 and 10. This downstream fan receives its air directly 
from atmosphere in cycle 1 operation. 
The sequence of Bricks operating between the stations is 
given below. 
Station Operation Brick Result Rerr.arks 
1~2 Flow split 7 W2 = -AxHl Provides bypass flo'.ol 
2~3 On/off valve 7 W3 = AIXW2 Al = 1.0 for cycle 1 
Al .,. 0.0 for cycle 2 
3~4 Jet pipe 11 
1~5 Arithmetic 9 WS 0: Wl-W3 
6~7 . On/off valve 7 W7 = AIXW6 Al as above 
7-+-8 Intake 1 
8+5+9 Y junction 8 W9 = WS+H8 Either H5 or loi8 = 0.0 
9-+10 Compressor 2 
As can be seen, the "transition section" mzy be perfectly 
simulated in this mannner. In cycle 1, air from the first fan is 
exhausted through a nozzle and the second fan receives its air from 
the ambient conditions. By changing one ED value (AI) from 1.0 to 
0.0, the section moves into cycle 2 operation. Now, no air flows 
past SV2 and so SV5 is equivalent to SV2. Again, no air flO .. iS past 
SV6 so that when SV's 5 and 8 are mixed, there is no flow at SV8 
and hence SV9 is equivalent to SV5. Therefore the conditions 
are those at the outlet of the first compressor. 
This technique may be used to represent any transistion 
section, whether separating two compressor, fans, or an aft fan. 
4.3.3 Satellite Engine 
The satellite engine proposals (references21 and 33) are 
extensions of the series/parallel concept, the difference being that 
. it is two engines which operate either in series or parallel. 
The front (upstream) engine would be a low pressure ratio turbofan 
with one or more turbojets downstream. The main dra'.olback to this 
proposal is the weight and bulk required. 
4.3.4 Constantly Varying Airflows 
This design, referred to as the "modulating airflov' engine" 
in reference 21 is shown in figure 16. This particular configuration 
has three spools and three exhaust nozzles. By varying the exit areas 
of the nozzles and closing the nozzle of LP fan, the proportion of 
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airflow freD the fans entering the engine core would also be 
varied. In this manner, the bypass ratio is cnanged to give the 
optimum engine configcrat~cn for each flight condition. 
This typ~ of engine could also be dmulCited in a straight-
forward manner. Simply resetting the nozzle areas as an ODP 
condition would result in an engine with the bypass ratio altered. 
However, while it would be easy to simulate, such an 
engine would probably prove difficult to operate without avoiding 
operation off the component maps. In particular, the turbines 
would be faced with operation at several different gas flows and 
work requirements~ Variable geometry turbines (and perhaps fans) 
would prove to be necessary for this type of engine if the bypass 
ratio was to be altered considerably. This of course would make 
the engine simulation nuch more involved. 
Figure 16 Three Spool Modulating Airflow Concept 
4.3.5 It has been considered in the course of this work to 
investigate variable bypass engines employing a series/parallel 
concept as opposed to one of the other configurations mentioned 
previously for the following reasons: 
1. The design and working model of a transition 
section (valve) means that new technology 
will probably be directed to engines employing 
this device. 
2. It should be possible to design series/parallel 
engines without going into variable geometry 
components (such as variable area turbines) 
which would be necessary with a concept 
such as the "modulating airflow". 
3. Because of points 1 and 2, in all likelihood, 
the first development of variable cycle gas 
turbines will be directed along the series/ 
parallel concept. 
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SECTION 5 
Series/Parallel Variable Cycle Engines 
This section deals ,.ith the selection of design point 
parameters and overall engine performance of variable cycle engines 
employing the series/parallel concept. Compressors, fans, and 
aft fans all operating in series/parallel are considered. 
5.1 Selection of Design Point Component Paramete~s 
From the work done at Cranfield doing steady state 
simulations of these various engine concepts, it quickly bec:'.!.C.e 
apparent that the selection of initial design point component 
parameters is extremely critical if the engine is to be capable 
of operation in the two cycles. The changes that can occur ivithin 
the engine after transition from one cycle to the other are in 
essence what determine the engine design point parameters. 
5.1.1 Transition Between Cycles 
Ideal Transition. The problems of transition are a result 
of striving to attain what may be described as "ideal" transition. 
It would seem a reasonable requirement that, after the cycle chanh~' 
the engine operation must not be significantly different from that 
before the change. This requirement manifests itself as follows: 
1. shaft speeds should not change significantly 
2. net thrus~ should not change significantlY 
3. components must not move into zones of 
impossible operation (eg. compressor surge) 
4. TET limitations must not be exceeded. 
It is in trying to meet these constraints (particularly 
compressor surge) that leads to problems in selecting the engine 
component design points. 
5.1.2 Problems of Transition 
Downstream (HP) Compressor Surge 
Unless care is taken in the design point parameters, the 
downstream compressor (or fan) in a series/parallel configuration 
will surge asa result of the transition from parallel to series 
• h f . d' d "LP" operat1on. The compressor on the outer sat 1S eS1gnate 
and that on the inner shaft, "lIP". Parallel operation is denoted 
tlcycle 1" while series operation is "cycle 2". Figure 17 illustrates 
this configuration. 
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LP HP 
Figure 17 Series/Parallel Fans 
In cycle 1 operation, both compressors receive ambient 
air and have their own inlet. The corresponding HP operating 
point is sho~~ as point 1 on figure 18. ~fuen operating in cycle 2, 
the HP compressor receives compressed air from the LP fan. The fact 
that the HP entrance air temperature and pressure have now both 
increased will affect WAC, N/IT: and hence the operating point will 
be affected. 
PR 
WAC 
surge 
line 
N/I! 
Figure 18 Compressor Map Demonstrating HP Surge 
Since shaft speed is to be kept constant (in any event, 
because of inertia, its response would be such that it would remain 
constant for an initial period), N/ITA will decrease slightly. How 
much will depend on pressure ratio of the LP fan. 
Because the LP pressure ratio will not be large, (this 
will be reinforced later), the associated temperature rise will not 
be large either. Hence N/ITA will not be decreased very much. 
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However, r!AC, where 
. WAxITA/ rSLS 
WAC ... -WPSI.8 SLS = sea level static 
can change considerably. If it decreases too much, the compressor 
will surge as represented by point 2' on figure 18. It is necessary 
to specify the design point mass flows for both compressors, taking 
into account the LP pressure ratio so that the ~AC value is not 
decreased excessively during the cycle transition. 
Referring again to figure 18, assume that a cycle 2 
value of HP l~AC of 
(subscript 1 = cyclc 21) subscript 2 = cyclc 
will surge the compressor (poin.t 2'), and a value of 
is required for stable operation (point 2). 
Further assume that the transition is to occur at sea 
level static conditions. 
Therefore, WAC2 = O.9xWACI 
WA2xITA2/TSLS = 0 9 lolA 
PA2/PSLS • x 1 
Since PA2/PSLS = LP Pressure Ratio (PR) , 
WAi 0: LP mass flow directed to HP, 
and 
y-1 
PR-Y- (assuming an isentropic compression) 
Therefore we require for stable operation, 
y-l .. 
.. 'WA2xPR2Y 
PR 
For y 1.4, 
O.9xWAr 
w~ = 1.IIXWA2xPR-O.857 
Thus, in order to ensure continuity of operation during 
transition, the above relationship must hold. In effect then, 
the design point values of airflow for both compressors will be 
dictated by the LP pressure ratio SUell that, at the transition point, 
the above equation rew4ins valid. 
G8 
Par the abcve <;y.ample, it may be seen that for a LP 
pressure ratio gr~atcr tp..cr. 1.13, ttc c\':::I€ 1 PoP r..ar.s flow must 
be less than the cycle 1 LP Tn.'SS flo ... , (~/hich in cycle 2 enters the 
HP compressor). For efficient cycle I opcretion, it is desirable 
to hav~ as large a byp3SS ratio as possible. This l€ads to the 
desirability of having a high bypass air flow. Since the b)~ass 
airfloW' is: 
bypass air flow = WAl + WA 2 
= WA2x(1+1.llxPR-O.857) 
this shows the advantage to be gained by having 
a low LP pressure ratio. 
Upstream (LP) Compressor Surge 
This condition is a result of a severe compressor-turbine 
work imbalance and is to be found in series/parallel configurations 
where the entire compressors are operating in series/parallel and 
not just a portion of the flow (as in a fan). An example of thi~ 
concept was shown in figure 14. 
The previous section demonstrated why the cycle 1 IP 
mass flow must be less than the cycle 1 LP mass flow (in fact, 
the ratio of the mass flows is inversely proportional to the LP 
pressure ratio) in order to avoid HP sur.ge. This mass flow 
requirement leads to LP surge problems for the engine configuration 
discussed here. 
Consider such a hypothetical engine with a LP pressure 
ratio of 1.75 in cycle 1 just before transition and with a cycle 1 
LP mass flow 1.5 times the cycle 1 HP mass flow. Thus, after 
transition to cycle 2, the HP (and core) mass flow has been increased 
50%. 
Looking at the turbines now, the HP turbine is required 
to do 507. more work because of the greater mass flow through the 
HP compressor. This is acceptable since this turbine now has 
50% more hot gases to expand. However, the work load for the LP 
turbine has not increased, but has stayed constant. It too has 
·50% more hot gases to expand and immediately a work imbalance is 
created. Initially, the excess work being done by the turbine 
will cause the LP shaft to speed up and the LP compressor will 
surge. This is not self correcting; with an increased speed, the 
compressor ,,:ill attempt to draw in more air, but this merely 
compounds the problem. Figure 19 demonstrates this type of surge. 
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Figure 19 Compressor Map Demonstrating LP Surge 
One possible means of solving this problem is a variable 
- area LP turbine. This solution would result in a heavier and 
more complex engine. Until variable area turbines are developed 
and working satisfactorily, there is no point in designing 
series/parallel compressor engines. For this reason, only 
series/parallel fan engines are considered further in this work. 
5.1.3 Point of Transition 
Because of the problems that can occur as a result of 
a cycle change, it is o~vious that the flight conditions where 
transition can occur satisfactorily are directly related to the 
values of the component parameters at that time. What is necessary, 
is that before transition, the LP and HP mass flows and LP pressure 
ratio must be such that HP compressor surge after transition is 
avoided. Since the mass flows, pressure ratio, and N/IT value 
change as a result of flight speed and altitude, throttle setting, 
and nozzle area, then there will be a narrow band of flight conditions 
where transition is possible (for a given turbine entry temperature 
and nozzle area). The question then is not what is the opti~lm 
point of transition, but rather what is a possible transition point 
for a particular engine. 
Transition would be possible over a wider range of flight 
conditions if the fuel flow and nozzle area were adjusted to keep 
the mass flows and LP pressure ratio at the necessary·values. This 
leads of course to the requirement for a sophisticated control 
system to adjust the fuel flow and nozzle areas as required. 
The point in an aircraft's flight profile where the change 
from cycle I to cycle 2 is desirable would be that point where there 
is a requirement for a higher specific thrust. Transonic acceleration 
is one such point, so the engine could be effectively designed to 
change cycle at a high subsonic speed. If this point was chosen as 
the engine design point, the corr~ct de~ign point values of the 
component parameters could be easily established. 
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5.1.4 Summary of Design Point Selection 
In the forgoing discussion, it has been shown that the 
engine design point parameters are of necessity directly linked to 
the flight conditions, iuel flow, and nozzle area at which the 
engine is to change cycle. It sin:ply is not possible to specify 
component design point parameters without considering the conditions 
during transition. In particular, the LP and HP mass flows and LP 
pressure ratio require careful selection. 
If the transition point was chosen as the engine design 
point, the problem of choosing correct component parameters is 
somewhat simplified. This is really a compromise solution since 
the best design point (for engine efficiency considerations) should 
be the supersonic c~ise condition. However, choosing the transition 
point provides a good starting place for a bit of trial and error 
work which would eventually produce an engine configuration capable 
of a cycle change and also incorporating good cruise performance. 
5.2 Variable Cycle Performance Comparisons 
It is the object of this section to demonstrate both the 
capabilities of the ODP computer program described in the thesis and 
the performance advantages of a series/parallel variable cycle engine 
for a supersonic transport application. 
5.2.1 
A comparison is made between the following engines: 
Engine 1: 
Engine 2: 
Engine 3: 
Engine 4: 
fixed cycle, single spool turbojet 
fixed cycle, two spool, two exhaust turbofan 
variable cycle, two spool series/parallel fans 
variable cycle, three spool series/parallel aft fan 
Engine Performance Goals 
The engines were designed and sized to give approxiQately 
the same cruise performance. It was then possible to compare the 
performance away from the cruise condition and thus illustrate the 
advantages of the variable cycle concept. The SFC, specific thrust, 
and net thrust of the four engines was compared at the following points: 
1. Take off (ISA, sea level static) 
2. Altitude = 10000 ft 
Mach No. = 0.4 
Different throttle settings 
3. Altitude = 36000 ft 
Mach No. = 0.9 
Different throttle settings 
4. Cruise (altitude = 60000ft., Mach No. = 2.0) 
The perforreance figures shown below were obtained from 
}tr. R. Denning (and staff) of the Advanced Projects Group at Rolls 
Royce: Bristol. These figures are represen~ative of the required 
(or desired) perfortn3nce of an advanced englne for a future supersonic 
transport aircraft. 
'"/1 
Cruise condition: altitude = 60000 ft 
Hach No. = 2.0 
Net thrust at cruise ~ 7000+7500 lbf (dry) 
Compressor delivery temperature at cruise = BOOoK 
TET at cruise = 16250 K 
Bypass ratio at cruise = 1.0 (not applicable to engine 1) 
Take off thrust = 35000+40000 Ihf 
Maximum take off 'IET = 17000 K 
For noise considerations, the specific thrust at take 
off was to be less than 50 Ibf/lbm/sec. 
To simplify the comparisons, all engines are considered 
to have variable exit area convergent/divergent nozzles such that 
there is optimum expansion at all times. However, the throat areas 
are considered to be fixed. In addition, all engines are considered 
to operate with similar component efficiencies, pressure losses, 
percent of flow for cooling, etc. 
5.2.2 Fixed Cycle Engines 
Engine 1 is a conventional single shaft turbojet with 
the following basic parameters at cruise: 
Compressor PR 
TET 
Englne 2 is a conventional two shaft turbofan with 
separate exhausts for both the bypass and core stream. At cruise, 
it has the following basic parameters: 
5.2.3 
Fan PR = 2.5:1 
Compressor PR = 6.5:1 
TET = l6250 K 
Bypass ratio = 0.915 
Variable Cycle Engines 
Schematic diagrams and codeword "programs" required for 
the simulation of engines 3 and 4 are given in Appendix E. 
The variable cycle engines involved in this comparison 
are rather simple ones and hence represent engines that could be 
built with existing technology. There are no variabI-e geometry 
turbines and the nozzle throat areas are considered fixed. 
Considerably more variation of bypass ratio would have been possible 
if both these compon~nt3 had variable gecmetry. However, the 
convergent/divergent nozzle exit areas are considered variable so 
that optimum expansion always occurs. The nozzle that only operates 
in the high bypass node (cycle 1) is considered to be fixed area 
convergent while the other two nozzles are convergent/divergent. 
It is recognized that two va~iable exit area convergent/ 
divergent nozzles would Ge extr~mely difficult (if not impossible) 
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to design and construct. Two, two-dimensional nozzles are a 
possibility, but the actual construction and controls would indeed 
be very complicated. The approach taken here is that inferred in 
reference 20 which states:" •.• determine what a variable cycle engine 
exhaust nozzle can be desgned to do rather than how it can be 
built." Considering the exl-:aust system to be two independant nozzles 
is not an attempt to ignore the issue of a realistic working nozzle. 
Rather, it provides a starting point for any design. Probably 
the best nozzle system for these engines would be a mixing series/ 
parallel arrangement with a convergent/divergent nozzle designed 
on the ejector principle. 
5.2.4 Performance Presentation 
The performance comparisons are presented in two tables 
and two graphs. The first two tables compare the performance of the 
engines at the cruise and take off condition respectively. The 
- two graphs illustrate SFC vs. net thrust curves of the engines at 
different TET's at two subsonic flight conditions. 
The units for the quantities in the tables are: 
Net trust = lbf 
Specific thrust = lbf/lbm/sec 
SFC lbm/hr/lbf 
TET = oK 
Cruise: 60000 ft, ISA, Mach 
Engine 1 Engine 2 Engine 3 
Net thrust 7118.0 7106.0 7131.0 
Specific thrust 62.47 31.97 32.75 
SFC 1.3519 1. 3070 1.3030 
Core PR 9.68 10.50 10.02 
Bypass PR - 1.99 2.13 
Bypass Ratio - 0.915 0.915 
TET 1625.0 1625.0 1625.0 
No.=2.0 
Engine 
7274.0 
33.43 
1.2858 
10.35 
2.08 
0.895 
1625.0 
Take off: sea level, ISA, static 
Engine 1 Engine 2 Engine 3 Engine 
4 
4 
Net thrust 32355.0 41021.0 43500.0 43324.0 
Specific thrust 93.77 61.64 50.63 50.97 
SFC 1.0219 0.7745 0.6660 0.6592 
Core PR 15.12 16.95 16.00 16.00 
LP fan PR - 2.56 2.00 2.00 
HP or Aft fan PR - - 1.65 1.65 
Bypass Ratio - 0.795 1.340 1.345 
TET 1650.0 1600.0 1500.0 1500.0 
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5.2.5 Remarks 
Hhile the comparison has dealt with relatively simple 
engines, the adv<!ntages of the variable cycle concept are clear. 
For equivalent cruise performance, the take off thru3t levels 
for the variable cycle engines are achieved at lower lET, lower 
specific thrust (and hence lower noise levels), and lower specific 
fuel consumption. 
Specific fuel consumption at holding and subsonic cruise 
flight conditions for various power settings is alEO seen to be 
better than that attainable with the two fixed cycle engines. 
{Note however that the aft fan engine had a t~ndancy to surge 
(the P fan) at low throttle settings. A better choice of component 
parameters, incorporation of an anti-surge bleed, or varying the 
nozzle area could have prevented this.) 
It is worth repeating that the variable cycle engines 
considered here were merely simplified designs to demonstrate the 
concept. More sophisticated designs would include nozzles l ... ith 
variable throat areas in order to further control the bypass ratio. 
To vary the bypass ratio even further, variable geometry turbines 
'Would be a requirement. Also, none of these engines have been 
optimized for any particular mission and it is recognized that the 
overall performance of them may be far from ideal. 
5.3 Recommended Future Work with Series/Parallel Engines 
Because this thesis has not attempted to ceal with variable 
cycle engines in detail, there remains much scope for future 
investigations. This computer program is seen to be able to analyse 
series/parallel designs relatively easily, and it is recommended that 
these engines be studied in greater detail. 
One area for investigation 'Would be the actual engine 
layout. For instance, what would be the advantages or disadvantages 
of series/parallel fans consisting of: 
1. LP fan and aft fan (engine 4) 
2. LP fan and HP fan (engine 3) 
3. TYo fans on the same LP shaft 
4. other possible combinations 
The determination of component operating lines would be required to 
answer these questions as the configurations are all thermodynamically 
similar. 
Possibly the largest topic requ1r1ng investigation is that 
associated 'With nozzle area change (throat area for convergent/ 
divergent nozzles). Merely cycling the engine with no nozzle area 
change reduces the possible change of bypass ratio. With area 
change, the engine airflow and hence bypass ratio could be more 
effectively controlled. Hm;"ever, this nozzle area change leads to 
many question~. Chief among these are: 
point. 
studies 
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1. How will the choice of DP p3r&meters be affected? 
2. lIow will the cycle tl'ansitio:l point be affected? 
3. How will the component operating lines be affected? 
Will the compressors move into surge or \"ill 
teGlperature limitations be exceeded? 
4. How much area change (and hence bypass ratio chcmgc) 
is possible before variable geometry turbines are 
required? 
5. will the area change result in sufficientlY improved 
engine performance in order to justify it? 
The suggestions are of course only a guide to a starting 
Once any investigations are begun, the requirement for more 
concerned with variable cycle engines will become obvious. 
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SECTION 6 
DISCUSSION 
1. While computer programs written to analyse the performance 
of a gas turbine engine have been in use for several years, those 
capable of simulating off design point performance have been 
restricted to studying only certain types of engines. Design 
point programs capable of simulating any engine have been in 
existance for a few years, but their flexibility has not spread into 
the off design point simulations. 
2. The computer program which is the subject of this thesis 
combines the flexibility of design point programs with the 
facility of off desing point simulation. Because it is capable 
.~ of dealing with an infinite number of engines and configurations, 
it is especially suited to institutions wishing to study several 
different engines without rewriting a program for each engine type. 
It is expected that the prime users of the program will be H.Sc 
students at the Cranfield Institute of Technology during their 
engine design studies. However, any organization or individual 
wishing to simulate differing engine types will find it useful. 
3. The extreme flexibility of the program has proven 
useful in simulating variable cycle engines. Current literature 
(21, 22, 28, 30) and discussions with engine designers indicate 
that variable cycle engines will be the subject of a great deal 
of investigation in the near future. It is not known if any other 
program is capable of simulating these engines yet. For this 
reason; the computer program described in this thesis may prove 
valuable to any designer studying variable cycle engines. ~illny 
such engines have been simulated lvith the program, primarily 
series/parallei types including series/parallel aft fans. 
4. Initial investigations with series/parallel engines 
have shown that in order to successfully transition from the parallel 
to series mode (or vice-versa), the choice 'of design point . 
component parameters, airflow distribution, and flight conditions 
at transition are all interelated. In addition, certain types 
of series/pa~allel engines are not possible without the use of 
variable area turbines. Variable geometry turbines coupled with 
variable nozzles will probably he used in order to obtain maximum 
advantage of the bypass ratio control of a variable cycle engine. 
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5. Several areas of recommended study ~oncerning variable 
cycle engines (primarily investigation of variable nozzle area) 
using this computer program are given in section 5.3. 
6. Future development of the computer program may proceed 
along the following lines: 
a. Rework of the thermodynamic data subroutines such 
that any hydro-carbon fuel may be considered. 
b. Incorporation of a routine to deal with varying 
atmospheric humidity. 
c. Slight rework of compressor and turbine bricks 
to permit variable geometry. The ability to 
alter the component characteristic maps' scaling 
factors in the middle of a run should allow some 
degree of variable geometry. 
d. Finally, the development of heat exchangers and 
intercooler bricks would enable the program to 
simulate virtually every kind of gas turbine 
engine. 
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i.PPENDlX A 
Detailed Desc:-iptions of Subl:outines 
Bricks 
A.1 BI - Engine Inlet and Atr::·ospheric PrC'p~rtics 
1. Reguired Bl}: 
1. Altitude 
2. ISA deviation 
3. Flight Mach number 
4. Ram recovery (if knmm) 
2. Reguired SV Quantities: 
1. Inlet mass flo .. 
3. Quantities Calcu]at~d: 
1. Inlet and outlet SV's 
2. Atmospheric properties 
3. -Inlet total conditions 
4. Ram recovery (if not specified dS ED(4» 
5. Momentum drag (appears as EV quantity) 
4. Errors Produced: none 
5. ~techanics of Calculations: 
a. The reeans of calculating the required 
quaniiti:es are quite straightfon7a,d. 
The International Standard Atreosph~re 
is assumed throughout and the static 
temperature and pressure are calcuJ.ated 
at the given altitude (allowance can 
be made for deviations in the standard 
atmosphere by BD(2)). 
b. Knowing the flight I-tach number and the ambient 
teEpcrature, the flight velocity is 
calculated by 
v = H x Iy x R }~ (TSA) 
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Having calculated V, the total 
preS~tlre and tEc.pcraturc nre ca1culntcd 
by 
HA :; h - V2/2g J, hence obtain TA 
PA = PSA x e(¢(TA) - ~(TSA» 
c. If the ram recovery (n) has not been 
input as BD, it is calculated according 
to MIL-B-S008B (USAF) specifica dons 
as follows: 
if M~ 1. n 1. 
if 1.~ M< 5. , n == 1. - .0}5 ([H-l. ] 1;35) 
if M ~ 5. n 800./(0 + 935.) 
d. By defini tiOll of ram recovery, 
PB = nxPA 
also, to complete the outlet SV, 
TB = TA 
FE c FA ~ O. 
e. Momentum drag is c~lculated knowing the inlet 
velocity and mass £lm.,: 
XR = WA x V/g 
f. Finally, there is one other point to be 
mentioned about HI. As ODP cases require 
the engine mass flow to be varied, the 
engine inlet mass flow must also be varied. 
One way this is done is built into Bl, 
by setting WA = l-lB if HB > O. This ~ethod 
only is satisfactorY-if BZ (compressor) 
imlllediately follows Bio Section 3.8.4, 
paragraph 4 of the main body of the 
thesis further amplifies this point. 
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6. Brick 1 rlc,", Diagrr.m 
REQUIRED II~PUTS: 
ALTITUDE 
ISA DEV, 
M 
n 
WA 
'-
n ... feN) 
I WA .. 'VB 
TSA, PSA = 
f(ALTITUDE, ISA DEV) 
VA == f(M,TSA) 
HA = f(TSA,VA) 
TA :-, f (IrA) 
DA = f(PSA,TA,TSA) 
PB = n x PA 
'I'B == TA 
FB = FA == O. 
NO 
XR = f (VA,WA) 
WE = WA 
FLOtT DIAGRAN, Bl 
----
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A.2 B2 - Co~p~essicn 
1. ReqlJired ED: 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
1. ~ (ratio of pressure ratios 310ng 
a constant eN line) 
2. peN (shaft speed as a percentage 
of design shaft speed) 
3. Pressure Ratio 
4. isentropic effici£acy 
5. Error producing 5witch, 
Plus a ~eparate component lnap for each co~prCR6Dr. 
Required SV Qu~ntities: inlet sv 
Quentities Calculated: 
1. outlet sv 
2. Power input r~.quired (appears as EV quantity) 
3. Scaling factors for using map in ODP cases 
Errors Produced: 
1. If BD(5) > O. , one error is produced: 
ERROR (1) 
l-!A - W~rAP 
lolMf'p 
If BD(5) ~ O. , no error is produced. 
Mechanics of Calculations 
a. The workings of this brick consist basically 
of two types. One type being the mechanics 
of entering a component map and creating and/ 
or using scaling factors to determine the 
component character.istics. The other ~orkings 
are those associated with the thermodynamics 
associated with the process of compression. 
b. Use of Compressor Y~ps: 
The compressor maps consist of a plot of 
"correctedll airflow, \lAC, where 
WAx-ITA/T SL' 
WAC = --.,----PA/PSL 
SL sealevel, static 
conditons 
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versus PR for lines of constant eN 
over which ~re ~uperiDposcd lines of 
constant iS2:Jt:::lJ?ic EfGcien.cy, 1]. 
By specifying C~ und 13, \<;here ~ is 
aefinerl as: 
~ = Ratio of pressure ratios pn a CN line 
= PR on speed line - lew PR on speed line 
High PR on speed line - low PR on speed line 
it is possible to obtain corresponding 
values of HAC, PR, clOd n. 
·c. Initially, the DP values of FCN, ~, PR, 
and n are input (WAC is initiall)' calculated 
from the inlet SV). PCN is converted to 
CN by 
CN =- PCN ..:.. ( 100 ) 
ITA· If.A Design 
Using the DP values of eN and ~, the 
'7 SEARCH subroutine finds the corresponding 
. mapvalues of WAC, PRo and n, and then 
calculates the map scaling factors by 
the following r.elationships: 
PRSF <= (PRu - 1.) / (PFNAP, D - 1.) 
WASF W / w D MAP,D 
ETASF 
where the subscript D represents the DP 
values of the quantities and MAP,D represents 
the values of the map quantity corresponding 
to the DP CN and r.. 
d. In ODP cases, CN and ~ are no longer at 
the DP values, and the values of '-lAC, 
PR, and n obtained fro~ the maps are 
converted to the actual values by 
PRo PRSF X (P~ - 1.) + 1. 
ETA = ETASF x ET~ 
WA .. \-lASF x \.,THAP 
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where }!AP represents t!1c 'laluE:s of 
the HAP qucmtity corresponding to 
the CDr eN ~nd ~. 
e. Thermodynaoics 
and finally, 
The thermodynamics of the compres~ion 
process are fairly straightforw~rd. 
The thermodynamics are calculate;d after 
the map searching, and by that time 
the following quantities are kno\.ln: 
FA (and hence FB = FA), WA. TA, PA, PRJ n 
Knowing FA and TA allow~ 
CPA = f(FA.TA) 
HA ::; f(FA,TA) to be calculated. 
The calculations then proceed as follows: 
CPBS = CPA + In (PR) 
TES = f(FB,¢BS) 
HBS = f (FB, TBS) 
HB i: HA + (RES - HA) In 
TB = f(FB,RB) 
'PB'" PA x PR 
COMlVK = (RB - HA) x lvA 
WB = lolA 
At this point, the outlet SV and the power 
input required by the compressor have been 
calculated. 
f. If an error is to be produced by the brick, 
it is calculated now. The error is one of 
loss of mass continuity in that the c:ctual 
inlet mass flow is different fr.om the mass 
flow required by the component map. 
ERI = (WA - W~) I W~IAP 
6. Brick 2 F10w Din~~~ 
REQUIRED INPuTS: 
, ... 0 
<.>u 
in> :: I,'A I 
UH.ET SV 
l-iAP 
Z 
NO 
-t-
ElA < 0.1 ?, >n:s 8 ~' ----------~,-. OUT i' 
----
PCN 
PR 
n (ETA) 
EROR 
IDES 
LASrONE 
YES 
\vAl = HA 
ERI = O. 
TRAT = ITA/288.149 
~ 
, IDES ~ 0 ? 
-1~ 
NO ;-' 
TRATD = TFAT 
PRJ) :: l'R 
ETAD = ETA 
\vAD = l-lA 
I CN r: PC~ x TRA'fD / (TRAT x 100.) I 1 CN ~ 
WAC.ETA.PR 
r 
'vA = l-lAC x P A / TRA.T 
CALCULATE SCALING 
FACTORS: 
PRSF == PRD -1-
PR-l. 
NO .. (IDES ~~ ~ ________ ~~:==:::JYES 
ETASF = ETAD/ETA 
WASF = WAD/WA 
ERI == (WAl'~ HA)/HA 
PR = PRSF x (PR-l.)+l. 
WA = HASF x v!A 
ETA = ETASF x ETA 
FB = FA 
¢~S == f(FA,TA,PR) 
. TBS == f(Fn,¢BS) 
HA == f (FA, TA) 
HBS = f(FB,TBS) 
HB = HA + (HBS-lL~)/ETA 
TB = f(FB,HB) 
PB == PA x PR 
COHHK = (HB-HA) x lvA 
l-.'B = l-lA 
EROR:;: 0 ? 
YES ~ ______ -.~~ ____________ -J 
FL01-1 DlAGRlUi, B2 
. ENTER 
COMPONENT 
!viM 
• 
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A.3 B3 CO~l:lUS t ion r::~',,:nc er 
1. Required BD: 
1. (PA - FE) /PA (DELP) 
2. Combustion efficiency 
3. Fuel flov rC\te (HIB) only if it is 
to be specified __ 0 __ -
(Combustion chamber map is contained Hithin 
main body of the program) 
2. Required SV Quantit~~: 
1. inlet SV 
2. if BD(3) ~ O. , then TB wust 
be specified 
3. Quantities Productd: 
1. outlet SV 
2. fuel flow rate (appears as EV quantity) 
3. scalir.g factor for using combustion 
chamber map 1n CDP cases. 
4. Errors Produced: none 
5. Hechanics of Calculations: 
a o This brick calculates the outlet SV of the 
combustion process knowing either the amount 
of fuel burned or else the final te:r:pera.ture. 
A combustion chamber map is used to find the 
combustion efficiency as a function of inlet 
pressure and temperature increase. 
b. The combustion process is calculated with a 
pressure loss (6P) that is assumed to be 
proportional to the kinetic head at the 
component inlet. Thus 
~P = K x (WA)2 x (TAlpA) 
the constant of proportionality, K, 1S determined 
by 
liP x PA ) 
WA2 x TA 
where all quantities 
within the parentheses 
are at their DP values. 
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c. Combustion products arc calculatl!d by 
knO\:ing the co!'C.bustion temperature rise. 
If TB has been give~ as input, th~ fu~l 
flo\l rate O,,}'B) necessary to cr~ate th<:t 
temperature is calculated. However, if 
~~B is input and TB i5 not, then initially 
TB is guessed and l,'FB' required co produce 
. that temperature is calculated. If ~7B' 
+ WFB within tolerance, then a new TB 
is chosen using the interpolation sub-
routine, AFQUIR. The proces~ is then 
repeated until WFB' = WFB within an 
allowable tolerance. 
d. Thermodynamics 
ECV 
B3 calculates combustion with FA ~ O. 
Thus the supporting medium ~y ;,e the results 
of a previous combustion. Initially the 
increase in the enthalpy of the medium 
is calculated, 
B = HBp=FA - UAF=FA where HBF is the 
enthalpy calculated 
at temperature TB 
and fuel/air ratio F. 
Next~ the effective calorific value (ECV) 
is determined by 
HBF=O. 
= cv + FS - - HBF=FS x (1 + 1 ) 
, FS 
where FS is the 
stoichoillctric fuel/air 
ratio and CV is the 
fuel calorific value 
By the definition of combustion efficiency, 
n, FB may now be calculated 
LIB 1 FBo:--x-ECV n 
The mass of air involved in the combustion 
process is calculated by 
WA. 0: (1 - FA) x WA 
alr 
KnOl .. ing this, the fuel flow rate is· found by 
WB = FB x (l-iA • ) 
alr 
\om a WA + WFB 
INLET SV 
n (ETA) 
6P/P (DEL?) 
"'FB or TB 
IDES--
LASTONE 
NO 
YES 
DLP c: CA x (HA)2 x TAlPA 
ETAD == ETA 
DLP = DELP x PA 
CA = DLP Yo PAl «(\.!A) 2 x TA) 
1000. t~--< TB ~ O. ? 
CALL AFQUIR 
OBTAIN NEtv 
VALUE FOR 
TB 
NO 
DELT = TB - TA 
PB == PA - DLP 
f 
NO 
PA DELT 
ETA 
ENTER 
CCMPONEl"T 
YE~ NDES ~ 0 ~ ETASF == ETP-..niETA ] 
,-' --..,..,....R---~--_:J----
b"""TA = ETAxETASF 
t:.H = H(TB,FA) - H(TA,FA) 
Eel] = CV + H(TB,F=-O. >- _ H(TB,FS) 
FS l+l/FS 
FB = 6H/(ECVxETA) 
lVAair = (l-FA)xWA 
l-.TfBX = FBxWAair 
------.~------~ 
ORIGIONALLY INPUT . 
YES NO 
YES 
~~BX = ~~E WITHIN LIMITS ? 
l-.'FB :: WFBX 
\olE .. WA+HFBX 
IDES> 0 OR LASTONE > 0 ? 
FLOW DIAGRAN, B3 
n2 
A.4 B4 Coupresso= Turbine 
1. Reg,tired BD: 
1. Auxi1ary power extracted (A~~) 
2. isentropic efficiency, n 
3. Turbine £10\.[ function (TF WAm/PA) * 
4. CN * 
5. Number of compressor to which turbine 
is attached * 
Plus a separate component map for each turbine 
* see paragraph 6b for clarification 
2. Required SV Quantities: ., 
1. Inlet SV 
3. Required EV Quantities: 
1. Power requirement of compressor to 
which it is attached (COHWK) 
4. QuantitieR Calculated: 
1. Outlet SV 
2. Scaling factors used in ODF cases 
5. Errors Produced: 
1. ER1 (TFACTUAL - TFMAP) /TFACTUAL 
+ 
AUXWK 
6. Mechanics of Calculations: 
MAP + 
AUXHK 
a o As with, B2, compressor, the workings of this 
brick consist basically of two types~ One 
type is concerned with the workings of the 
component map and the other type is associatec 
with the thermodynamics involved. 
b. BD(3) and BD(4) are concerned only with the 
component map. They are not the actual values 
of the quantities but are the values to be 
used in enterinB the component map. Hence they 
merely specify where ::m the map one is ,,'orking. 
BD(5) is the number of the cOffiprcssor to ~hich 
the turbine is attached. 
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In this w;.y, the turbine rotational speed 
is matched to that cf the compressor. 
c. ~f Turbine Hap 
The turbine maps consist of a plot of 
temperature corrected enthalpy drops, DH 
DH = (HB - HA) / TA 
versus CN 'Where 
CN = ~(COMPRESSOR) 
ITA 
for lines of constant "Turbine Flov! Function", TF 
TF =: 'lolA x ITA / PA 
over which are imposed lines of constant 
isentropic efficiency, n. By specifying 
TF and CN, appropriate values of DH and 
n are determined. 
d. As With other components using maps, ~he 
scaling factors ara calculated in the DP 
run. Initially, the turbine speed scaling 
factor, CNSF,is calculated by 
CNSF = f CNxm ) l PCNCOHP DESIGN 
Next, the flow function scaling factor 
(TFSF) is found, 
TFSF 
The enthalpy drop is calculated knowing the total 
work done (AUXl~ + COMt,TK). HA is easily found 
since FA and TA are known. Thus 
liB = HA - (AlOO~ + COMHK) / 'lolA 
Using the DP values of TF and CN, the SEARCH 
subroutine finds the corresponding map values 
of DH and n and then B4 calculates the remaining 
scaling factors by the fcllowing relationships: 
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DHSF [ HB - HA ] .:. Dl\'UJ> D TA • • DESIGN 
ETASF = flDESIGN fl}'".A.P D , 
~here D~,Darrl~,D ~ere found using DF values 
of TF and CN. 
e. In ODP cases, to enter the map, CN is J~tcrmi~ed by 
CN = CNSF x ( PCNCOMP ] 
ITA 
(TF is usually a variable for ODP work and 
.does not need to be corrected for here. The 
scaling factor is required wh~n an error 
is produced.) 
The remaining parameters are derived from the 
map vclues by 
n '" ETASF x fl 
DH DHSF x DH 
Because of the shape of the curves on a turbine 
map, it is possible that an ODP poi~t would 
result in values not on the turbine maps. 
Subroutine MAFBAC changes the map value ~nd 
on indeper.dent var~able (PC~COHP. or TA) 111 
an attempt to rect1fy the S1Luat10n. 
f. Thermodynamics 
, 
After the map has been entered and the parameters 
scaled, the following quantities are known: 
FA (and, hence FB '" FA), WA, TA, PA, fl, DH 
Initially, knowing TA and FA allows 
HA c f (FA,TA) 
cjlA = f (FA,TA) 
to be determined. Then, lIB is found from 
HB = HA + DH x (TA) 
g. 
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The enthalpy for an isentropic expansion, 
HBS, is calculated 
HBS = HA - (JIB - IIA) / n 
The calculations then proceed as follows 
TBS f(FB,HBS) 
¢BS f(FB, IRS) 
PB PA x c(¢BS - <jlA) 
TB = f(FB, HB) 
WE = WA 
At this point, the outlet SV has been 
calculated. If an ODP case, there will 
also be two errors producedo 
Errors 
The first error produced in d~e to a lack of 
continuity, ,-There the (scal<;d) actual inlet 
flew function does not equal the flow function 
,used to enter. the map. 
ERl 
TFACTUAL 
(SCALED) 
(TFACTUAL 
(SCALED) 
TFSF x TFACTUAL 
- TFl-IAP) / TFACTUAL 
(SCALED) 
The second error is one of work imbalance. 
The work required by the compressor and 
auxilary output does not equal the work 
done by the turbine. 
+ 
AUXWK 
MAP + 
AUXWK 
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7. Brick 4 Fl~w Diagr~ 
.---------,------1-1 \\TB == WA 
I REQUIRED IKPUTS: 
INLET SV 
HAP 
AUXl-iK 
n (ETA) 
Tn' 
eN 
IDES 
LASTO!-.'E 
COHWK 
PCN (Obtained. 
from Compo No.) 
CALL HAPBAC 
OBTAIN NEW VALUES 
OF PCN and/or TA 
,~_'A __ < ___ O_._l_?_ /~.~Y~fS~ ___ ~~~~ 
1 
Gill = eN 
TFD = TFF 
ETAD ... ETA 
YES CHSF == CKDxm/rCN 
1-0>-----__ TFSF = TFD/TF 
CN == CNSFxPCN/~ 
TFS = TFF 
CNS = CN 
FB = FA 
HA = f (FA, TA) 
HB == HA - (Cmn~K+AuA1~'K) /HA 
DELHAB == {B~~-HB)/TA 
TFF CN 
I 
DELHT! ETA~_-i 
ENTER 
COHi?ONE},!'!' 
MAP 
NO POINT LOCATED 
ON MAP ? 
DELH = 
IDES ~ 0 1 
YES 
ETA == ETASFxETA 
TF == TFSFxTF 
DELlIT = DHSFxDELHT 
ERI == (TF-TFF)/TF 
ER2 == (DELHAB-DELHT)/DELHAB 
HBS == P~-DELH/ETA 
TBS =: f(TB,lIBS) 
PB == P~AEXP(¢BS-0A) 
TB ,.. f(FB,HB) 
\om == WA 
FLOW DIAGRAH, B4 
NO 
ETASF = ETAD/ETA 
nHSF = DELHAB/DELHT 
IDES> 0, OR 
LASTO:\E > 0 ? 
YES 
PRINT 
P ARAHETE RS 
l~O 
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A.S BS, Conv~r~ent Nozzle 
1. Required BD: 
1. Floating exit area syitch 
if BD(l) > O. , exit area floats .. 0 satisfy 
continuity 
if BD(l) < O. , exit area is fixed 
2. Required SV Quantities 
1. Inlet SV 
2. Free stream SV 
3. Required EV Quantities: none 
4. Quantities Calculated: 
1. Outlet SV, including area and velocity 
2. Nozzle coefficient (using subrou&inc NO~CO) 
3. Gross thrust (appcnrs EV quantity). 
5. Errors Produced: 
If the nozzle area is fixed, one error is productd: 
1. ERl = (P~QUIRED- PAACTUAL) I P~£QUIP~D 
6. Hechanics of Calculations 
The calculations proceed as follows: 
ao The sonic velocity for the given component 
inlet conditions is determined by .<in itel"ative 
process. First, a guesD is made of TSS 
(Temperature, static, sonic). With this 
value, HSS and CSS (enthalpy and sonic velocity 
at TSS) may be determined. This value of HSS 
should equal the enthalpy found by 
If HSS does not equal H ,.ithin so~e 
allowable tolerance, a new guess of TSS is 
made and the process repeated until TSS ~s 
determined. 
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b. Assuming an isentropic expansion 
to ?AT1I,the thermodynamic properties 
for this type of expansion are calculated, 
again by an iterative process. Using a 
first guess of TSA (static ::emperature at 
inlet) the entropy (SSA) at TSA and PATM 
may be deteniined. Also, the eutropy (SA) 
at TA and PA may be calculated. ::or an 
isentropic expansion, SSA should equal 
SA. If not, a change is made to the value 
of TSA and the process is repeated until 
SA - SSA approaches an allo.mble minimum 
value. 
Co The velocity at these values of TA and 
TSA may be determined by 
VAS == /2g J :;{ (HA - HSA)' 
C 
By comparing this velocity to CSS, it is 
th~n kno~~ whether the expansion is to 
PATM or else a higher value (ie: exit 
velocity is either sonic or eu~sonic). 
Now, the exit area and velocity may be 
calculated for either case if the nozzle 
has a floating area or else the simulation 
is a DP cycle. 
1) If VAS < CSS, the exit velocity is 
subsonic. Therefore, 
VB VAS 
TSB TSA 
PSB == PATH 
The density, RHO, may be calculated 
kno\"ing TSB and PSB, and thus, the 
exit area, AB is found 
AB '" \-lA / (RHO x VB) 
2) If VAS ~ CSS, 
VB CSS 
ASB TSS Y, 
PSB PA x (TSB 'TA) y-l 
Again, the density and exit area are 
found as in 1) above 
9D 
3) A j\1mp is now made to step g. 
d. If an ODP cycla ~ith a fixed area nozzle, 
the calcul~tion5 continue ~ith the area, AS t 
found in step c. Tnis ti~e an error is 
generated as the actual back pressure, PA, 
will be different from that requir(Od for the 
outlet conditions. 
ERl = (PREQ - PA) / PREQ 
eo First, the area assuming sonic exit velocity 
(ABCRIT) is calculated. If AE > ABCRIT, then 
the exit velocity is subsonic. The static 
outlet conditions are determined by an iterative 
process. Since the velocity is subsonic, 
PSB = PATM. 
With an initial guess of TSB, the density, 
P~O, and hence VB may be found 
RlID = psn / (R x TSB) 
VB = WA / (RHO x AB) 
rr.e enthalpy found by 
mU3t equal HSB (enthalpy at TSB) within 
some tolerance. If not, then TSB is altered 
and the process repeated until t~e two 
enthalpies are within the tolcranceo 
fa If AB < ABCRIT, then the exit velocity is 
sonic and 
VB = css 
In this situation, TSB = TSS 
and psn PATMx(ABCRIT/AB) 
g. Once the static outlet conditions are kno"~, 
TB == TA 
PB PA 
Using·the pressure ratio, PA/PATM, and 
. the fact that the area ratio for a co~vergcnt nozzle 
is 1.0, subroutine NO~CO calculates the 
nozzle coefficient (COEF). Finally, the 
gross thrust produced by the nozzle is calculated 
by 
XG lolA x VB x COEF + (PSB - PATIO x AB 
6. 
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Br:"c.k .. nO~~~~8ra~n J 
. -~ 
REQUIRED I~PUTS: 
'''B = '~A FB = FA 
INLZT SV XG O. 
AI·mIENT SV 
IDES 
FLOAT Sl-lITCH NO WA < .1 ? YES LASTONE 
Calculate: sonic exit 
velocity (CSS) and corresponding 
static inlet temperature (TSS) 
for inlet total conditions. 
Assume: isentropic 
expansion to PATM. 
Calculate: corresponding 
static inlet temperature 
(TSA) and velocity (VAS) 
VAS ;. C5S ? 
Subsonic exit flow 
VB = VAS 
Choked flO'\", sonic 
. exit velocity. 
Tsn = TSA 
PSB = PATM 
RHO = PSB!(RxTSB) 
AB = lvA! (RHOxVB) 
CSB = f(FA,TSB) 
AMB = VB!CSB 
VB = CSS Y 
PSB = PAx(TSB/TA)y-l 
RHO = PSB!(RxTSn) 
AB = HA!(RHOxVB) 
A}ffi = 1.0 
FLOlv DIAGR.!\H B5 
YES 
:tOt 
Assuree: choked ~xit 
VB = CSS 
TSB = TSS 
PSB = PATH 
RHO = rSB/ (RxTS2,) 
ABCRIT ." WAf (R1-Ioy.\:-B~ 
AMB = 1.0 
.L 
PREQ = PSBx(TA/TSB)-(-l 
AB > ABC~ 
Unchoked flow 
(subsonic exi t) 
Calculate: TSB and ,~ 
required for continuity 
NO 
r-.-----1-----. 
Choked Flow ~I 
PSB = PSEX}Y-CRIT/An 
PREQ = PREQy.ABCRIT / AB I 
I CSB = f(FA,TSB) 
AMB = VB/CSB 
/ ~y~r--------------------­PREQ = PSBx(TA TSB)y-l 
I ERl = (PP.EQ-PA) /PREU 
CALL NO~CO 
OBTAIN 
NOZZLE 
COEFFICIENT 
PA/PATH 
COEF 
TB = TA 
PB = PA 
XG = WAxVBxCOEF + (PSB-PAT[-i)xAB 
FLOU DIAGRA}1, B5 (CONTINUED) 
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."1..6 B6J • Calculation of Engine Performance P2.!:c:r.eters 
1. R~quired BD: none 
2. Resuired sv Quantitie~: 
1. The engine inlet air ~eass flow is 
required in order to calculate 
specific thrust. This is 
input by putting the SV numbers 
of the engine air inlets Ln the SV 
positions of the CW. In this ,,'3Y, 
up to three air inlets ~~y be accom-
modated. If t~e engine employs 
more than three inlets, B9, the 
aritlu:1etic brick, should be used to 
add the airflows. In this case, 
the total airflow would be input as 
one SV. 
3. Required EV Quantities: 
1. Total gross thrust produced by all 
nozzles (XG) 
2. Total momentum drag of all inlets (XR) 
3. Total fuel flow of the engine (h'FB) 
4. Quantities Calculated 
1. Net thrust (XN) 
2. Specific fuel consumpution (SFC) 
3. Specific thrust (SXN) 
5. Hechanics of Calculations: 
a. This brick is not a separate subroutine, but 
is contained within the }~STER segment as it is 
so simple. It does nothing but perform 
arithmeti~ calculations to transform the inputs 
into engine output parafficters. 
h. First, the total inlet air mass flow (AIRIN) 
is calculated by adding the mass flows of the 
SV's specified in paragraph 2. 
c. Since the following quantities are now known: 
AIR IN, XG, XR, \\lFB; 
the remaining parameters are calculated by 
XN = XG - XR 
SFC = r!FB /XN 
SXN = XN/AIRIN 
A.7 
-----
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ll71 Divicion/Addition of Mass FI01,' ann/or Total Prcss1:l:e 
TIle brick solves the equations 
WB :; AX (\-iA)+ b'v! 
PB = AX (PA)+ bp 
1. Required BD: 
1. A (for HA) 
2. bW 
3. ), (for PA) 
II. bP 
2. Required Quantities: ~. 
1. Inlet SV 
3. Quantities Calculated: 
1. Outlet SV 
II. Errors Produced: none 
5. Mech30ics of Calculations: 
a. This is a simple, straightfoward ~et of 
calculations which solves the equations 
WE A x (\-lA) + SW 
PB A x ~A)+ bP 
Thus, it is used if a portion of the wass 
flow is to be bled off or if a portion of 
the total pressure of a flow is to be lost. 
The lib" terms allow an addition or subtraction 
to the flow or pressure to be made. 
b. As it is so short and simple, the calculations 
are performed as part of the }1ASTER segment 
and are not a separate subroutine~ 
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A.8 ve, Siople Hixing Fhere one Flow is Sl!iall Relative to the 
Other 
1. R':..~red BD: none 
20 Required SV Quantities: 
1. Main inlet SV (SVl) 
2. Secondary inlet SV (SV2) 
3. Quantities Calcclated: 
1. Outlet SV (SV3) 
4. Errors Produced: none 
5. Mechanics of Calculations: 
a. As this brick simulates simple m~x1ng where 
one of the flows is small relative to the 
other, the siMplifying assumption is that 
there is no change in the main stl"eam to-.:al 
pressure (Pt) as a result of the mixing. 
TIlUS, the only affect i~ a chang~ in fuel/air 
ratio and total temperature. 
b. An example where this is successfully use-d 
is i~ cooling bleed air where the bl~ed 
flow represents a small proportion of the 
main flow. One other use is in the form 
of a "y" junction Hhere by proper use of B7, 
only one G.rm of the lIy" is in use at one time. 
6 0 Flow Diagra~ 
REQUIRED nU'UTS; 
SV INLET 1 
SV INLET 2 
·C = Wl/(l+Fl) + w2/(1+F2) 
F3 = (W3-c)/C 
H3 (Hlx\H + H2xln) IV!3 
T3 f (F3,B3) 
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A.9 1>9, Arithlr.etic Brick 
10 Description: 
This brick is capable of performing nny of the four 
arithrr.etic functions ( +, -, x, ~-) on any t,lO SV, 
BD or EV quantities with the result being placed in 
any SV, BD, or EV store. 
2. Input Requireu;ents: 
a. This brick does not require any inputz in the 
form of BD or SV data. Instead, all information 
is specified in the Cl-l calling the brick. 
b. 'l'he CW takes the usual form; using the follm.;ing 
columns: 
c. 
d. 
column 1 + 3 Brick number, 009 
column 4,5 Operation number 
column 6 + 9 operator 1 (OPt) description 
column 10 + 13 OP2 description 
column 14 + 17 OP3 description 
The operator (OP) description is as follows: 
first two columns -1 if operator is EV quantity 
o if operator is BD quanti ty 
c SV number if operar.or is SV 
quantity 
second two columns EV number if operator is EV 
quantity 
Operations 
Operation number 
01 
c BD number if operator is BD 
quantity 
SV item nu@ber if operator is 
SV quantity 
Operation 
Rl = Opl + OP2 *see para. 3 
02 Rl = OPl - OP2 for descrip-
03 Rl = OPl x OP2 tien of Rl 
04 Rl OPl . OP2 
05 OPI OP2 + OP3 
06 OPl = OP2 - OP3 
07 opt = on x OP3 
08 OPI = OP2 f OP3 
There is no restriction that OP1 can not be the 
same as OP2 or OP3. This leads to the possibility 
of equations such as 
OPl = OPI - OP3 
( i' -1 [,:5 (:::' fe:' e (,1 (i 
lOG 
30 O\ltput QlIantities: 
a. In operations 01 to 04, the. result of the 
operation, Rl, is put in the r.ext avaiiabl~ 
EV store 
b. In the other operations, the result, OP1, 
takes on the value determined by the equationo 
4. Example: 
While the instructions for using this brick may 
at first seem complex, they are quite easily 
mastered and the use of the brick will becomE. 
indispensable to a serious user of the program. 
f~ example of how the Q~ is formed is given 
belowo .1 
a. It is desired to perform the following celculation 
SV (3,2) x BD (10) 
with the result to be place1 in EV(S). In 
other "lords, EV(S) Hill be reset to the 
result of this operation. 
b. A punched,card showing this ~~ is: 
Remainder of Card Blank 
-
A.lO 
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BID, Complete Mi~ing 
1. Rf.:quired ED: 
1. Number of COIT,pressor providing 
flow for stream 2 (usually 
bypass stream). 
2. SWITCH 
3. VALUE 
IF SHITCH > O. , VALUE REPRESENTS MACH 
NllffiER, STREA.'1 1 
IF SHITCH ~ O. , VALUE P..EPRESENTS STATIC 
PRESSURE, STREAH 1 
2. Required SV Quantities: .. , 
1. SV stream 1 
2. SV stream 2 
3. Required EV Quantitie~: none 
4. Quantities Calculated: 
1. Outlet SV, stream 3 
2. Areas, streams 1,2,3 
3. Mach numbers, streams 1,2,3 
4. Static pressures, streams 1,2,3 
5. Errors Produced: 
1. Inlet static pressures not equal, 
ERI = (PSI - PS2) I PSI 
6. Mechanics of Calculations 
a. Description: 
The mechanics of calculations associated with 
complete mixing are indeed quite complicated. 
Basically. what this brick does is, given the 
DP value of the static pressure or mach number 
of stream l,it calculates for all. streams' the 
}~ch numbers,_ static pressures, and flow 
areas. In the ODP situation, the brick uses 
the DP areas to calculate static pressures. 
Mach numbers and the outlet SV. 
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b. Mixing is complicated by the fact that it Day 
actually be impossible if o~~ of the inlet 
total pressures is less than the other inlct 
static pressure. If this situation occurs, 
exit is made frum the brick and ::h~ run stops. 
Advise to the user is then given by a diagnustic 
print out. Also, in an ODP run, u:ixl;1g may 
prove impossible while the ~ngine is trying 
to balance. This situation is inter;1ally 
accounted for by automatically selecting a new 
compressor operating point and thus avoiding 
a possible trouble area. ~,'hen the t:ser specifies 
the number of the compressor providing the flow 
for stream 2 in BD(I), he is in fr.ct detailing 
vhich compressor "ill obtain the p.e"T operating 
peint, should this prove nec~ssary. 
c. Calculations: 
Initially, the following data are kuo,,"TD for 
the t"lO inlet streams: 
T, P, C"F, and either PS or Hach number (.A.}1) for 
stream 1. Knowing T and F allo~Js the following 
to be calculated using function TRH and COlTlffiOn 
relationships: 
Rl f(Fl) 
R2 = f(F2) 
HI r: f (Fl , T1) 
H2 f(F2, T2) 
~I = r(Fl,Tl) 
4>2 = f(F2,T2) 
If the run is an ODP case, a jump is made to 
~tep g. 
d. First, Al and A2 are calculated with PS2 = PSI. 
If PSI is not given but AMI is, then TSI 
(static temperature, stream 1) is calculated 
by an ;.terative process. Once TSI has been 
found, PSI is calculated directly 
PSI = PI x e(¢l - ~SI) 
If PSI is greater than P2, then mixing is 
impossible and exit is made from the program~ 
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e. At this point, PSI (and hence rS2 = PSI) 
will be kno~n. If PSI ~as given as data, 
it still remains to calculace TSl, again hy 
an iterative process. aSl is th~n found using 
TRM. The velocity, density (ru{O) and area 
can now be found by 
VI == I2gcJx (HI - HS 1 )' 
RHOI = . PSI I (Rl x TS1) 
Al = '\'1 I (RHO x VI) 
Also, knowing Fl and 1'81 allows the sonic 
velocity. CSI for these conditions to be 
calculated. Hence the mach number may be 
determined 
AMI = VI/eSl 
f. Since this is a DP situation, PS2 = FSI and 
with methods similar to step e, TS2, BS2, V2, 
RH02, A2, and AM2 may be calculated. A jump 
is then made to step k. 
g. ODP calculations follow next. t-."'hat ~iil1 be 
known at this point are the inlet SV's and 
the areas calculated during tile DP run. 
Because the engine ~"ill not initi<llly be 
balanced, the inlet SV's will be scch that the 
static pressures will not be equal and there-
fore an error is produced. 
h. First, the inlet mass flow per unit area, WQA, 
WQA = WI/AI 
is calculated. 
-Next, a guess is made of the inlet Hach number, 
AliI. The static temperature, TSl, corresponding 
to AMI is found iteratively. With the value of 
TSI and the assumed value of AHl, VI may be 
found. Now, the mass per unit area corresponding 
to these conditions may be calculated. If 
the initial guess of ANI was correct, these t,,·o 
values of mass flow per unit area would be equ.?l 
(within a tolerance). If this is not the case, 
the quadratic interpolation routine,AFQUIR, is 
used to interpolate to .. '"rds a value of AMI s;'lch 
that the two mass flows per unit area are equal. 
Hence, TSI is determir.eJ. Once TSl is known, 
PSI may be calculated since Pl is also kno\YO. 
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J. The process of st~p h is nov repealed for inlet 
2 such t~nt TS2, PS2, P2, and .M:2 are found. 
k. The outlet SV (stream 3) is -now c31culated 
as f0110,,'5 
A3 = Al + A2 (DP O}''L Y) 
W3 = In + \':2 
WI W2 
C = T+FI + I+F2 
F3 = (W3 - C)/C 
H3 = Wlx(Hl) + W2x(H2) W3 
T3 = f(F3,H3) 
cO 
Again, an iterative process is used to 
calculate TS3. Knowing TS3 allmlS PS3 
and finally P3 to be calculated. 
11.1 
7. !!..d.ck 10 Flow Diagr~1J;} 
~-------------~----------~ REQUIRED I~,PU:S~ ,..-. _____ 1 ___ ---. 
INLET I SV Rl,R2,Hl,E2,M,02 
INLET 2 SV are c2lcul~ted 
Either PSI from inlet SV's 
or AMI 
IDES 
IDES ~ 0 ? 
YES 
Calculate TSI ~nd VI 
for given ANI such that: 
HSI-= f(Fl,TSI) 
= HI-VI2/(2gJ) 
PSl = f(PI,¢I,¢SI) 
YES 
(HIXING 
IHPOSSIBLE) 
NO 
NO 
V2 = 12gJ (H2-HS2) 
o = PS2/(R2xTS2) 
A2 = W2/(RHOxV2) 
"S2 = f(F2,TS2) 
!\}12 c: V2/CS2 
YES J.\ >------V 
: CALCULI,TE TSI 
such that: 
¢SI :: f (Fl, TSl) 
= fbi-lu(PI/PSI) 
VI = 12gJ(Hl-HSl) 
RHO = PSI/(RlxTSl) 
Al = l-ll/ (HHQ-,{Vl) 
CSl = f (Fl, TS1) 
AMI = VI/eSl 
PS2 = PSI 
Calculate TS2 
such that: 
¢S2 = f(F2,TS2) 
= ~2-In(P2/PS2) 
FLOlol DIAGRAM, BIO 
CALL AFQUI 
Obtain new 
value for 
ANI. 
J12 
'~QA = HI/AI 
C :: Plx/g/(TlxJ) 
Calculate TS1 and V1 I 
for ANI such that: 
HSI = f(Fl,TSl) 
:: HI-VlZ / (2gJ) 
WQAT = f(C,Fl,TSl,M1li] 
Repeat above 
procedure for 
stream 2 to find: 
AM2, TS2, V2, PS2. 
FLOW DIAGRAM, BIQ (CO~IT!NUED) 
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NO 
C = Wl/(l+Fl) + W2/(l+F2) 
F3 = (W3-C)/C 
H3 = (HlxlH + H2xW2) /H3 
T3 = f(F3,H3) 
A3 = Al+A2 
ERI (PS2-PSl)/PS2 
From an initial guess of TS3, iteratively 
find TS3, A113, and V3 such that: 
HS3 = f(F3,TS3) 
= H3-V32/(2gJ) 
Calculate PS3 from continuity 
P3 = f(PS3,~3,~S3) 
FLO\-1 DIAGIW-I, IHO (CO~TINUF.D) 
A.ll Bll, Duct or Pipe~ With or Hithout B;,iE}1hg 
1. Requirc.d ED: 
1. Switch for Burning (see bglow) 
2. Pressure. loss, (PA - l-'ll) / PA 
3. Combustion efficiency, n, 
(meaningful only if burning 1.S 
occurring) 
Note: if BD(l) < o. , brick represents only 
a duct, not equipped for barning 
BD(l) = 1. , brick represents a duct or 
jet pipe equipped for burning. HOTNcver: 
no burning is taking place at this time. 
I 
BD(I) > 2. , brick represents a duct or 
jet pipe in which burning is occurring. 
2. Required SV Quantities: 
1. Inlet sv 
2. If BD(I) > 2. , then outlet total 
temperature, TB, must be specified. 
3. Required EV Quantities: none 
4. Quantities Calculated: 
1. Outlet SV 
2. If BD(l) > 1., the fuel mass !'lov 
(WFB) is calculated and appears as 
an EV quantity. Note that if BD(l) 1., 
WFB will be O. (since no burning is 
taking place). 
5. Errors Produced: none 
6. Mechanics of Calculations: 
a. As may be inferred from above, this brick 
simulates tl'lO components. One is a d1j~t or 
jet pipe with a pressure loss. The other is 
a duct or jet pipe, with pressure loss, but 
in which burning may occur. 
b. In both situations, the outlet total pressure, 
PB, is calculated by assuming that the pressure 
loss (~P) is proportional to the kinetic head 
at the duct or pipe inlet. Thus 
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h.? r: K ='- (itA) 2 x (TA/?:\) 
~here the const~nt of proportionality, ~, 
is determined uy 
where all th~ quantities 
within the parentheses 
are at the DP values. 
c. If BD(l) < 2. , exit frem the subroutine is 
now made. The only difference being th~t if BD(l) 
.. 1. , then HFB is set to a small positive number 
(0.00001). If BD(l) < 1. , then WFB remains 
undefined. This is necessary to allow a apace 
in the EV store if it is possible that burning 
will later occur. 
d. If BD(l) > 2. , the outlet SV is calculated in 
a similar method to that of B3, combustion. The 
only difference is that in this case, no maps 
are used to account for varying n and it is 
assumed constant at the value specified in RD(3). 
The combustion process is calculated knmving the 
final temperature, TB. Initially, the increase 
in enthalpy of the medium. is calculated: 
ill\mDIUM = lillF=FA - ~=FA where HBF=FA 
represents the 
enthalpy .ut TE 
and fuel/air 
ratio FA. 
Next, the effective calorific value of the fuel 
(ECV) is determined by 
ECV 
HB F=O. CV + --rs-- - HB (1 + 1-) F .. FS x FS 
where FS is the 
stoichometric 
fuel/air ratio 
and CV is the 
calorific value 
of the fuel. 
By the definition of combustion efficiency, FB 
may be calculated by 
lIH 
FE = ECV x 
1 
n 
The mass of air involved in the combustion process 
is calculated by 
WA ='1 •• FA) x WA 
air \ 
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Knowing this. vlI'B nr.d hcncc ~!B or .. "1)' 1:0 
calculated 
h~B ~ FB x (WA . ) 
a~r 
WE = HA + WFB 
At this point, the outlet SV is defined 
e. Notes on Using Burning: 
The use cf duct or afterburnip.£ 1:ill t:£uall~' 
cause so:ne trouble Ivith any rlo\o'I'_str~a1)l nozzles 
unless allowance is IUecic fOL the burning. 
This is because with the increased teu.perature. 
the nondimensional mass flow, ~/T/P, will also 
increase. Since ~he nozzles are likely to be 
running choked anyway, this increase "ill mean 
that the nozzle will be unable to pass thi! flo",. 
To avoid this, the solution is that taken by 
all such engines; an increased exit nozzle arEa. 
There are two avenues open here, either cor1plct.e 
floating in which the area is exactly matched 
to the flow, or a new fixed area whi_ch is large 
enough to take the flow. 
(1) Floating Nozzle 
The nozzle exit area may easily be floated by 
BD(l) of the appropriate nozzle brick (B5 or Bl2). 
The procedure to be followed using this program 
is to first make an engine run at the ODP condiLicn, 
but with no burning (BD(l) = 1.) and the nozzle 
area fixed. In this run, the mass flow is 
determined and the components balanced to conform 
to the ODP condition. Next, a run is made I'lith 
the nozzle floating,burning occurring (ED(l) = 2.), 
and TB specified. The nozzle area will vary to 
match the flow and therefore no error will be 
produced in the nozzle brick. Also, since the 
components were 311 balanced in the previous run, 
all errors will be within tolerance and a balanced 
engine print out will occur. 
(2) Larger Fixed Nozzle Area 
Using this method, a larger area nozzle is speci-
fied ~~th the other ODP data. AdditionallYJ TE 
and BD(1) = 2. are input. The engine will then 
attempt to balance as in any ODP case c However, 
this method is nct recoEmendcd as usually one 
would not know the necessary larger area and the 
possibility exists that tr.e engine will prove to 
be difficult to balance. 
7. Bri~k 11 F~ow Diag~em 
REQUIRED I~PUTS 
INLET SV 
bP/P (DEL?) 
n (ETA) 
IDES 
LA STONE 
rBURN (BD (1) ) 
If IBURN ~ 2, TB 
is required. 
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0.000011 
"-----, __ -1 
NO DLP = DELP x PA 
YES CA = DLl' x PAl (t':A2 x TA) 
DLP = CA x WA2 x (TAlpA) 
PB = PA - DLP 
TB = TA 
? NO FB = FA 
'__ ____ .r ;'-"'-iI"i WE = WA 
>---~~-------------------
bH .. H(TB,FA) - H(TA,FA) 
ECV = OW + H(T;SF=O) - H(TB,FS) x (I+I/FS) 
FB = (bH/ECV) x (l/ETA) 
WAair = (I-FA) x WA 
WFB = FB x WAair 
WE = tolA + WFB 
IDES> 0 OR 
LASTONE > 
non Diagram, B11 
TB = TAl FE '= FA 
WE = I~A 
'----r---.l 
A.12 
1. ~ 8 
B12, Convergent/Divergent Nozzle 
1. Required ED: 
1. Floating areas switch: 
if BD(l) > O. , throat and exit 
areas float to satisfy continuity 
and obtain opti~um expans~on to 
the ambient static pressure 
if ED(l) < O. , throat and exit areas 
are fixed 
2. Throat area. BD(2) is normally set 
equal to -1. If in an ODP case, 
it is desired to change the throat 
area. then TID(2) is set equal to the 
new value. 
2. Required SV Quantities: 
1. Inlet SV 
2. Free stream SV 
3. Required EV Quantities: none 
4. Quantities Calculated: 
1. Outlet SV 
2. Area, mach numbers, and velocities 
of throat and exit 
3. Nozzle coefficient 
4. Gross thrust (appears as EV quantity). 
5. Errors Produced: 
If the nozzle areas are fixed, one error 
is produced: 
1. ERI = (P~QUIRED - PAACTUAL) / P~QUlRED 
6. Mechanics of Calculations: 
a. In the DP case, this Brick calculates the 
throat area such that sonic flow (Mach number 
= 1.0) occurs at the throat. The exit area is 
calculated assu~ing an isentropic expansion to 
the ambient static pressure. The calculations 
here are similar to those for a convergent 
nozzle, BS. 
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b. In the.ODP situatior., t1~e thrc'lt 2.nd exit 
areas aLe fixed and the Brick produces an 
. error if the engine is unbalacced. In 
performing ODP calculation~, it is fir.st assuoed 
that the flow at the throat is sonic (choked 
condition) and the corresponding exit static 
properties Dre calculated assuming an isentropic 
expansion to the exit area. if the exit static 
pressur.e is less than the ambient static pressure, 
the the assumpticn of sonic flow at the throat 
is invalid. The nozzle then is not operating 
choked and the throat velocity is subsonic. 
In this situation, the exit static pressure 
must equal the ambient static pressure, and 
the exit static temperature and velocity are 
found iteratively. 
c. If the assumption of sonic throat velocity is 
valid, then further assumptions are required. 
The first is that isentropic expansion to the 
ambient static pressure occurs. The exit area 
required to pass such a flow is then determined. 
Next, the exit static temperature and mach 
number necessary to pass the flm., through the 
actual exit area are calculated assuming an isen-
tropic expansion to this actual area. 
d. If the actual exit area is less than the above 
required area, die nozzle is underexpanded and a 
shock occurs outside the nozzle. HOHever, if 
the actual area is greater than the required area, 
the nozzle is overexpanded end the shock may occur 
either inside or outside the nozzle. 
e. If the nozzle is overexpanded, it is first assumed 
that the shock stands at the nozzle exit and the 
static pressures on both sides of the shock Ere 
calculated. If the static pressure after the 
shock is less than the ambient value, then the 
shock must occur outside the nozzle. The remainder 
of the solution for this possibility and that of 
an underexpanded nozzle are identical. The exit 
mach number and static temperature are those founa 
assuming an isentropic expansion to the exit area, 
as in step c. Knowing these two quantities enables 
the exit velocity to be detellllined and the exit 
static pressure is that required to satisfy 
continuity. 
f. nowever, if for an overexpanded nozzle, the . 
shock occurs inside the nozzle, then the assumpt10n 
of an isentropic expansion is invalid. Since 
in this case the exit flow must be subsonic, the 
exit static pressure equals the ambient static 
pressure. The corresponding static t€nperature, 
mach ncnber, snd vel0ci~y are then calculated 
by an iterative ?rocess. 
g. Once the exit co~ditions are known, then subroutill~ 
NO~CO is called to obtain the nozzle coefficient 
and the gross thrust produced by the nozzle iz 
calculated. 
~k 12 no~~ Di.:;;ram 
REQUIRED I;~PU'fS: 
INLET SV 
AN5iENT SV 
FI.OAT SlHTCH 
11lROAT AREA (AT) 
NO 
Assumption 1 valid 
Assumption 3: 
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'" ,.::H:: ~t -------.-.J--? /~ Cnl:ul~te AT [or 
• so:1l.C flc~; at 
throat 
NO ---;-----. 
.1 
__ -.5. 
Assumption 1: 
Sonic flow at throat 
Calc.ul",te e::it SV I 
for an jsentropic 
Assumption 2: j' 
Isentropic €y.pansion 
to AB. calculate 
required TSB,PSE 
expansion to PATd I 
Obtain AB by 
continuity 
YES 
Assumptio:'l 1 ir.valid. 
Throat flo'\1 IDt.'st be 
subsonic. Thus I 
Obtain TSB,'Vn to 
Isentropic expansion 
to PATH. Calculate 
area required, AB' 
PSB = PATM J 
satisfy continui~_ 
Calcula te: TSB. }m 
required to pass 
flow through actual 
AB, assuming isentropic 
exp~nsion to AB 
y 
Pl~ PSBx(TA/~SB)Y_l 
YES Nozzle undere}~anded, 
>-----------~ shock outside nozzle • 
.. ~_N_O_Z_Z_l_e_o_v_c_r .. (!_x_'P_u_n_d _ ed ___ ~_--0 
FLOW DIAGRAH, B12 
12i.! 
G 
Assumption 4: 
shock stands 
at exit plane, AB. 
Calculate: static 
p.essures on both 
sides of shock. 
Isentropic 
to PATH 
-
Calculate: 
TSB,PSB 
expansio 
Mn, 
-, 
YES As S 
n 
sumption 4 valid 
Assumption 4 invalici. 
Expansion not 
isentropic. Shock 
occurs inside nozzle. 
Sub~onic exit flow 
PSB = PATM 
Calculate: TSB, 
VB,lffi 
hock outside 
ozzle 
Ciill NaZCa, 
Obtain nozzle 
coefficient 
n 
XG = WAxVBxCOEF + (PSB-PATH)xAB ~--€ 
FLOW DIAGRAH, Bl2 (CONTINUED) 
A.13 Bl3 Ir.c:rcn:entatloa of a Design Poiat P2n::rr..?ter 
1. Descr.iption: 
This brick is used in DP studies when it is desi~ed 
to study the effect of changing one of the component 
parameters on the engine re£ul~s. Provision is made 
within the }lASTER progtam segment for incrementing up 
to five such component parameters (~'lhich may be either 
BD or SV quantities). An example of its use would be 
to study the effects of various compressor pressure 
ratios and turbine inlet temper.atures on the final 
engine parameters. 
2. Input Requirements 
a. This brick requires inputs in the form of BD, but 
it may be seen to resemble B9, arithmetic. As 
has been mentioned, up to five parameters may be 
incremented. The number of uses of this brick 
numbered consecutively from the start of the 
b. 
3. 
a. 
h. 
c. 
cil "list is put in collli"11IlS 4 and 5 of the Clv card. 
Required BD: 
1. BD(l) < 0 if item to be increQented 
is a BD item 
ED(l) > 0 if the item is a SV item, 1n 
which case 3D(1) == SV 
2. BD(2) 
BD(2) 
BD number if BD(I) < 0 
SV item nuober if BD(l) 
3. Initial value of item 
4. Incremental value 
5. Final value of item. 
Mechanics of Operation 
number 
SV nUJ::ber 
The CW using this brick is always placed immediately 
preceeding the C"\-.' vlhich will use the changed value 
h~en the brick is entered, the incremental value 
is added to the existing value of the item specified 
and hence it is set to a new value. Control then 
passes back to the main program segI:lent and the run 
through the engine continues until all cuts are used 
and a print out of the engine parameters occurs. 
The Y~STER segment of the program then transfers 
control back to the incrementation C\," "here the value 
of the specified item is incremented again. The run 
continues in this manner until the incremented value 
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eventually is equal to or creater than its 
specified final value. 
d. If there is only one incremental loop the final 
exit from the program is made after the incremented 
value has reached its final value and the 
corresponding engine print out is made. 
e. If there are two loops, the process is analogous 
to a nested do loop in FORTRAN. After the value 
of the item specified in t~e inner loop reaches its 
final value, it is reset to its initial value while 
the value of the outer loop is incremented. Finally 
when both items reach their final values, exit from 
the program is made. 
4.· Example 
a. Perhaps the easiest way to demonstrate the procedure 
is cn eXaIilple. A full example is given in Appendix 
C, example 1. 
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A.14 Bl4 Free Tur~ine 
1. Required BD: 
* 
2. 
3. 
4. 
1. Shaft rotational speed as a percent 
of design (PCN) 
2. Design power produced 
3. Turbine flow function (TF = WAITA/PA) ." 
4.. CN = "non dimensional" spe:ed c: PCN//fA * 
5. isentropic efficiency 
Plus a component maIl to represent the turbine 
characteristics 
See paragraph 6b of Appendix A, section 4 for 
clarification I 
Required SV Quantities: 
1. Inlet SV 
Required EV Quantities: 
1. Mass of fuel burned (WFB) 
Quantities Calculated: 
1. Outlet SV 
2. Scaling factors for use in ODP cases 
3. Shaft power specific fuel consumption 
5. Errors Produced 
1. ERI 
2. ER2 
6. Comments 
(lll)'OWER - 1I~) /lIl),OWER 
PRODUCED 
(BD(2) ) 
PRODUCED 
Bl4 merely calls B4, compressor turbine Brick, .with 
the compressor work set equal to zeroo All errors 
and variables are identical to B4, as are the mechanics 
of calculations. 
In ODP calculations, either BD(I) or BD(2) must be 
specified as a variable in addition to the usual 
turbine variable, TF. The item not specified as a 
variable WJst be specified as one of the aDP conditions. 
Thus, in an ODP situation, it is possible to calculate 
the output power at spe:cific g~s generator conditions 
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and free turbine speed. :!!... the speed is cll.lculatcd 
for a given power output. 
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Pi 
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P1 
I~' 
n 
?;" 
;(1) 
BRICK 
001 
002 
003 
004 
P 
L 
DESC. 
INLET, 
ATMOSPHERE 
PROPER'XIES 
COHPRESSOR 
(OR FAN) 
COMBUSTION 
CHAt·illER 
COHPRESSOR 
TURBINE 
CONVERGENT 
NOZZLE 
STATION BRICK 
VECTORS DATA 
INLET, 1) ALT 
OUTLET 2) ISA DEV 
3) N 
4) n 
INLET, 1) S 
OUTLET 2) PCN 
3) PR 
4) n 
5) ERROR? 
INLET, 1) ~P/PA 
OUTLET 2) n 
3) HFB * 
INLET, 1) Auxm<. 
OUTLET 2) n 
3) TF 
Lf) CN 
5) COMPo 
NUMBER 
INLET, 1) FLOAT ? 
. OUTLET, 
AMBIENT 
\ 
EV's EV's ERRORS 
REQUIRED PRODUCED 
NONE 1) XR . NONE 
NONE 1) COMWK 1) WB-WA * 
-wx--
NONE 1) wrB NONE 
1) COMHl<' NONE 1) TF-TFl-f.AP 
TF 
2) ~H-l>Hl".tU' I 
, ilH 
-
NONE 1) XG 1.) PAR-PA ,~ 
PAR 
POSSIBLE 
VARIABLES 
NONE 
i:, PCN 
TB 
TF 
NONE 
REYoAR."<S 
If n is'"not 
specified, 
n n -1. 
*1£ BD(5) ;- O. , 
error produced. 
If BD(5) ~ 0 0 t no 
error pro(luced. 
I 
'Ie Either Tn or h;:~ 
required ~s input 
If ~FB not input, 
ED (3) ,'( O. 
1 
BD(')) = nnmoc'!r I 
of comp=essor to 
which turtine is . 
coupled. I 
i 
I 
If BD(l) > O. , 
exit area floats. 
If BD (1) ~ O •• 
exit llrt.!3 fixed. 
* PAR=PA requircc 
to pass mnS3 flow 
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BRICK DESC. ' 
006 PERFOR}'.ANCE 
CALeS. 
007 MASS/PRES. 
CHANGE 
008 SH1PLE 
MIXING 
009 ARITHl-lETIC 
I 
STATION BRICK 
VECTORS DATA 
SEE NONE 
REM.<\RKS '* 
INLET, 1) Al 
OUTLET 2) 6W 
3) 1.2 
4) 6P 
SA=INLET A NONE 
S]3=INLET B 
SC=OUTLET ' 
SA=OPERATIOli 1)=-1 !FOP" 
SB"'-1 U' OP1 IS EV 
IS EV =0 IF OP~ 
=0 IF OPl IS BD 
IS BD cSV No. 
=SV No. IF OP2 
IF 01'1 IS A SV 
IS A sv 2)= EV No. 
SC'= EV No. ... BD No. 
... BD No. ore SV 
or= SV ELEl'fENT No. 
ELE}1ENT No. 3)= -1 
EV's EV's ERRORS 
REQUIRED PRODUCED 
1) XG 1) XN NONE 
2) XR 2) SFC 
3) 1-.Tf3 3) SP. 
THRUST 
NONE NONE NONE 
NONE NONE NONE 
1)"'-1IFOP 1)POSSIBLY NONE 
IS EV R1(RESULT) 
=0 IF OP~ 
IS BD 
=SV No. 
IF OP3 
IS A SV 
2) ... EV No. 
= ED No. 
O~= SV 
ELEl1ENT No. 
13)= -1 
i 
POSSIBLE 
VARIABLES 
NONE 
:u FOR 
BYPASS 
ENGINE 
NONE 
NONE 
REHARKS 
* for SV's, put I 
• SV numbers of I 
engine air in1ct£~ 
I 
Solves equations 
HB=A1xWA + 6H 
PB~A2xP A + (j? 
r~r~orms sireplc I 
Iuxlng. Pressure 
of main streufll II 
remains unch~need 
OPERATION I 
01 R1=-OFl+or2 1 
02 Rl=Or1-01'2 I 
03 R1=OP1x0I'2 I 
04 R1=OP1/OP2 
05 OP1=OP2+0PJ 
06 OP1=O?2-0P3 
07 OP1=OnxOP3 
08 OP1=OP2/0rJ 
I 
I 
1 
t-
N 
00 
o 
c:: 
~ 
c:: 
~ 
C/I 
~ 
::l 
C4 
~ 
r:> 
o 
C 
1-'. 
'1 
(1) 
Cl. 
H 
::I 
d 
c:; 
N 
Ul 
H1 
o 
'1 
t>:l 
<'1 
1-'-
n 
;.;" 
en 
....... 
(") 
o 
;::l 
,., 
1-'-
~ 
c: 
'" c.. 
~ 
BRICK DESC. 
010 COMPLETE 
MIXING 
011 DUCT; WITH 
-OR WITHOUT 
BURNING 
012 CONVERGENT 
DIVERGENT 
NOZZLE 
STATION BRICK EV's 
VECTORS DATA REQUIRED 
SA=INLET A 1) FA.~ No o NONE 
SB=INLET B 2) SWITCH 
SC~OU'ILET 3) VALUE 
INLET, 1) SWITCH NONE 
OUTLE'r 2) 6P/PA 
3) n 
INLET, 1) FLOAT? NONE 
OUTLET, 2) THROAT 
AMBIENT AREA 
\. 
-~ 
EV's ERRORS POSSIBLE REl1ARKS 
PRODUCED VARIABLES 
NONE 1) PSA-PSB NONE BD(l) ... number 
PSA of compressor, 
providing bypasn 
flow. 
If BD(2) > O. , 
BD (3) = },,,\ 
If BD(2) ~ 0. , 
. 
BD(3) ... FSA 
-
1) WFB, NOh'E NONE If BD(l)=C. , no 
ONLY IF burning ev'?!:. I 
BD(l) ~ t. If ED(l) = 1. , 
burning later. 
If BD(l) > 1. , 
t.: 
CD 
Jnlo 
burning now, 
TB reQuired. 
1) XG 1) LAR-PA * NONE If BD(l) > O •• 
PAR areas float. 
If BD(l) < o. , 
area, are fixed. I 
BD (2) >0. only to 
'. 
-
specify araa for 
ODP study. 
*PAR=PA required 
to pass mass flo~ 
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til 
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BRICK 
013 
014 
DESC. 
LOOPING 
BRICK 
FREE 
TlJREINE 
STATION BRICK 
DATA 
SA = No. ~ 1) ~ O. IF 
of uses of ITEM IS ED 
Brick fro > 0, =SV No 0 
start of J 2) = E]) No. 
CH sequenc IF BD (l)~O. 
INLET, 
OUTLET 
= SV 
ELEMENT No. 
IF BD(l»O. 
3) = INITIAL 
ITEM VALUE 
4)=VALUE OF 
INCRDJEl,T 
5)=FINAL 
VALUE 
1) PCN 
2) POHER 
3) IF 
4) CN 
5) n 
EV's 
REQUIRED 
NONE 
1) VoTFB 
EV's 
PROD15CED 
NONE 
NONE 
\ 
ERRORS 
NOl\TE 
1) TF-TFMAP 
':1:1" 
2) flH-fll\!AP 
flH 
POSSIBLE 
VARIABLES 
NONE 
TF,PCN, 
RE}wu(S 
This Brick DlUSt 
be placed 
innnediately in 
front of the CW 
which uses tile 
incre:nentcd 
value. The usc 
of this Br.ick 
causes successive 
encine run5 to be 
made v.'i~ll t!!e 
spec:i.fieJ i ,~\~~ 
being ch::ng~.i 
until the fin.1.1 
value is reached. 
It is o:lly 
applicable to 
Dc~jgn Point ~or~ 
Either peN or 'I 
PO~~R is to DC I 
a variable, Lut 
not both. 
'--~_...l-----1_-L_---L. __ L __ J __ ..l-- __ J 
~\ 
~ 
o 
APPElillIX B 
Appendix ~,P~ogra~ ~~STEF Segment 
10 As the name implies, the }~STER segenent is the c~ntral 
controlling portion of the program. It is this se~er.t 
which directs the reading of data, sequence of all operations, 
engine bal~ncing calClJiaticns r and output of engine results. 
2. Switching Terms 
As may be seen from the follo'iling flOvl diagram, the svlitching 
arrangements are quite involved. To si~plify interpretation, 
the various switching devices are given below: 
DES > 0 DP case } 
, = IDES in subroutine ~ 0, ODP case 
FINISHED = 0 initially 
> 0 engine run has finished 
(balanced engine in ODP 
printout will occur 
IDES > 0 DP study 
~ 0 ODP study 
IKOUNT = -1 initially 
cas(~) , 
> 0 if BD and SV elements are to be set 
LASTONE in 
subroutir.es 
to the value of an appropriate variable 
KOUNT = 0 
= 1 
.,. 2 
= 3 
initially, If ODP study, ODP conditions 
are read when KOUNT ~ 0 
errors produced by bricks are stored 
as BASE ERRORS in array BERR(K) 
errors are stored in array EROR (L,K) 
after new values of variables have been 
calculated in "error solving process". 
If KOUNT = 3, errors are stored in BERR(K). 
KUNITS 1 British units to be used 
= 2 SI units to be used 
LOOPING -1 initially 
> 0 if B13(incrementation brick) is used 
MISMP.T = 0 initially 
> 0, counter used in "error solving process" 
NOHIS o initially 
> 0, used in "error solving process" 
NOH' = -1 initially (most common value) 
> 0, used in conjunction \olith IKO~""T > 0 to 
set BD to ne\. value or i:tSet it to previous value 
}.'lJHAP 0 ini tbJl:.' 
;. 0, is a counter for nlm:bel" of tih".'S RE!'!;'.P > 0 
in nn attE!:I;Ft to redefine <: r!e\l COl!lpc:1cnt rr ... 1? 
RE}~r = 0 initially 
NCODE 
> 0, operating point is off a cOI'1ponent ::Jan 
(occurs during use of B4 oc DIO). Sel~cts 
a new shaft sp~cd or turbine inlet t~~pe~ature 
to try and correct the situation. Only has 
meaning in ODP cases. 
7, error has occurred in a subroutine. Progra~ 
stops, last conplete SV's are printed, and a 
diagnostic printing also usually occurs. If 
NCODE;' 7, no errors have ari3en. 
3. Other SY1!lbols which may be of use in fo11001ing the program 
logic of the MASTER segment are: 
NEXT 
Ncm!p 
l'ITURB 
~1)UCT 
h"BUR..~ 
NCONDI 
NCONVRG 
NLOOP 
KN 
NI 
ND 
ISV 
Rl,R2,R3,R4 
NER 
ERl,ER2 
NCMAP 
NTHAP 
::: counter used in EV array 
counter for nunber of compr.essor 
= counter for number of turbine 
= counter for number of duct 
cour..ter for number of duct with bu'rnir..8 
= counter for number of convergent/divergent nozzle 
= counter for number of con\-ergent nozzle 
counter fo::- number of passes through an e:ngine 
before a balance occurs in .an ODP cuse. 
= number of variables to be used (equals number of errors) 
= number 'of CH's to be input 
= number of BD to be input 
= number of SV elements input as data 
brick results which are to be stored as EV 
= number of errors brick produces 
errors produced by brick 
number of compressor maps to. be input 
= number of turbine maps to be input 
4. To simplify the flow chart representation of the ~~STER 
se~ent, it has been divided into six sections~ The relation-
ship of these sections is shown by the diagrams on the next 
two pages. Basically, the content of each section is as 
follows: 
. 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
Section 
1· ,
2-, 
3· ,
4; 
5-, 
6-, 
program data input 
interpretation of codeword 
selection and employment of Brick subroutine 
analysis and storage of Brick ou~puts 
error solving section (to obtain nev values 
for variables) 
engine outputs 
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r:-----------.-
SECTION 1 I 
I 
----------I READ: DATA 
l-fAPS I m's 
SV DATA 
I INITIALIZE SHITCHES 
~_L- '------r----
- - ----
.-~ 
~ECTION-2- - --,- .- -- -- - l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
FOR CW(I) , DETERMINE: 
BRICK REQUIRED 
BD REQUIRED 
SV's INVOLVED 
EV' s REQUIRED L VARIABLES INVOLVED 
I 
I 
I 
I L ___ _ 
. ____ -1 
IsECTIO;) - -. - -- - - -, 
I--~~_~L-__ ~ I 
I PERFOP~ REQUIRED 
BRICK OPERATIONS I L ________ -1 
GE-CTI-ON -4- ~---=-'::----"---=--=-==---,- - -
STORE BRICK OUTPUTS 
(EV's AND ERRORS) 
)4---~ I -= 1+1 
YES 
YES 
"I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
YES ? 
I 
L - E) / 
-- --
YES ~ I 
I 
I 
___ J 
----------
MASTER SE~NT, SIIOHING SECTIONS 
r--- --
I 
I 
I 
Kcm~T = 1 
READ NE\-l 
ODP COKDITIONS 
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SECTI01, 5 
-1 
CERR-O-R.LS-OL-V-Il-;G-~ I SECTION TO I OBTAIN NEW VARIABLE VALUES I 
I 
I 
L_ [---~~: 
,------
I SECTION 6 "---P-R-I-Ny-L-E-NGlr-.TE I 
I OUTPUT HESlILTS 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
RESET 
INITB.L 
SWITCHES 
I .. I OF LOOP 
L" __ _ 
NO 
YES 
----_J 
-l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
MASTER SEGMENT. SHOl-lING SECTIONS (CONTINUED) 
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( START _) 
~ ________ L ________ ~ 
READ IDES, l~, KUNITS 
ylRITE IDES, ~, Y.C!ITS 
READ I,CYlAP, NTMAF 
READ COMPRESSOR MAPS UNTIl 
NUMBER READ :: NCMAP 
READ TURBINE HAPS IT};TIL 
l>tlJHBER READ := NT}fAP 
READ ALL CH' s 
l.ffi.I1'E ALL CW I s 
READ ED 
HRITE ED 
READ SV DATA 
l,TRITE SV DATA 
INITIALIZE: 
ALL SV ELE~~NTS := -1. 
TOU,CE := 0.005 
DES :: 1 
LP(l) + LP(5) := 0 
I CALL RESET ~ SUBROUTI~~ RESET OBTAINS FOLLOlm;C 
INITIAL VALUES: 
IKOmIT := -1 . 
NOW:= -1 
SBHAX = 0 
KOlllT = 0 
NOHlS:= 0 
MISHAT:= 0 
2\TLOOP:= 0 
REl1AP = 0 
Nm1AP ""' 0 
FINISHED.: 0 
}fASTER SEG!'fENT, SECTION 1 
.-/' 
YES 
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NER = 0 
Rl = -1. 
R2 = -1. 
R3 = -l. 
R4 :: -1. 
BR = eW(I,l) 
SA :: m(I,2) 
SB = Cl.;(I,3) 
SB < SBNAX 
sc= CW'(1,4) 
Kl = ew(l,S) 
K2 = eW(I.6) 
NO 
I.tASTEP. SEGl-~Ni, SECTIO~ 2 
NCOHP 
NTURB 
NDUCT 
NBURN = 0 
NCONDI 
NCONVRG 
NEXT 
NO 
NEI = m(I,U) 
NE2 = CU(I,8) 
HE3 = CH(:!:,9) 
NEI ~ 0 OR BR = 9 
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YES 
YES 
NO 
BR = 2 AND ~~ = 2 
YE~_ 
~CN(NCOHP + 1) 
D (NN) = BD (N) 
NO 
HASTER SEG~lENT, SECTION 2 (CONTINUED) 
NO 
:1.38 
..-----+--~-<GH (I ,H) .. 0 t:1 NO 
MX = (;\H1,H) 
Ml = m(I,M + 1) 
TO (22,23) 
22 MX = 1 H2 = (;\-1(1,1-1 + 2) 1_ 
VAR(K) = SV(M1,H2) 
, 23 MX = 2 V AR (K) = BD (m) ---lo 
NO 
YES 
MASTER SEGME~7, SECTION 2 (CONT1KUED) 
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GO TO (3D!, 302,303,304, )05,305. ;07,306,309,310,311,312,313 ,3 ")E~ 
CALL B1 
1~;';"";~~1 NCO~IP = !-7COHP + 1 
303 BR=3 
304 BR=4 
CALL B3 
NTURB .: N'fURB + 1 
NCOMTURB .: D(5) 
N = NPCN(NCOHTURB) 
E2 =< BD(N) 
3 ? 
CONTUnJE 
305 BR=5. NCI)NVRG = NCONVRG+ 1 
COlITU,'UED 
t---__ <a.""I[ CALL B2 
SV(SA-N+1,6) = SV(SA,6) 
K21 = K2-K1 
N = 1 
ED (NIl) = D (N 
72 N=N+1 
l-1ASTER SEGl-~NT, SECTIOl{ 3 
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~ 30G~ DF:~'o 0 ~ YES 0 
- .... ~."'- FnnSHED;,;y -----~V 
307 BR=7 
308 BR=8 
? /' 
,/ 
NQ 
'-----' 
'-----' 
XG = E1 
XR ::: E2 
XN = XG=}""R 
~------------'-----J >--!>01 AIR:N .: AIRIN+SV(SB ,2)J 
>--U.Li~AIRIN = AIRIN+SV(SC,2) 
~----------------~ 
\ITB = E3 J 
SFC = 3600.xlolFB/XN l----------J;;;\ 
SXN = XN/AIRIN D 
SV(SB.2) 
SV(SB,4} 
SV(SB,6) 
SV(SB,l) 
= SV(SA,2»:D(1) 
= SV(SA,4)xD(3) 
SV(SA,6) 
+ D(2) 
+ D(4) 
= SV(SA,l) a 
~---------------------~---~.~ 
CALL B8 
CONTINUED 
MASTER SEGNENT, SECTION 3 (CONTINUED) 
"BR=9 
309r 
CONTINUED t 
L---_.,.--s_V_< S 13 , ~~ 
EV(Kiij 
I--_.,.-s._v_o_a ~ ~~ 
= SV(NEl ,NE2) 
~----------------~-
HASTER SEQ-lENT, SECTION 3 (COTII1'.lJED) 
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N .,. Del) -~JI 
N = Nl'~?~ (N) 
PCN = ED(N) 
C>],L BlO]-~ERl i 0·1 
Fl:V!AP < 0, 0~YES0 
I;CCDE -= 7 /' ·v 
· BR=ll 
311 
13 = BDG:-:J 
312rB_R_=_12~~ NCONDI = NCONDI + 1 
BR=13 
313t----~ 
YES 
BR=14 
314 
LOOPING = 1 
LP(SA) = LP(SA)+l 
N = D(1) 
NN = D(2) 
NTURB = NTURB + 1 
BD (N) = l' C1, --.J.;;\69 
ED (N-i) = i 1---- -"'V 
YES r---------------~ 
o NBURN ~ NBU~~ + 
NOI~--------------~ 
CALL Bll 
CALL B13 
'---''---,..r 
>-J. ........ H BD (tm) = V (SA) 
~~TER SEG~ffiNT, SECTION 3 (CONTI~uED) 
YES 
NO 
'-. 
NO 
l\TEXT = NEH + 1 
EV(NEXT) = Rl 
YES 
NEXT = NEXT + 1 
EV (NEX""T) = R2 
NO 
h"'EXT = NEXT + 1 
EV (~c}'""T) :. R3 
NEXT = ~EXT + 1 
EV(NEXT) = R4 
MASTER SEGMENT, SECTION 4 
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YES IDES > 0 OR DES > 0 
r-----~~< OR 
~~R = 0 OR FINISHED = 
L = L + 1 
EROR(L,K) = ERI 
NO 
NO 
KOUNT = 1 
OR 
KOUNT = 3 
YES r.: ~ L = L + 1 BERR(L) = -ERl 
L = L + 1 
EROR(L,K) = ER2 
L = L + 1 NO 
BERR(L) = -ER2 
~~STER SEGMENT, SECTION 4 (CONTINUED) 
YES I 
YES 
A 
-I-, 
DES = -1 ' 
READ KC 
D074l = 1,NC 
READ(NCW(I,N),N == 1,3),VALUE(I) t \\RITE(NCW(I,N),N = 1,3),VALUE(I) 
NSV == Nt1-l{l,2) 
NSVI = NCW(l,3) 
SV(NSV,NSVD = V}~UE(l) 
YES ! NBD = NCW(I,;j 
-I _ BD(NBD) == VALUE (I)i 
--~----' 
-----.-G 
KOUNT~ YES ~\ 
AND >----~ltol Vl-frAVX = V}rrA~r~ 
NO FINISHED = 
= VAR(K) + DVAR(K) 
MASTER SEGHENT, SECTION 5 
M = 12 
KOU1'T = 1 
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D050K1 = ~,KN 
A(K1) = 1. 
A(K1) :: 100. 
EL(K1) :: .001 x A(K1) x VAR(Kl) 
50 DVAR(K1) :: DEL(K1) I A(K1) 
VAR(K) :: VAR(l) - DVAR(1) 
0;) 
. ... 
D044K1 :: 
D044K2 = 
44 E(K2,Kl):: 
-BERP.(K2) - EROR(K2,Kl) 
DEL(Kl) 
CALL ¥ATRIX 
OBTAIN: 
DELVAR(N),N';' 1,KN 
liLOOP = NLOOP + 1 
VHrAVE :: O. 
KBIG = 0 
VARBIG :: O. 
ABSVAR = ABS(DELV!~(K» 
VHTAVE = VHrAVE + ABSVAR 
ABSVAR ~ .1xVAR(K)xA(K) ? 
NIJ 
KBIG :: K 
VARBIG :: ABSVAR 
MASTER SEGHENT, SECTION 5 (cONTINUED) 
YES 
:t :1 7 
-~K-"'-k"-.,.-. l~--:: ~ 
.-_____ 1IIi---'Y ..... E..:C;~UNT = I 
1K0UNT =J I ? 
YES 
== K ? .>-=:--.....,~~< 
Cl';(1, 11) 
M2 = CH(I,H+2) 
SV(~n,M2) = VP~(K) 
YES 
}IX = CH(I,M) 
HI = CW(1,M+l) 
K = K + I 
IKOUNT = -1 
VAR(K) = VlL~(K) - DV&~(K) 
~~STER SE~ffi~~, SECTION 5 (CONTI~u~D) 
NO 
VMTAVE = VMTAVE / f'N 
VRAno = 1.0 
NO 
VRATIO = .1*VAR(KBIG)*A(KBIG)/VARBIG 
DELVAR(K) = VRATIO*DELVAR(K)/A(K) 
47 VAR(K) = VAR(K) + DELVAR(K) 
IKOUNT = -1 
KOUNT == 3 
YES 
Noms = 1 t-of-A"""-"--< 
~!ASTER SEQ-lENT, SECTION 5 (CONTINUED) 
1-19 
',RITE SV(H,N), 1\=1,8, M r- ~,sm~ I 
NO 
WRITE: 
XG 
XR 
XN 
ID'B 
SFC 
SXN 
CALL P..ESET~ ___ (~~ 
-1 
DO 333 M = 1 MAALOOPS 
N = }fAXLOOPS - M + 1 
YES > 0 r>--=:":::""'---. 
I = LOOPDO (N) 
NEXT = HEXT (N) 
NCOXl' = HCOHP(N) 
NTURB = MTURB(N) 
NCONDI = t1CONDI(N) 
NCONVRG = MCONVRG(N) 
lillVCT = MDUCT (N) 
NBURN = MBURN(N) 
MASTER SEG}lli~7, SECTION 6 
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Ey.amplcs of Engine Cycle Sir,ulations 
C.l Example 1 Single Spool Turbojet, Design Point 
For the first example, the most simple simulation will be 
shown. This is a design point sioulc.tion of a one spool turbojet 
engine. This exaople also shows how two of the DP parC:r.Jeters may 
be'looped'to help in ~etermining the optimum parameters fer a 
particular cycle. 
Also, the first example will e)~lain in detail how the 
"program" is written. Further examples will not do this. 
Engine: Single spool turbojet 
Design Point Data: 
altitude = sea level 
flight speed = o. (static) 
intake pressure recovery = 98% 
compressor pressure ratio, to be varied 
compressor isentropic efficiency = 88% 
combustion efficiency = 98% 
combustion chamber 6P/P = 0.7 
turbine entry temperature, to be varied 
cooling air bleed = 51. of compressor mass flo .. , 
jet pipe pressure loss = 3% of turbine outlet total pressure 
It is desired to vary the compressor pressure ratio from 
9.0:1 to 10.5:1 in a step of 1.5:1 and vary the turbine inlet 
temperature from 14000 K to 16000 K in a step of 2000 K to study the 
effect of these parameters on the engine outputs. 
A schematic of the engine layout is as follows: 
\INTAKE I COMPRESSOR 1 COHBUSTION I TURB IMIX COOL I JET PIPE I CO"''E~G~ 
I CHAMBER ' BLEED ImZZL 
-l 
Jl
1 ( ~1~6 I I I I I I I 
3 
I 
4 
/. 
I 
1 2 5 1 8 9 
NOTE: Numbers represent Station~. 
1 !) 1 
The codeword~ uhich Jescribe the engine are as follows: 
sv's 
REHARKS BR 
EV's 
RF_O, 
I--- -- ---'-~~-+----'---------------------t 
001 0102-1 0104 Brick nurr.ber 1, operating 
bct~een SV's 1 and 2, 
using BD 1 to 4, Produces 
EVI (XR=mom8ntUI'J drag) 
-OIJ -61-1""=1 -0509=== ~==-§rfcj<~~3;~~th-e: _ firs-t in~~~~;ntatio~--Rrkk 
~~! 1~~~~~ Im0602 JH:~,~:~~~:t!~t~~~~~~~:,~::, ===-
go£:s through SV6, while 
the mass flow at SV3 is reaet 
to W3 .. H3-'~6 
-01jOZ:~1-i 1923 ---.. ------- ------ S-ec;;nd- ir.-~·rernentati~~B-~~-k---- -- -.-
~O} _O~9~-~ _~Ti~ _ -~~ci~~e_SE\~l~ij]I"=--~~~ __ -________ _ 
004 0405-1 2731 02-1-1 
---- '008-650-607 ---- ----- Nixes c~oling-b-leed-(S-V~;ith-------- ---
core stream (SV5) ~:-::-+=--.----.. _-_.- ------ -------- -- _ ... -- -- -_._------- ._ .... _-------~~ g~g~~} 3~--- ----- ---~i~~~~~~- ~~4- ~~~)--0U~-------.----- --- I 
1-=-----1-'-:.----- --.- ----- ----.. -------------------- .----------- - I 
006 01-1-1 r l - l 040103 _____ J 
The following Brick Data is required (one BD value per card): 
BD(No) Value Item BD(No) Value Item 
1 O. Alt. 19 4. SV No. 
2 O. ISA.Dev. 20 6. SV Item No. 
3 O. M 21 1400. Initial Value 
4 0.98 n 22 200. Delta Value 
5 -1. BD Qty. 23 1600. Final Value 
6 12. BD(No) 24 0.07 t,p/p 
7 9. Initial Value 25 0.98 n 
8 1.5 Delta Value 26 -1. WFB 
9 10.5 Final Value 27 O. AUTh'K 
10 0.85 i3 28 0.90 n 
11 100. PCN 29 51.5 TF 
12 9. PR 30 2.4 eN 
13 0.88 n 31 1. COMP No. 
14 -1. ERROR? 32 O. No Burn 
, 15 0.05 AOn 33 0.03 lIP/P 
16 o. t,W 34 -1. n 
17 1. A(P) 35 -1- No Float 
18 O. t,P 
1~2 
One SV quantity is required to he input, the inlet mass £lou. This 
takes the form 
01 02 200. (SV(1,2) = mass flow SVI = 200. Ibrr./sec) 
The cod£~ords have now all bee~ formed, and all input qUantities 
are recognized. There are 12 codeHords, 35 ED quar.titie~, and 
1 SV input. One compressor and one turbine map are also required. 
The deck of cards to simulate this engine would be as fo110\07s: 
+1 -1 +1 
12 35 1 
01 01 
t 
COMPRESSOR HAP 
* 
TURBINE HAP 
CODElWRDS 
BRICK DATA 
SV DATA 
(design study, no error~, British units) 
(12 Ciol' s, 35 ::m, 1 SV data) 
(one co~pressor ~p, one turbine map) 
The outputs for this simulation are found on the next 4 pages. 
t<l 
X 
l\) 
~ 
,.... 
(\) 
~ 
C'") 
.,., 
::>::l 
11 
\0 
o 
,.... 
'-3 !:':' 
>-3 
11 
,.... 
.I"-
o 
o 
o 
~ 
.* •• ~ ~MBJE~T AND JNL~T PARAMETERS ****~ 
AlT = O.V JSA DEV = n.ooo 
* •• ** COM~RF.~SOR 1 
PRSF z U.121B4E 01 
Z = O,R~O(JO 
peN r: 10U,OOOO 
PARAMETERS **""** 
ETASF::: O.10994E 01 
PR = 9.(100 
C ~l = 1. 0 0 (1 0 () 
***** COM~USTION CHAMBER PARAMETERS *.*** 
ETASF = O,98000E 00 
MACH NO = 0.00 
\ 
\ 
WASF = O.46420F 01 
ETA ::: O,BAOOO 
COMWK = O.1SQ51E 05 
ETA = O,98U00 DlP = 0.6174 wFR = 5.3918 
•••• * TURBINF 1 
CNSF = O.1~048E 
TF = 51, 5 {J (\ 
PARAMETERS *~**. 
01 ETASF::: n,10006E 01 
ETA: 0.90000 
AUXWK = O.0n000E 00 
••••• CONVERGENT NOZZLE 1 PARAMETERS *~ •• *. 
TFSF = O,5454'E 00 
CN::: 2.400 
AREA = 3.0079 EXtT VELOCITY = 2001.50 GROSS THRUST::: 19245.,Q 
NUZZLE COtF = 0.97041~ 00 
STATtON FUEL/AIR MASS FLOW PSTATIC PTOT.~ L TSiATlC TTOiAL VE /. 
1 0.(,000 233.00 1 , 'J 0 0 1 ,oon . i?/PL 0 zeR.O 0.0 
2 0,0000 ? 33 , 0 (I .. , .000 0,980 -1 ,0 21)/1,0 -1 ,0 
3 ().O(/OO 221.:SS -1,000 8 • p. 2 (I -, . () 51'19.1 -, .0 
4 O.u244 n(>,74 -1 , ()OO 8.2C)3 N1 .0 1 4 (\ (l • 0 -1 , I) 
5 O.{I?I.4 ';.(6.74 .. 1 .1.100 :~. 327 -1 ,0 "61.9 -1 ,0 
6 O. (It) 0 0 11 .65 ... ~ .000 f'>.8:?C "'1 .0 )h9,3 - 1 .0 
7 o.02!-1 238.39 -1,000 3.32" -1 .0 11.5,).1. "1 ,0 
R O,O?31 238,39 .. 1,000 3.227 -1 .. 0 1135.4 -1 .0 
9 0.0231 23&.39 1 , 763 ~~, ?(l 979. Y 1135,4 ZOO1.5 
GROSS THRUST = 19245,19 
HO~E~TU~ ~RAG = 0.00 
N~T 'HPU~T = 19?45.19 
FUfL ~Uk~~O = 5.3Q2 
s~c = 1.008S9Q 
SP THRUST = 82.)97 
ETA RI:O • 9 H 0 (, 
DHSF ~ O,142 Q 5E 00 
~QFA 
-1 , I) (1\)(1 
-1,()()~o() 
-1.1)()1)t) 
-1,O()()1) 
-1 .Of,OO 
- 1 • () (I () () 
-1 • I) n 00 
-1.0(\00 
::s • 0(,7<,' 
~ 
C.l 
W 
~ 
>< ~ 
...... 
III 
...... 
~ 
~ 
\0 
o 
...... 
~ 
>-1 
II 
..... 
'" g 
o 
:><: 
\ 
••• ~ ••••• * ••• *.* •• *+.** •••••••••• **~ •••• * •• *.** •••• *.* •••••• ~.+*.+ •• ** 
****. r.OM~U~TION CHAMBF.R PARA!1F.TERS •••• ~ 
ETASF = O,9800CE 00 
ETA; Q,Y80UD OLP = 0,6174" \JFB :II 6,9048 
••••• TU~6INF 1 
CNSF = O.12880F. 
TF = 51,'0(1 
PARAMETERS ** ••• 
01 ~TASF = O.10006E 01 
ETA::; 0.90000 
AUXWK; O.GOODDE 00 
* •••• CONVERGENT NOZZLF. 1 PARAMETERS ••••• 
TFSF c O.50681E 00 
eN = 2.400 
AREA = 2.8944 EXIT VELOCITY = 2165.61 GROSS THRUST:II 21868,04 
NOZZLE CO~F = O.96752E 00 
STATION fUELIAIr~ MASS FLOIoi Ps'rJ\TlC !'TOTAL TSTATIC TTOTAI. VEL 1 0,01)00 233,00 1 .000 1. (lOr) 2a~.(1 2~~.() (J,O 
.... 0.0000 233.00 "',000 0.980 -1 .0 ZP,I\.O 
-1.0 {. 3 O. {} 0 (I 0 27.1,55 
-1 .ono 8.820 "1 . () 5foQ,3 
-1 .0 4 0.0312 2;'>8.25 -1.IJOO R, 20:~ .. , . () 1()OO.O -, .0 5 0.0312 ?28.25 -1 , () () 0 3,794 -1 , Q 1 n"j .4 
-1 .0 6 0.0000 11 ,65 
-1.000 b,il20 "1 .0 509.3 ~ 1 .0 7 0.0296 239.90 
-1.000 3.794 -1 .0 1~~~~.~ -1 .0 8 0.029 6 239.90 "1.(100 :5.6FHI -1 .0 13V,.5 -1 .0 9 0,07.96 239,9() 2,020 3.bi30 1161.4 13!.6.5 2'165,6 
GQOSS THkUST = 21ti68.04 
MOMENTUM ~WAG = 0.00 
NET T~MUST = 21H68.04 
FUEL BUNNEn D 6.Y05 
s~r ; 1.136"'1-19 
SP TH~UST = ~3.~~4 
OHSF ~ O.'2425~ 00 
.... 
f.,l 
AP F f, ~ 
-1 , rl P (l (l 
-1 . (1 () (l (. 
- 1 • (l r' (, ft 
-1 • () (. 00 
-1.0(l(lO 
~ 1 • (!.) 0 0 
··1.0()()O 
-1.0(1)0 
?,~94L. 
./ 
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X 
III 
.a 
t-' 
CO 
t-' 
C"'l 
'"d 
~ 
l! 
t-' 
a 
I.n 
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~ 
~ 
II 
t-' 
.e-. 
8 
...... 0 
" 
.*.*.*.r ••• + •••••••• *~.* ••• ***.*.~.****.**~**~ •• * •• *.~ ••••••••• *+* •••• 
* ••• * C0MPRESSOR 1 PARAMETERS ••••• \ 
PRSF = ~.1'408E u1 ETASF = O.10994E 01 WASF z O.46420E 01 
Z = O.850(Hl PI{:= 10.~)OO ETA I: O.~fi{)OO 
peN = 1 \i 0 • 000 I; C III :c 1. 00 () l) 0 C () MI.l j(" ~ 0 • 1 7 l. f\ l. E 05 
~~.** COM"USTION CHAMBER PARAM~TEpS **~ •• 
ETASF = O.98000E 00 
ETA = Q.9~000 DLP = 0,7203 WFB = 5.2339 
*~.** TURUI~~ 1 
eNSF;: O.12048E 
T F = 51, ? 0 (, 
PARA~ETERS *.*** 
01 ~TA~~ = O,10006E 01 
FTA = 0.90000 
AUXWK = U.OooOOF. 00 
•• *** CONVER~ENT NOZZLE 1 PARAMETERS ***** 
TFSF:= O.63676f 00 
eN I: 2.400 
AREA I: 2.8144 EXIT VELOCITY I: 1982.95 GROSS THRUST ~ 19371.00 
~OZZLE COEF = O.96954E 00 
STATION FUELfAIR MASS FLOW PSTATtC PTOTAL TSTATIC TiOTAl VEL 
1 0,0000 ?33.00 1.000 1 • nOG 2f,8.0 288.0 0,0 
2 o.ooeo 2:S3.00 .. , .000 0,930 "1 . U 28R.O -1 .0 
:3 O.l!OOO 7.1.1.35 "'''1.000 111.290 "1 .0 595.6 -1.0 
4 O.('i!36 V6,SB 
-1 .000 9.57f) -1 .0 14(10,0 
-1 • V 
5 0,0236 (7.6.58 ... , . (' () 0 3.517 "1 .0 1'3~.1 -1 .0 
6 (I. () I) () 0 11 ,65 -1.000 10.290 -1 . (, 5°_5.6 -1 • () 
7 (l.ons ?38.23 -1.000 5.517 ", • I) 1113.7 -1 • () 
8 O. (~V 5 7.38.23 M1.()00 j,L.11 
-1 .0 1113.7 -, .0 
9 0.0225 738.7.3 , ,1J62 3.1.11 c;.60. '. 1113.7 19h?,9 
GR()C;S THRUST = 19371.00 
MU~ENTU~: DRftG ~ 0,00 
~ E T T H q U S T :: 1 9 3 71 • (\ 0 
f\J!:L BUf{NF.rl I: 5,234 
S ~ r: :: O. '; 71. 7 () :) 
SP THRUST = R3,131 
OHSF s O.1S679E no 
ARE'" 
-1.00no 
-1.0("l{l0 
-1.00:'lO 
-1 • I) tl(ll) 
.. , . 0 f) .) It 
-1.1)(100 
- 1 • 0 (I r, (, 
-1.f)O(l(· 
1..8141. 
~ ... 
t;,; 
en 
ttl 
:.< 
~ 
I-' 
~ 
I-' 
q 
..., 
II 
I-' 
o 
. 
v' 
I-' 
>-1 
ttl 
H 
n 
..... 
(]\ 
o 
o 
o 
7' 
\ 
+~-** •• ****~****** ••• * ••••• ****~********.*** •• ***~***.******* ••• *.~*.* 
•• *** C0MBUSTION CHAMBER PARAMETERS .**** 
ETA~F = O.?~OOOE 00 
ETA = n.9HOUO DLP = 0.7203 WFB ~ 6,7440 
.*.*. TUUDINF 1 
CNSf = O.12RoOE 
rF = S,.~OO 
PARAMETERS ***** 
01 ETASF = O.10006E 01 
ETA c 0.9uOOO 
AUXWK = o.onUOQE 00 
GROSS T~RU~T = 22034,08 
rWI-IErnlllol ()RAG c 1),00 
~ET 1HRUST = 2?034.0~ 
~UEL BUilNFn == t>./4t. 
S ~ (' '" 1, 1 0 1 ,-I, '; (> 
SP THkU~r = 94.567 
TFSF = O.S916QF 00 
eN = 2,400 
OHSF s O.1362?E 00 
C.2 Example 2. Single Spool Turboj~t. Off De~if,n Point Study 
This example is the logical p.~{tE.nsion of (:xamle !.. 
From the DP studies, a selection is milde from the possible engine 
parameters to describe what the designer feels is the optin;um 
cycle. Now, ODP performance predictions arc required. 
For this example, the engine: configuration is identical 
to that of example 1, only the compressor pressure ratio has be~n 
fixed at 10:1 and the turbine entry teUl~erature set at ISOOoK. 
It is desired to check the engine performance at the following points. 
Case 1. DP situation, sea level, static. 
Case 2. Altitude = 10000 ft. 
Flight l'!ach number:; 0.4 
Turbine entry temperature 
Case 3. Altitude ~ 36089 ft. 
Flight Mach number:; 0.9 
Turbine entry temperature = l4S0oK 
Case 4. As in Case 3, only afterburner on 
Afterburner n = 987-
Afterburner final ~emperature = ISOOoR 
Nozzle exit area floating 
Note that the ODP condition is created by specifying the 
turbine entry temperature. The shaft rotational speed will be 
varied to correspond to this temperature. 
As this is an ODP study, the previous "programll \-lill 
need rewriting to include "variables". Also, the incrementation 
Bricks (BI3) will be removed. Note in the codewords that 3 errors 
will be produced, therefore 3 variables must be specified. 
'. 
The codewords ~cCvrue: 
-
--
. . 
---1 UR sV's BD EV's VAR's VAR 1 VAR 2 
-
RD!;..Ri~S 
REQ. t 
--
___ I 
001 0102-1 0104 I 002 02J3-1 0509 -1-1-1 0102 0205-1 0206--1 Variables arc ~ and PCN I 
001 0306-1 1013 I 009 060302 0302 0602-1 
003 03C4-1 1416 
004 0405-1 1721 O~-I-1 03-1 0219-1 Variable is IF. 
Produces 2 errors 
008 050607 
all 0708-1 222l\ 
005 080901 25 Produces 1 error 
009 05-103 -103 -103-1 Adds "'TB ft·cm cOr!lbllstior, I 
0501031 
and aftcrbT.lrning 
006 01-1-1 -1-1 -, 
The required Brick Data is: 
BD(No) Value EDCNo) Value 
1 O. 14 0.01 
2 O. 15 0.98 
3 O. 16 -1. 
Ii 0.98 17 O. 
5 0.85 18 0.9 
6 100. 19 51.5 
7 10. 20 2.4 
8 0.88 21 1. 
9 -1. 22 1. 
10 0.05 23 0.03 
11 O. 24 -1. 
12 1. 25 -1. 
13 O. 
Two SV quantities are required to be input. These are the inlet 
mass flow and final temperature of combustion. The SV input data 
is thus: 
01 02 200. 
04 06 1500. 
(SV(1,2) inl~t mass flow = 200 Ibm/sec) 
(SV(4,6) ~ T4 = 15COOK) 
It can be seen that in this simulation, 
Number of Codewords = 11 
Number of Brick Data 25 
Number of SV Data 2 
I 
159 
Next, the '\uni" c.odc ...... o"Ccs required for the On? c<>.ses are: 
Case 3 
Case l; 
3 
0201-1 10000. 
0203-1 .4 
010406 1300. 
3 
0201-1 36089. 
0203-1 .9 
010406 1450. 
4 
0222-1 2. 
0224-1 0.98 
010806 1500. 
0225-1 1. 
(Number of changes to be made) 
(Altitude = 10000 ft) 
(Flight !1&ch No. ~ 0.4) 
(T4 = 13000 K) 
(Altitude ~ 36089 ft) 
(Flight Hach No. = 0.9) 
(T4 = l450GK) 
(Afterburner on) 
(Afterburner n 987.) 
(TS = l5000 K) 
(nozzle exit area floats) 
The deck of cards to simulate the engine would then be as follows: 
-1 03 +l 
11 25 2 
01 01 
t 
rMPllESSOR MAl' 
TURlHNE HAP 
CODEHORDS 
BRICK DATA 
SV DATA 
(off design study, 3 errors, British units) 
(11 CW's, 2S ED, 2 SV data) 
(one compressor map, one turbir.e map) 
}ITNI CODEWORDS FOR EACH ODP CASE 
The outputs for this engine at its DP and the 3 ODP cases are given 
in the next 4 pages. 
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CJ 
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."0 
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I'D 
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~ 
C/) 
(') 
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,-... 
t::l 
(,) 
til 
.. -
,GO 
j;:l 
.'U 
IE 
I~ 
P? 
l~ c: rt 
'" 
.-.~~ AMDleNT A~O rNL~T PA~A~~T~~S •• _ •• 
ALT ·0.0 ISA n~v 0.000 
......... cor~PRES$(JP 
P~SF = O.1:5706[ 
Z = O,8500(J 
peN ~ 100,O(JO(J 
1 PARAMETf~S ... *** 
1"11 ETI\SF = 1l,10994E 01 
PR = 10,OvO 
Cr~ = 1, QOl100 
***** COMijUSTION CHAMSE~ PARAMETERS *.*** 
ETASF = O.9~OOOE 00 
MACH ""0 0.00 
WASF = 0.4642Ce 01 
ETA = o.o130QO 
CO~WK = O.16992E 05 
ErA = O.9~OOo DLP = O.6R6U WFB c 6.0297 
***-. TURBINE , 
CNSF:: O,124?1E 
TF = ,1. 500 
PAR Mol E T E P S • .,. * * 1r 
01 eTA~F = O,1000~~ 01 
eTA = o.9{)OOO 
hU.'(~K = u. 000001: 00 
.*.** DUCT/AFTER BURNINA 1 PA~AMeTE~S ***** 
~TA = ~1.00uO DLP = u.1120 
***** CONVERGENT NOZZLE 1 PARAt!ETERS **.*. 
Ti=SF = 
'CN = 
WFB = 
0,5B3B2e: 00 
2,4UO 
0,0000 
AKEA = 2.793~ EXIT V~LOCITY = 2U73.60 GROSS THRUST ~ 20729.08 
~OZZLE COEF = O.9~KS5E 00 
S T A T1 O~I FUEl.IAIR folA5S FLOW PSTATIC PTOTAL TSTATIC TTOTAL VEL 1 o.OO()O 2:1;3.1)0 1 .000 1.0Q() 2~8,O 288.0 0, I) 2 0,00 l\ 0 233.0() 
-1.liOO 0,960 -1 • I) 288.0 -1 • I) 3 O.C!000 ;U1.35 -1,u()O 11.80\1 ~ 1 • () 587.1 ~ 1 • il 4 O.li2?2 22i'.:H\ -i ,000 9,111. -1 .0 1500,0 
-1.0 5 ().v2"/2. 227.38 
-1. uOO 3,734 -, • I) 1251.1 
-1.0 e, l).vOLO 11 .65 
-L UOO 'J,Ron 
-1 . (I 51\7.'1 
-1 .0 7 o.vl59 7. ? Q • ll.S 
-1 • \)() 0 3.731. .., ,0 11.21.7 -1 ,0 13 O,GlS9 ;n\l.03 .. , , tl 0 0 3.61.2 -1 . '.) 1221.7 
- ~ .0 9 0.u259 '-')9.0.:i , , 't ,'" 2 3,6i:!2 1(')57.7 1221.7 2073.6 
liROSS THRUST ;: 20729. 1:/1 
.... Or~ E In U~: I) R 1\ (: = o , (, (1 NET TlH:U"T :: 20729. (it'. 
FUEL fll)~NFn = 6,'130 
SFC ;: 1.0 /.717'; 
SP iHIJUST ;; t (\ . ';" l'I 
ETf\A. ... O.9P..OC 
OHSF n 0,141721: 00 
A"EA 
"1.110()O 
-1. (j(\\)() 
-1.1)00(1 
-1.0\j')(: 
-1.0i)0(1 
-1.(1)00 
-~.O()()O 
-1.i)i){)O 
? , ,'i3C) 
" . 
Co') 
o 
II 
I[ 
'0 
~ 
(I) 
N 
(") 
PJ 
(Jl 
r.> 
N 
o 
c 
,,g-
I~ 
(' F" ,.. n ~ .I (. N f"': NO. N'" CAL c.::: u '- '" T .. C:, N,. _ ~ 0 "" V' .. , .. , • .., ,. 
***** AMBIENT ANO INLET PARAMETERS ***** 
ALT = 10000.U ISA DEV = O.Don MACH NO = 0.40 
ETA ~ 0,89050 
****. COMPRESSOR 
Z = 0.I:IU101 
peN = 91.~157 
1 PARAMETERS ***** 
p~ = 8.566 
eN = O.93b'6 COMWK = O.10442E os 
.***. COMOUSTION CHAMBER PARAMETERS ****. 
ElA = O.'n'lOI'l! DLP = O,l~~HI9 WFn::: 3.4:.98 
.**** TURBINE 1 PARAMETEkS *.*** 
TF = 51.752 ETA ::: O.QOO~5 eN = 2.367 
AUXWK = O.OOOOOE 00 
***** DlICT/AF1EJ.I BURNING 1 DARAr"ETERS ** .. ** 
~TA = -1.00()O DLP = O.0'/4Q l-lFG = 0.0000 
***** CONVE~GENT N(lZZLE 1 PARAMETERS ***** 
AREA = 2.791Y EXIT VELOCITY = 1929.13 GROSS THRI)ST = 13372,21 
NUZZLE CUEF = O,9695dE 00 
STATION FlieL/,QR ,,,,,AS ~ F L (J '-/ PSiArIC p'rOP·L T S'T~, TIC TTOTAl VEL 
1 O.vvOO 1('5,1+6 O.6R8 0,761) 26b.2 276.8 431 .1 
2 0.0000 165,1.6 "1.000 0.7S2 -1 .0 27,.,.3 -1 .0 
3 11.0 (; 0 0 157,19 "1.000 6.446 -1 .0 536.9 -1 .0 
4 0.0719 160,04 "1, (JOO ;.965 .. , . () 1.500.0 .. 1 ,0 
5 o • (,1.19 160.64 "1 .1. 1 00 t,42'1 -1 .0 ~()76.4 "1 .0 
(, (, , 0 (! () 0 a,?7 -1.000 6.446 -1 .0 536,9 -1 • () 
7 (I , (, 2 (1/) 168,91 -1.()1)0 l.,42'i -1 • I) 1052.1 -, .0 
B o . u i: iui 16<3,91 -1 . 1)(1 () 2 '(" r. • _ ,J J -1 .0 1052.1 -1 • () 
9 (I • (,2 (I tS 168.91 1 • 21i 1'\ 2.35" (}05.1 1052.1 1929,1 
GROSS TH~U~T = 13372.21 
r.,OMF.NTU~' I)RAr, = 2216.93 
NET THRUST = 1115::;.~H 
FUEL BUf<NF[) .. 3.4~O 
SI-r. = 1,',1jj()1 
SP TtiR LJ ~ T = "7 • 4 'Iii 
ET"~ = 0.9800 
AIJEA 
-1.on0o 
~, • () j; :'\ .) 
.. , • (j 0 iHI 
"1 , 0 (I'; () 
- 1 , () (i\'1 (I 
-1.000(1 
-1 , ()" ,) n 
-, .lJ(·(Jf. 
~.7Y.~~ 
~ 
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tIj 
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__ .... _ _ C. t:= F ,.. ~ ~ r r. N r:: N Cj J NFl... ,., L C • , L" r ••• ,... ~. _. 'OJ ~ .., .- ...... _ " 
** ••• AMBIENT A~D INLET P~R~METERS ***** 
ALT = j6UdQ.D ISA DEV = 0.000 
.*~** COM~f{F.SSO~ 
l;; 0,357 1,7 
~'ACH riO = O.~O 
fTA = 0.87133 
PCN = Y4,5364' 
1 PARAMF.TF.~S •• *.* 
P:'< = 10,253 
C rJ = 1. 0 1 1 l1 COMWK = O.62568E ~4 
**.*. COM~USTION CHAMnER PARAMETE~S *.*** 
ETA = O.9~OUO DlP ;; O.~65~ WFB;; 2.,7R1 
***** TUR81~E 1 PARAMETERS ~**** 
TF = S1.60~ ETA = 0.90020 r.N = 2.392 
A U X \oJ K = 0 • (I 0 () 0 0 E 0 u 
.** •• DUCT/AF1ER UUf{NING 1 PARA~ETERS *.*** 
ETA;; -1,OUOO DlP = 0.0454 \..IFB;; 0.0000 
****. CONVERGENT ~OZZl~ 1 PAWAMETERS .**** 
AREA = 2.793Y tXIT VELOCITY = ~96~.i)8 GROSS lHRUST :: 8776.18 
NUZZLE COEF = O,934611E OG 
STATION FUELI,rl.I~ ~1/\ 5 S ~ L (\ ~J PSTATlC PTOTAI. TSTATIC TTClTAL VFI. 
1 O.vOOO 95.63 0.1.23 O,37H ~16.5 251.'1 H71 .6 
2 0.0000 95.03 -1.()OO O.3?1I -1 • () 2 ~ 1 • '( -'I ,0 
3 0.u000 90.05 -1.000 3.796 -1 • () 522.0 -~ .0 
4 (1,0240 93.03 -1 • (JOt) 3.53(1 -, , II 13,0.0 -, .0 
5 n.v240 93,03 -1 • \) () 0 1 .444 -1 . () 1120.'1 -1 , il 
6 O.lIIH,O !..,78 -1.UIJO 3.79~ "1 . (J 522.0 -, . \) 
7 () • \1 2 <. 8 97.81 -1 .000 1 .444 -1 • \J '094.1 -1 .0 
8 0.0228 Q 7. R1 N1 • (JUn 1 .I.Ot) -1 .0 '094. , -1 .0 
9 0.022b 'n.d1 O. (63 1.1.00 9,.3 . 'I , OY 4. , 1'J65.Y 
GROSS THRUST = ?.776.1f) 
MOMENTUM II k.' G = 2)9CI.~,~ 
NET THRUST = t,)'1i:l5.f10 
FUEL I\IJKNFr:- ;: ~ • ill, 
SH: = 'I • ?fj 7 (1/) :> 
SP rHfllJST = t>i •• 6 X !) 
ETAH ': O.9Bu l) 
.. 
C) 
~~ 
ARFA 
-1,O[)on 
-1.01>1)0 
-1 • Ii () n (1 
,- 1 , II ;'1 (! ,) 
-i.OD(t() 
-, , 11 (J r, I) 
-1 • 0 tl (lr, 
-1 , 'HdID 
2. i''i :,9 
~ 
(") 
P> 
en 
(1) 
+>-
c: 
~ 
en 
,.., I'! ~ In. _ '"!,.., C-t , f'V n .. ; "" L t,..;;"" L ..... T ,. .0_ .... :. .--.;-.-.--i-.v-;;" •• " • .,. • .,...T •..,..,,.--..,....,....,..., .. O!""' .. --..... -..,.., .............. - ..... -~-
*.* •• A~B1ENT A~D INLFT PftRAMETfRS .**** 
ALT = 36009.0 ISA DEV = 0,000 /,II\CH NO:o 0,90 
ETA II 0.87133 
***** COHPRF.$SOR 
Z = O.85!{.~ 
peN:= 94.!:I364 
1 PARAMETERS •• *** 
PI{ = 10,253 
CrJ = 1,011l1 COMWK = O~62568~ 04 
* •• *. COM~USTIO~ CHAMBER PARAMETERS ••••• 
ETA = O,9KOOO DlP = O.Z653 WfB = 2,1781 
.~ ••• TU~RINE 1 PARA~ETEHS •• *.* 
T~ = 51.605 ETA ~ 0.90020 eN = 2,392 
AUXWK = O,OOOOOE 00 
••••• DUCT/AFTER nURNING , 'PARA~ETERS * •••• 
ETA = 0.9800 OLP ~ O.O~54 WFB = 1.2815 
***~. CUNV~PGENT NUZZL~ 1 PARAMET~RS * •• *. 
~REA = 3.3423 EXIT VELOCITY = 2l89.65 ~RQSS THRUST ~ 10464.79 
NOZZLE COEF = O.93460E 00 
STATION FUEL/AIR ~ASS FLOW PSTATIC PTOTAL TSTATlC TTOTAl VEL 
1 0.0000 95.63 O,~23 O.37~ 216.5 251 .7 871 .6 
2 O.vOOO 95,63 -1,()OO 0.370 -1 .0 251 .7 -1.0 
3 O.vOOO 90.dS -1.000 3.796 -1 .0 522.0 -1 .0 
4 0.0240 93, l) 3 -'1,000 3,53\) "1 .0 1550.0 -1.0 
5 (l.0~40 9:5,03 -1.uOO 1 .444 -1 .0 1'~i).9 -1 ,u 
6 0.00(.10 4.78 "'1 , I.l 0 0 3.796 .. i .0 522.0 -1 ,0 
7 0,un8 97.81 "1.000 1,441.. -, .0 1 09lh 1 -, ,0 
8 0,(·367 99,09 -1.0()O 1,1.0i.) -, ,0 1500,0 -1 ,0 
9 o.rdtl7 99.0? 0,171 ~.4()f, 1310.2 ';500.C 22B9,'7 
GROSS THRUST = 1()4~4.70 
M 0.., f ~J TUM 0 R " G = . 2 5 ~ 0 • 5 8 
NET T~~U~T = 7074.21 
FUEL flvRNEn :-: 3.4t:-O 
SFC = 1.5(\1707 
SP TNKUS i :; CS2.330 
ETAQ • O,98QO 
,.. 
0") 
~ 
AQEi\ 
-1,QOOO 
-1.0000 
-, .0000 
-1,0000 
--1 , 0 () 0 (I 
-, .01100 
-, • 0 il ~ f) 
""'1 • 0 I' 0 i) 
3.31.25 
C.3 
This final exaI:lple derr.onstrates a complex simulation; a 
tvo spool turbofan with a mixed exhaust nozzle. The design point 
pressure ratios have bee~ chosen such that mixing is posuible. 
Two points to note in this simulation are: 
1) TET is not entered as data, rather the fuel flov1 
rate is specified 
2) 7 variables are required to properly sinulate 
this engine. However, only 6 errors would 
normally be generated; therefore by specifying 
BD(l8»0., the HP compresGor produces the 
extra necessary error. 
~Engine Design Point Data: 
flight condition = sea le'lel, static 
intake pressure recovery = 98% 
fan pressure ratio = 4.25 
fan isentropic efficiency = 0.829 
compressor pressure ratio = 5.75 
compressor isentropic efficiency 0.85 
engine bypass ratio"" 0.5 
combustion efficiency ~ 0.985 
fuel flow rate = 9.51 Ibm/sec 
combustion cr.amber ~p/p = 0.056 
HP cooling bleed = 9.77-
turbine efficiencies = 0.90 
core Mach No. before mixing = 0.24 
jet pipe pressure loss = 5% 
Engine Schematic Showing Stations 
- Bypass 
Coolin 
~ 
Intake 
'" ~ . Combustion Hixing ~ .0 .0 Pi Chamber H H Section H 0 ~ ;:) 
u E-I E-I 
~ ~ ~ ~~ 
1--I I I I 
1 2 3 3 4 5 6 8 9 
Jet Pipe 
11 
Nozzle 
/ 
I , 
I 
I 
12 13 
165 
The c8de\;'oras which describe thh simulation follow: 
-
BR SV's BD EV's VA'Q...'s VAR 1 VAR 2 REHARKS 
REQ. 
001 0102-1 0104 -1-1-1 
002 0203-1 0509 -1-1-1 0102 0205-1 0206-1 Variables are Z and peN 
007 0310-1 1013 -1-1-1 03-1 0210-1 Variable is ).(H) so that 
bypass ratio varies 
009 060302 0302 1002 \-.'3 '" \o13-WlO 
002 0304-1 1418 -1-1-1 0405 0214-1 0215-1 Vad abIes are Z and PCN 
007 0407-1 1922 HP cool bleed (S\'7) 
009 060402 0402 0702 WI. = H4-W7 
003 0405-1 2325 
004 0506-1 2630 03-1-1 06-1 0228-1 Variable is TF 
008 060708 Mixing of cool bleed. 
'\ 004 0809-1 3135 02-1-1 07-1 0233-1 Variable is TF 
010 091011 3638 Mixing of bypasc and core 
Oll 1112-1 3941 
005 121301 42-1 
006 01-1-1 -1-1 050104 
The required Brick Data is 
BD(No) Value nD(No) 
15 
Value BD(No) 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
Value 
1 O. 
2 O. 
3 O. 
4 0.98 
5 0.833 
6 100. 
7 4.25 
8 0.829 
9 -l. 
10 0.333 
11 O. 
12 l. 
13 o. 
14 0.814 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
100. 
5.75 
0.85 
+1. 
0.097 
O. 
1. 
O. 
0.056 
0.985 
9.5 
O. 
0.9 
50. 
2. 
2. 
O. 
0.903 
114. 
2.3 
l. 
1. 
1. 
0.24 
-1. 
0.05 
-1. 
-1. 
The inlet mass flow is the only SV quantity to be input. This takes 
the form 
01 02 500. (SV(1,2) = mass flow SV1 500 Ibm/sec) 
Therefore, in this simulation: 
Number of codewords = 15 
Number of Brick Data = 42 
Number of SV Data = 1 
lGG 
The "mini:l codcwords requi:::-ed for the ODP case are: 
3 
0201-1 
0203-1 
010506 
36000. 
0.85 
1810. 
(Number of changes to be made) 
(Altitude = 36000 ft.) 
(Flight Hach No. = 0.85) 
(T5 == 1810"K) 
The deck of cards to sirw1ate this engine "auld be as 
follows: 
-1 07 +1 
15 42 1 
02 02 
f 
COMPRESSOR }lAPS 
f 
. _/ TURB I~'E HAP S 
CODEl-lORDS 
BRICK DATA 
SV DATA 
I HINI CODEWORD. 
The outputs for this engine at its DP and ODP case are 
given in the next 4 pages. 
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-" ... _-****~ DeSIGN POINT E~GINF CALCULATtONS ~* •• * 
4**** A~aIE~T ANO INLET PAKAMETFHS ****. 
~LT : 0.0 I~A UF-V = 0,000 
)t***'Ir COMPRFSSOR 
P~SF = O.325{;OF. 
Z ;: (l.B33:~:S 
peN;: 100.vOOO 
1 PA~AMETER$ ***** 
01 ETASF = O.Q98S0E 00 
PQ:: 4.2~() 
eN :: 1,00000 
-**** COMPKFSSOR 2 PflRAMtTERS *.**. 
P R S F = 0 , 75 5 (I () F. () 0 
Z;l O,R'J/.:n 
peN = 100.UOQO 
ETASF:: O.10514E 01 
p~;:: 5.7~0 
eN = 1. OO()llO 
.** •• COMHUSTION CHAMRER PARA~ETERS •• *** 
ETASF = O,Q8S00E 00 
'" 
\ 
,.lACH NO = 0.00 
WASF = O.27947E 01 
ETA = O.8290() 
COMWK = 0.21327E 05 
WASF = O.1940BE 01 
ETA = O.B!:iono 
COhWK = O.2~08oE 05 
ETA:z O,lJeS(lo DLP ;:: 1.3685 WFR = 9,5000 
.... * * • T U lot R I ~J E 1 
CNSF = V,11375E 
l'F c 50,000 
PARAMETEKS ** •• * 
01 ETASF = 0.10005E 01 
eTA c 0.90UOO 
AUXWK = n.oOuooE 00 
.**** TUKf:INF: 2 
ChSF = U,11728E 
TF = 11/t, 00 () 
PARAMETERS *~*** 
01 ETASF = O.10062E 01 
ETA = O.9()300 
AUX\.J:< = 0, OO(lOO.E 00 
, * '* 1< * MIX IN r; MAC H N U /vi f~ E I! S ..... *." 
STATtON 9,M = 0.240 STATION 1n,~ = 0.067 
,***. CONVE~GE~T NOZZLE 1 PARAMETE~S ••• ** 
TFSF ~ O.95?91E 00 
eN c 2.000 
TFSf = O,89920E 00 
eN = 2.300 
STATtON 11,M c 0.156 
AREA = 4,71,5 EXIT VELI)CITY = 1bP6.07 ~~oss T~RUST = 41"9.57 
~OZZLE COEF = O.96154E on 
ETAR :: 1,0000 
DHSF = O.83906E-01 
DHS~ = O,23555E 00 
~ 
C) 
-.J 
~ STATION FIJELlAIH HASS FLOW PSTATIC PTOTAl TSTAi:C TTOTAL VEL "n F:A ~ 1 0.0000 500.00 1 .000 1 .000 288.0 . ?RI3.0 0,0 .. 1 .OOOCI 2 (1.0000 500,00 -1 .000 1 .000 -1 .0 2~,8.0 -1.0 -1 .0(100 3 0.0000 333.34 -1.000 4.25fJ -1 • C 464.6 -1 • II -1.0 1)00 4 0.0000 301.00 -1.uOO 24.4!-1I -1 .0 797.7 -1 .0 -1.0000 
len 5 O. (1316 310.5,/ -1.1/00 23.(l6 Q "1 .0 1797.0 -1 .0 -1.(1II00 ,.... 6 (1,0316 310.50 -1 .000 9.:.H~3 -1 .0 1505,6 -1 • (} -1.0000 ~ 
~ 7 I). CllJOO 32.33 "1 ,OOl) 24.43g 
-1 .0 79'1.7 "1 .0 -1,0000 
'" B O.02xS 342.1)3 -1 .000 (}.383 -1 .0 1444.6 -1.0 -, • 0 (I n (I 0 
t-'. 9 o • (12 g 5 . 3t.2.63 4.237 It • 3 'I Q 122~.3 17.3'1.0 534.0 8,4t.13 i-" ::l 
rt 1 0 0.0000 166.67 4.237 It. 25(1 464.2 464.6 94.4 8,7H30 ~ 
0 
'11 0,0190 5()l),SO 4,Z70 "',339 1000.1 1004.0 314.7 17,~;J43 00 c: 
rt 
'12 0,0190 509.50 -1,UOO 4.12? .. , ,0 1004,0 -1 .0 -1.0000 ,~ 
c 13 0,01 9 0 S()9.50 2.243 I • • 1 ? 7 e61.9 101)/.,0 1X116.1 4.7145 rt 
l/) 
"'" II 
0 GROSS THRUST = 41119.57 ::l 
rt HOMENTUM DRAG :; 0.00 t-'. 
;j NF.T THRUST = 41119,57 ::: 
(1) FUEL aUHNEO = 9.500 Q. 
-
SI=C :I 0,831721 
SP THRUST = b2.239 
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••••• OFF DESlGN ENGINE C~LCULATIONS. CONVfRGED AFTER 3 lOOPS ••••• 
_ ••• * AM~IEMT AND INLET PARAMETERS ***** 
ALT = 36000.0 ISA Of-V = 0.000 
H~.* COMPRESSOR 
Z = 0.907(:,6 
peN = 101.4546 
v*tt** COMPRfSSOQ 
Z :: 0.133600 
PCN :: 100.2578 
1 PARAMETERS *.*** 
pr. = 5,25l~ 
CN = 1,OY3V6 
2 PARAMETERS *.*~* 
PI{:: 6,064 
C"I :: 1,02260 
~*~** COMBUSTION CHAMBER PARAMETERS .**.~ 
ETA = O,9~5(lO I)LP = O.b2QR \'~R = 
.**** TU~~INE 1 PAHAME7ERS .*~*. 
TF = ~U,02~ ETA = O.8~S74 
AUXWK = O,nnOOOE 00 
• * * * * T U IH~ 1 ~! E :2 P i\ R Ar-I F. T E R S '" 'It 'I< *.,. 
TF :: 115,314 ETA:: 0,90453 
AUXWK = O.onOOOE 00 
j*.*. MIXING MACH NUMBERS ***** 
MACH NO:= 0.85 
ETA = 0,7550 1 
COMwK = 0.10519E 05 . 
ETA = 0,83345 
COMWK = O.1338S t 05 
4.553S 
eN J:: 1 ,99R 
eN ~ 2,3211 
STATION 9,M = 0.253. STATIO~ 10 , M = 0,057 STATIO~ 11,M = 0.156 
.. ~ .. .. .. CON V E ('I r, EN T N r. ? Z l. E 1 P A I\. II ~', f. ,. r: R S .......... 
AREA = 4.7145 EXIT V~LnCITY = 1Y06.H3 GROSS THRUST = 19982.78 
NOZZLE COEF:: O.91f'.1i'>E Of) 
ETAR :r 1.COQO 
...,. 
Cl 
co 
tI;I 
>! 
~ STATION FlJeL/AIR MASS FLOW P~TATIC PTOTAl TSTATIC THlTA L VEL AREft. 
t-' 1 0.0000 27.0.01 0.224 (),36n 216.7 248.1 8?3.~ -,.on()1) 
('1) 2 0.0000 220.01 -1.000 0,360 -1 .0 248.1 -1 .0 -, .0 1)0'.) 
w 3 0.0000 155.f.}1 -1.UOO 1 ,R9 (I -1 .0 41.6.b -1 .0 -'.0'100 ~ 
0 4 0.0000 140.7R -1.000 11 , 4f! 1 -1 .0 7t-\?1 -1 .0 "".000n 
HI 5 0.0323 145.34 -1.1)00 10,X31 -1 .0 1R10.0 -1.0 -1 .onon HI 
~ 6 0.03("3 145.34 -1.00U 4.35? -1 • (j 1513.9 -1 • I) -1. (JI)On 
('1) 7 a.nooo 15.12 -'.000 en 11 .461 -1 .0 7K7.1 -, . () -1.01l()O ,... 
1-'- 8 0.0292 160.46 -, • UOO 4.351 -1 .0 1451.5 -1 • (I -i.or,OO -.l !0<1 
';:I 9 (l • I) 292 160.46 1 • ~86 1.961. 1221.7 1233.0 560.<' t}.4I.i3 0 
0 10 (l.nouo 64.15 1.~i)5 1 • ~Q l} 44".3 4/.6.6 71>.5 8.7.'\5(\ c 
rt 11 O.O20l 224.61 .1.yo~ 1,93t> 1023.2 1027.2 318.0 17.221.3 'CI 
c 12 0.0207 224.61 -1.000 1.R40 -1 .0 10Z7.2 -1.0 -'.0\)00 rt 
;n 13 0.0207 224.6" 1.()O2 1,Rt.O B82.9 1021.2 19n6.ti 4.7145 
""" ('") 
0 
::1 
rt GROSS iH~U~T = 199H2.7a 1-'-
::1 MOMENTUM [If(AG. = 5630.9Q c 
(1) NET THRUST:: 14351.79 p.. 
.'L ~ FUEL RUP,NFO = 4.5~!" -
srC = 1.1 /.226'1 
SP THRuST = . 6,.232 
APPENDIX D 
Coropad.wn " .. ith Experimental Verification of Kational 
, Research Council of C&nada Off resign Progr~D 
Reference: Chappell, H. S. Cas Turbine Cycle Calculations, 
Experimental Verification of Grabbe, W. 
Off Design Point Predictions for 
a 'l\.'o-Spool Turbojet with Various 
Air Bleeds. 
National Research Council of Canada, 
Report LR-555, November, 1971. 
1. Introduction 
As 
-/Nationa1 
program. 
was made 
a part of a continuing program of engine studies, the 
Research Council of Canada (~~C) developed an ODP engine 
An attempt to obtain experimental verification of the program 
in 1971, with the results being given in the above reference. 
It was considered desireable to obtain experimental verification 
for the program described in this report. In order to fully test the 
program, it was felt that the test engine mllst have at least two 
shafts in order:to make it a difficult enough trial. As no two spool 
engine was available for test at Cranfield, the work done by NRC 
provided both a source of experimental data and also gave a good 
comparison with the results of anot~1er ODP program. 
2. NRC Program and Tests 
2.1 The NRC ODP program of the above reference was also 
described in section 2.3.4 of the main text (this refe-
rence is the same as reference 16 in the main text). 
Basically, it vas a program designed with some degree 
of flexibility since it ~yas capable of dealing with one 
or two shaft, fan or pure jet engines, with or without 
reheat. NRC attempted to obtain experimental verifica-
tion for its program by comparing its results with the 
~xperimenta1 values of a two spool turbojet undergoing 
tests. 
2.2 Engine 
The engine tested was a J75 - p/3 which is ~ t~o 
spool turbojet ~ith provision for afterburn;ng ~nd a 
two position nozzle. The layout of the eng~ne ~s 
shown below in figure 1. 
I 
I 
fJB1E~'f I 1NTAKE I LP ! HP COl-mUSTOR NOZZLE I CONPRESSOR I CO:-frRESSOR i HP TURB LP '..::uRB 
_-!-tJ-----:--. " 
I .... ~ 
• T ANTI-SURGE 
BLEED 
Figure 1 
I "'- __ ._ J 
+ HP COOLING 
MAIN BLEED 
BLEED 
Engine Layout 
The anti-surge bleed flo~ ~as 6.1% of the airflow 
---~ 
at LP speeds < 78%. Bleed ports were installed at the 
outlet of the HP compressor in order to create the 
main bleed. 
2.3 NRC Progra~ Approximations and Assumptions 
The NRC ODP program required the following approximations: 
1. component efficiencies remain constant 
at the DP values (constant polytropic 
efficiency for the compressors) 
2. inlet mass flow is proportional to LP 
speed 
3. cooling bleed air and auxilary power 
extraction are ignored. 
4. nozzle coefficients, combustion.pressure 
loss, and turbine efficiencies (DP values) 
were all selected to make the computer 
program agree with the experimental 
results at the high end of the LP speed 
range. 
2.4 Tests. 
The object of the e>..-periMental ~\Ork was to measure 
the maj or engine parameters ,.hilt: 
17 ~i 
1. reducing LP l'peed (no main 
bleed) from 1007. to 407. in 
steps of 107.. 
2. reducing LP speed with average 
main bleeds of 3.6% and 5.9% 
3. reducing LP speed "lith no main 
bleed, but increasing exit nozzle 
area 7.5% 
4. combinations of 2 and 3. 
It was then possible to compare the experimental valUeS 
of the engine parameters "lith the computer predicted 
values. 
2.5 Results 
A summary of the results is given in figure 3 to 16 
which compare'the NRC computer predictions, the 
experimental values, and the Cranfield computer 
predictions. Note that a term which NRC used to 
measure the influence of main bleed on an engine para-
meter is the "influence coefficient" which is defined 
as: 
influence coefficient r~% -~o BLEEDl t ~O BLEED J ME 7. 
where A 
ME% 
any engine paraffieter 
% main bleed 
A similar influence coefficient to account for a change 
in exit nozzle area was also defined. 
3. Cranfield ODP Program 
3.1 An attempt was made to provide a more realistic 
simulation than the ~m.c program. Naturally J the use of 
component maps goes a long way to this end. In addition, 
HP cooling air bleed and jet pipe pressure loss 'lere 
also incorporated into the engine simulation. The sche-
matic of the engine and the computer "program" follows 
in figure 2. It will be seen that the program has been 
written such that six errors are produced for ODP cases. 
The LP speed is reset for each ODP situation with the 
TET varying to account for the change. 
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Engine Schematic; Numbers represent SV's 
"Program" Codewords 
SV's BD EV's VAR's VAR 1 Vl\R 2 RBNARKS 
REQ. 
0102-1 0104 I 
0203-1 0509 -1-1-1 01-1 0205-1 
0304-1 1013 Anti Surge Bleed. 
060302 0302 0402 H3 = H3-'~4 
-0305-1 1418 -1-1-1 0203 0214-1 0215-1 
0506-1 1922 Main Bleed 
060502 0502 0602 W5 = H5-'~6 
0507-1 2326 HP Cool Bleed 
060502 0502 0702 W5 = W5-\o17 
0508-1 2729 -1-1-1 04-1 i010806 
0809-1 3034 03-1-1 05-1 P232-1 
090710 
1011-1 3538 Pressure Loss 
1112-1 3943 02-1-1 06-1 P241-1 
12l3-1 4446 
131401 47 
01-1-1 -1-1 050104 
Figur~ 2 Engine Schematic and "Progr.am" CodeKords 
3.2 As.with the NRC 'Pro3ram, the Dr> component operating 
p01nts were chos~n to give the b~st fit to the 
experimental data. The parameters chosen for the DP 
of the engine areas follows: 
--
PARAMETER ACTUAL ENGINE NRC PROGRAM CRA!\7IELD 
I'ROGP-J.':·j 
LP COMPRESSOR 
nISEN 0.85 (avg) 0.85 0.825 
PR 3.80 3.80 3.80 
HP COl'U'RESSOR 
nISEN 0.90 (avg) 0.91 0.93 
PR 3.09 3.09 3.09 
WITI SURGE BLEED 60 10% (avg) 6.10% 6.10r. 
FLOW LP SPEED < 78i. LP SPEED < 78i. LP SPEED < 78% 
cm-mUSTOR 
n (0.98) 0.93 0.985 
TET H870K 11730K 11870 K 
!1P/P (0.05) 0.05 0.05 
HP TURBINE 
n (0.85) 0.85 0.88 
PRESS LOSS O. O. O. 
LP TURBINE 
n (0.85) 0.85 0.88 
PRESS LOSS (0.06) 0.06 0.01 
NOZZLE CALCUlA1ED IN 
COEFFICIENT (0.96) 0.96 PROGRAM 
COOLING AIR l1NAYAILABLE o. 5% 
JET PIPE !1P/P UNAVAILABLE O. 0.06 
nITAKE n UNAVAILABLE 100% 98% 
Note: Experimental values in parenthesis were either 
inferred from measurements of other parameters 
or were assumed. 
TABLE 1 DESIGN POI~~ ENGINE PARAMETERS 
1'( 6 
3.3 Results 
I. sunnnary of ,results is given in figures 3 to 16 ,,:hich 
compare t~e NRC program predictions, experimental values 
aud Cranf1eld program predictions. • 
NOTE: In figures 11 anu 12, for main bleed = 5.n.l,p 
speeds were restricted to the r"nge £0. - 00'-
• c.... v h .., I •• 
Th1s was due to temperature restrictions being 
encountered on the test engine. For the saMe 
reason (as shown in figures 15 and 16), LP 
speeds do not exceed 95% for the case of 
simultaneous increase in exit nozzle area and 
a main bleed of 95% 
Also note that the di~continuity in most 
curves at LP speeds '" 78% is caused by the 
anti-surge bleed valve opening at this. speed. 
3.3 0 1 Figures 3,4,6,7,8,9,10 
In most cases, the Cranfield ODP program gave a 
better agreement with the experimental values than did 
the NRC ODP program. Also, uhere the NRC predictions 
show a linear relationship, the Cranfield predictions, 
while they may not agree exactly ~,ith the experimental 
values, at least show a properly shaped curve (.lith 
few exceptions). 
3.3.2 Figures 5 and 6 
As may be seen from these figures, e=---perimental HP 
isentropic efficiency varied widely over the operating 
• range. In fact, reference A states that the curve shovrn 
represents "smoothed" data. Nevertheless, the general 
trend of decreasing efficiency with engine SPeed is 
clearly shown. However, LP efficiency is another matter. 
The measured efficiency is seen to increase with decreasing 
engine speed contrary to the computer predictions. At 
low engine speeds, this discrepancy becomes quite large. 
For example at LP speed = 40%, the difference in 
measured versus predicted efficiencies is 177.. Thi3 
helps to explain the difference in predicted versus 
measured values of turbine inlet tempera.ture, and gross 
and specific thrust at low engine speeds. On the other 
hand, at 1007. engine speed, the LP measured efficiellcy 
is quite low. This may account for the higher p~zclicted 
values of gross and specific thrust, and lower specific 
fuel consumption at 1007. speed. 
This discrepancy in LP compressor predicted values is 
also seen in figure 6 for speeds of 80% - 100%. The 
LP pressure ratio falls more sharply thar; the e?~:i­
mental values. This could perhaps expla1n the dl~:cr?n~e 
i~ predicted versus measured values of gross and sp£c1f1c 
thrust in this speed range. 
T~e logica~ ex~l~nation for these LP compressor 
dlscrepanc1.cs 1.S tlla:: the component map used in the 
computer simulation dN~S p-ot accurately ~epresent 
the actual characteristics. It would seem that the 
lines of constant efficiency should be shifted to the 
l~ft of the design point so that the higher efficiencies 
are found at the low~r speeds. This leeds to a possible 
conclusion that the design poi~t of the engine was 
not the sea level static condition assumed in both 
computer simulations. 
3.3.3 Figures 11,12,13,14 
These graphs show the separate ef:ects of main bleed 
and exit noz?le area increase on turbine inlet 
temperature and specific thrust. It ",ill he seen that 
the Cranficdd predicted valt:cs for the most part lie 
between the NRC predictions and the experimental values, 
thus giving better agreement. However, ,,;hile the 
shapes of the curves agree fairly well, there is usually 
a" discrepancy between the values. This difference leads 
one to suspect that the simulation is not accurate. 
The main bleed was \vithdravm from specially constructed 
ports in the test engine. Possibly withdra1ving quantities 
of air from these ports upsets the internal air flew 
such that some ne\11 phenomona are net being accounted 
for in the simulation. Note that the two simulations 
agree more closely with ee.ch other than ~"ith the 
experimental data. 
3.3.4 Figures 15,16 
These graphs show the change in specific thrust and 
turbine entry temperature for combined area increase of 7.5% 
and a main bleed of 9%. Again, the Cranfield predictions 
lie between the experimental values and the NRC predic-
tions. This time however, a much closer approximation 
was obtained. 
4. Discussion 
4.1 General 
From the part throttle tests, where LP speeds were 
reduced gradually from 100% to 40i.,.it may b: seen 
that the Cranfield OD? program pred1.cted eng1.ne 
performance within an acceptable accuracy. Furthermore, 
if more specific information was available such as amount 
of cooling air bleed, nozzle jet pipe pressur: losses, 
etc and more particularly, more representat1.ve 
com;~nent maps for the two compressors, it is felt that 
an even more accurate simulation would have been produced. 
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4.2 Effects of Main Bleed Nozzle Area iLcrease 
Unfort~nately, the effects of main bleed extraction 
and noz;:le area increas~ on the engine parametc1:s \]cre 
not as accurately deterQincd as the part throttle results 
The predicted values were closer to the experimentally • 
meas~red values than vere those of the l-:RC progra.m, but 
the 1.r::provemc,r.t .:as not too g~eat. The question is, 
how accurate should the predictions be to be acceptable. 
NRC placed great eu:phasis on the previously mentioned 
11' f1 ff' . t" d d . . 1.n uence coe 1.C1.en s an .7ere l.sapP01nted when they 
were out by as large as a factor of two in some cases. 
However, as an example, consider the change in turbine 
inlet temperature caused by a main bleed extraction of 
3.6~ as shown in figure 11. For the worst case at an 
LP speed of 40%, the measured temperature change was 
from 6400 K to 6730 K, a change of +5%. The Cranfield 
computer predicted change was from 7000 K to 7220 K, a 
change of +3%. In other words, the two changes varied 
by 2% in relation to the absolute temperatures. At 
higher LP speeds, this percentage variation is less. 
This vou1d seem a more valid Hay of comparing the values 
rather than comparing the percentages and saying that . 
since the actual change ,~as 5% and the predicted change 
was 3%, therefore the predicted change ,,'as in error 
by 40%. This is what occurs if influence coefficients 
are compared. In other words, co~paring influence 
coefficients may be an overly severe test of a program. 
4.3 Summary 
As mentioned in paragraph 3.3.2, because of discrepancies 
between predicted and measured values of LP compressor 
isentropic efficiency (particularly at low engine speeds), 
and LP pressure ratio at higher engine speeds, it would 
seem that the LP compressor map does not accurately 
reflect the actual component characteristics. Also, 
possibly a wrong choice has been made in assu~ing th~t 
sea level static conditions represent the eng1ne des1gn 
point. Although these two facts may seem small, they 
arc not insignificant and it is considered tha: they. 
represent the largest source of error in the s1mula:~on. 
A large discrepancy in efficiencies, for example, w;ll 
mean discrepancies in parameters all the \vay througn. 
the engine. This fact alone, it is felt, is responsLble 
for the over-estimation of turbine inlet temperatures 
at low engine speeds. It is not surprising t~en, that 
the response of some engine parameters t~ ma:n ~leed 
or nozzle area increases will nct be pred1ctea w1th the 
desired accuracy. 
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In short, it is felt that p[0p~r component oper&ting 
lines have not been accurate"J.Y enough cstablishpd 
(largely ~ue to insufficient information) for n 
simulation to be made with high .:lccuracy. Hov."ever, 
with the information available, it is ccnsidered that 
the simulation presented here has demonstrated that 
the program is capable of a proper analysis of ~n 
engine. The fact that the shape of most curves is 
correct is in itself proof. Also, it is considered 
that the changes in certain parameters in response 
to main bleed and/or nozzle area increase have been 
predicted with an acceptable accuracy considering the 
information available to simulate the engine. 
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AppendIX E 
Series/Parallel Engine Cycle Simulations 
1. This appendix gives information on how two types of 
series/parallel variablc cycle engines have been successfully 
simulated using the Cranfield computer program. The first engine 
is a two spool engine with series/parallel LP and HP fans. It 
corresponds to Engine 3 mentioned in section 5.2 of the main text. 
The second engine is three spool,with series/parallel LP fan and 
aft fan. This corresponds to Engine 4 of section 5.2. 
In addition, these simulations provide examples of two 
"programming" techniques mentioncd in section 3.8.4 of the main 
text • 
..-/ The first technique, mentioned in section 3.8.4, paragraph 
5,is that of a boosted compressor and is found in the first engine. 
The HP fan is actually connected to the front stages of the HP 
compressor. It is simulated by considering it to be t,.;o separate 
compressors running on the same shaft but with separate air inlets 
and outlets. A separate component map is required for each part of 
this compressor. Two uses of Brick 9 set the shaft speeds (peN) 
equal and also sum the values of work required (COMWK) before this 
value is input into the HP turbine brick. 
The second technique, mentioned in section 3.8.4, paragraph 
4 concerns an unusual engine inlet mass flow and is found in both 
engine examples at the air inlets to the HP fan and aft fan respectively. 
In these cases, the brick at the outlet of Bl is not B2 but is B8. 
In order for the mass flow of Bl to reflect the mass flow demands 
of the downstream compressors at ODP conditions, the value of the 
compressor mass flow is transferred back to the Bl outlet by means 
of Brick 9. 
1DO 
2. Series/Parallel LP and HP Fans 
The schematic diagram for this simulation is h b 1 The t b t 12 13 s own e ow. c~mpo1nendsb e ",:en ... and 14-+15 represent on-off valves t.'hich 
are S1mu ate y Br1ck 7 w1th A(W) set either to 1 0 (val ) 
( ) . . ve open or 0.0 valve closed. Sect10n 4.3.2 of the main text des 'b 
. f' " crl es th1s type 0 engine and its simulation in greater detail. 
22 
20 
-~ 
4 I.f 6 7 8 9 10 11 3 I 
,c ,c 
Main s:: ... '"' a:I ::l ::l U (l) r.-. f-< E-< Intake HP Combustion (l) P-I-) .~ Nozzle Po. Compressor Chamber ~ p.. p.. ~ H 
2 3 
The codewords necessary to simulate the engine are given 
on the following page. Note that eight variables are necessary to 
simulate this engine. The eight errors are generated in the following 
components ,for parallel operation. 
Error 
I 
2,3 
4,5 
6,7 
8 
Component 
liP· compressor 
HP turbine 
LP turbine 
Convergent/diverge~t nozzles 
Convergent nozzle 
In series operation, since only the t\<'o convergent/divergent 
nozzle are in use, an extra error must be generated. This is done by 
having the HP fan produce an error (set BD(22) = +1.0) 
Thus, the engine will operate in series or parallel modes 
according to the following BD v2lues. I BD(14) BD(22) Par::l11 el +1.0 -1.0 Seder-: 0.0 +1.0 Re~3rks Controls on-off valve Controls error produc don 
of UP fan 
-
l!Jl 
In order to perform the transition from one ~~de to the 
other, the "mini" codewords must reflect the above BD values. 
The codewords required are: 
BR SV's BD EV's VAR'~ VAR 1 VAR 2 REMARKS 
REQ. 
001 0102-1 0104 Main inlet 
002 0203-1 0509 -1-1-1 0102 0205-1 0206-1 Variables are ~ and peN 
007 0312-1 1013 -1-1-1 03-1 0210-1 Vari~ble is A(W) so 
that bypass ratio varies 
009 060302 0302 1202 W3=W3-W12 
007 1213-1 1417 First on-off valve 
009 061202 1202 1302 W12=W12-H13 
007 1415-1 1417 Second on-off valve 
.~---001 1516-1 0104 Bypass inlet 
008 161217 "y" junction 
002 1718-1 1822 -1-1-1 0405 0218-1 0219-1 Variables are ~ and peN 
009 050024 0019 0013 BD(24)=TID(19)+BD(13) 
(note: BD(13)=O.0) 
002 0304-1 2327 -1-1-1 06-1 0223-1 Variable is ~. The 
speed of this compressor, 
BD(24)=BD(19), is 
already a variable. 
007 0405-1 2931 HP cool bleed 
009 060402 0402 0502 W4=w4-W5 
003 0406-1 3234 
009 05-105 -105 -104 SUI!lS work of compressors 
2+3 
004 0607-1 3539 05-1-1 07-1 0237-1 Variable is TF 
008 050708 
004 0809-1 4044 02-1-1 08-1 0242-1 Variable is TF 
Oll 0910-1 4547 
012 101101 4849 
011 1819-1 5052 
012 192001 5354 
011 1321-1 5557 
005 212201 58 
009 05-107 -107 -108 } Sums XC of the 009 05-107 -107 -109 three nozzles 
009 05-101 -101 -103 
009 051602 1802 0013 Sets: W16=W18+BD(13) 
006 0105-1 -1-1 070106 
~ 
as Main ~ 
Intake p., H 
1 2 3 
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3. Series/Parallel Aft Fan 
• . This sim~lation is similar to the previous engine, the 
mal.n dl.fference bel.ng that the engine has three shafts ,,'ith the 
third turbine driving an aft fan. The on-off valves required for 
cycle transition operate between stations4~5 and 17~18. 
Intake 
,.. ,.. 
0 ..0 
..0 ::l II) ,.. ,.. E-< (\J 
II) ::l ::l ~ ~ ~, (\J Combustio E-< E-< cd or! Nozzle ~ ,... ~ p., ~ Chamber ~ p., ~ f.l H ~ (\J 0 ~ ...., 
u < 
14 15 
3 
..... 
In this simulation, ten variables are necessary. The 
ten errors are generated by the following components for parallel 
operation. 
Error 
1.2 
3,4 
5,6 
7 
8,9 
10 
Component 
HP turbine 
LP turbine 
Aft fan turbine 
Aft fan (compressor) 
Convergent/divergent nozzles 
Convergent nozzle 
As \.ith the previous simulation, series or parallel 
operation is controlled by the following BD values 
Parallel Series 
BD(14) +1.0 0.0 
BD(22) -1.0 +1.0 
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The codewords required are: 
BR SV's BD EV's VAR' ~ VAR 1 VAR 2 REHARKS 
REQ. 
001 0102-1 0104 Main inlet 
002 0203-1 0509 -1-1-1 0102 0205-1 0206-1 Variables are Z and POI 
007 0304-1 1013 -1-1-1 03-1 0210-1 Varies bypass ratio 
009 060302 0302 0402 W3=;B-\-14 
007 0405-1 1417 First on-off valve 
009 060402 0402 0502 W4=W4-W5 
002 0308-1 1822 -1-1-1 0405 0218-1 0219-1 Variables are Z and PCN 
007 0809-1 2326 HP cool bleed 
009 060B02 0802 0902 WB=W8-W9 
003 0810-1 2729 
004 1011-1 3034 03-1-1 06-1 0232-1 Variable is TF 
OQ8 110812 
004 1213-1 3539 02-1-1 07-1 0237-1 Variable is TF 
007 1718-1 1417 Second on-off valve 
001 1819-1 0104 Aft fan inlet 
009 05-101 -101 -105 Sums XR of two inlets 
OOB 041920 
002 2021-1 4044 -1-1-1 0809 0240-1 0241-1 Variables are Z and peN 
004 1314-1 4549 06-1-1 10-1 0247-1 Variable is TF 
all 1415-1 5052 
012 151601 5354 
all 2122-1 5557 
012 222301 5859 
all 0506-1 6062 
005 060701 63 
l009 05-U») -107 -108 {Sums XG of three 009 05-107 -107 -109 nozzles 
009 051902 2102 0013 Sets: W19=W21+BD(13) 
006 0118-1 -1-1 070104 
lG4 
4. The component parameters at cruise conditions of the four engines 
compared in section 5.2 of the cain text (including the two variable 
engines described in this appendix) are as follows. 
Engine I Engine 2 Engine 3 Engine 4 (Turbojet) (Turbofan) (LP+HP Fans) (LP+Aft Fans) 
Intake Pressure 92.5% 
Recovery 'Ie 
92.5% 92.5% 92.5% 
LP Fan: PR - 1.99 1.70 1.72 
n - 83.0% 88.6i. 88.6i. 
-~ 
HP or Aft Fan: PR - - 1.25 1.21 
n - - 81.2% 79.9% 
HP Compressor: PR 9.68 5.27 5.92 6.02 
n 82.9% 80.3% 81.2% 81. 5i. 
Combustion: n 98.0% 98.0% 98.0i. 98.0i. 
AP/P 5.8% 5.5% 5.7i. 5.7i. 
HP Turbine n 90.6% 90.0i. 90.0% 90.0:! 
LP Turbine n - 89.0% 89.27. 89.2% 
Af t Fan Turbine n - - .- 89.6% 
'-I 
Nozzle Velocity 
Coefficient: 'Ie 
Core 0.945 0.970 0.970 0.970 
Bypass - 0.970 0.970 0.970 
Bypass Ratio 0.0 0.915 0.915 0.895 
HP Cooling Bleed 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 8.0% 
* indicates quantities internally generated by the co~~uter prograc 
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Appendix F 
Computer Program Listing 
1na 
MASTER ~4STER SFG~ENr 
I~T~GEQ SA.~9,SC,CW(45,17),RR,DES,5AMAX,PEM'P,FI~I~HFD 
OIMENSICN MfXT(S)'MCOMP(5),MrURB(5}'MCO~V~G(5)'~DUcr(5), 
l1-1CONOI (~) ,MI\URN(S) 
DIMeNSION F.V(2!» ,f\()(90), !;V(25,o) ,DC) 
() I HEN S ,ON A ( 1 (I ) , I' F L C 1 0) , rJ P r: , ( 4 ) , v ( 5 ) , I. P ( 5 ) , l 0 0 P D () { 5 ) 
DIMfNSJON VA~(10)'EROR(10'10),UERR(10),DV~R(10),VAlUE(5), 
lE(10,10) ,DEl.VAR(10) ,/ljC~I(5,:S) 
!> ( tot f. N S t () N U I~ t T S ~J n R 0 S ( 8 , ~ ) 
COM~O~/U~JTfACTOAS/!JNITSftREA,U"lTs;nRc~,U~tTSLEN~TH, 
lU~JTSPO~ER,UNtTS~ASS 
COM H (j 1J / C U ~I P 1 leN 1 ( 1 0 ) , p ~ 1 (1 0 , 5) , W ,\ C 1 (1 () , S) , E T "1 ( 1 Q , 5 ) 
COM~O~/CU~P2/CN2(10),PR2(10,~),WAC2(10,5),2TA2(10,5) 
r (.'~,~, 0 rJ / C 0 I~ P 3 / r. N :s ( 1 0 ) , P R.s C 1 0 I ~ ) , I.! A C 3 ( 1 0 , ~) ) , [ T A 3 ( 1 0 , 5 ) 
r.O,..t-\O~/TU~B1/TF' (10) ,CNT1 (10,6) ,D;l1 (10,f,) ,ETAT1 (10,6) 
C (J H I~ 0 N /1 \J I<' a l/ T F ~~ ( , I) .> , r. N T 2 ( 1 r) , I, ) , () H 2 ( 1 0 , f; ) , E 1 A T 2 ( 1 0 , ,., ) 
COMMON/TU~83/TF3(10),CNT3(10,~),n"3('O,6)'ETAT3(10,6) 
COMf-"ON I IN r T I A L / r !(UIJIH, Nil"', Sl)r1 ,\X, KOlj'H, "l,:H IS, M i 51' AT, N UJOP, 
lNUMAP,FINISHEO,~EMAP . 
OAT A S V I 2 () 0 • ~ 1 , / , TO L NeE / 0 • 0 (/ 51 , [1 E S /' I , l P / 5 * () / , ~ A X L () 0 P S / 0 I 
OATA UHITSWDPOS/6Hi!r:O ,81i FEET ,7t1LflM/SF.C,6H FEET, 
-"I7hlHF '7HLBM/LRY'7HLBF/UHo\'7tlCHU/~Ei.'6Hr·1[TEPS,fO' METERS, 
27"KG/~FC ,6HMETERS,'lHNEWTONS,7H (G/N,IH N/KG,7H~ATTS I 
L 0 0 P I ~I G:::"1 
WRITE<2.114) 
R f- A I} (1 , 1 00 ) 1 D f S , K II , I( U I~ 1 T S 
WRITE(Z,115)IOES,KN 
READ(' ,1(0)NI,ND,lSV 
WRI fE(2 ,116)NI ,NO, (SV 
READ(1,126)hCMAP,NTMAP 
I=u 
REA 0 (1 , 1 2., ) ( eN 1 (H) , n:: 1 ,1 0) , ( ( P R 1 (Pol ,N) , WA C 1 (r~ , Ji) , F. T ~ 1 (i1, /1) , 
1 N ::: 1 , 5) , r~ ::: 1 , 1 0 ) 
t::I~1 
1~(I.fn.NCHAP)GOT040 
. . 
R E "[) (1 , 1 2"1) (C 1-12 ( ~) 111:: 1 ,1 0) , ( ( P R 7. ( M , 10 , \J.t. C 2 (M , N) , ETA 2 UI , to , 
1 N:::1, 5) ,t-1=1,' 0) 
1=(+1 
IF(I.F.o.NCMAP)G0T040 
REA [l (1 , 1 2"7 ) < C N 3 ( M) , M:: 1 , 1 0) , ( ( P R 3 ( ~1 , N ) , W '\ C 3 ( M , ~J) , E i A 3 ( I·' , 14 ) , 
IN=1 ,5) ,~=t,10) 
41l 1 =0 ' 
P. E A () ( 1 , 1 2 Po) (T F 1 (H) , t~ ::I 1 , 1 0) , ( ( C N T 1 (M , N ) , (l H 1 (H , ~J) , ETA. T 1 (~1 , N) , 
1N=1 ,6) ,M=1 ,10) 
I ~ I olo 1 
IF(I.~Q.NTMAP)GOT041 REAO(1,128)(TF2(M)/~=1,10),«CNT2(M,N),DH2(M,N),ETAT2(M,N), 
1 N = 1 , 6) , M = 1 , 10 ) 
I=Ii'1 
YS:(I.EO,NTMAP)GOT041 
PEA I'd 1 " 28 ) ( TF 3 ( M) , M = 1 , 1 0 ) , ( ( C N T 3 01 , In , r. H 3 <r-~ , N ) , I: TA T 3 ( "I , N ) , 
1N:::1 ,6) ,~=1 .10) 
41 CALL RFSET 
GOTO(i:'O,~')KUNITS 
at) UN ITS ARE A:; 1 • 
U~lTS~nRCE=1. -
lH41T5LE~G·rH=1. 
U,., ITS tA ASS;: 1 • 
IJ~ITSPO\.!ER;:1. 
GOT089 
81 
14 
51 
S8 
-.66 
2 
13 
~I N I -r S II q E A = • (j 92 <,I 0 3 
U~ITSFOKCF=4.448l 
UNITSI.ENGTIt=.31Jt..8 
UNITS~A5~=.4)3S9237 
UNITSPOWEP=.52754/3600. 
197 
REA () C 1 , 1 I) 7 ) ( ( C W ( I , N) , t>j :: 1 , , I) , I = 1 , ~I I ) 
WRITE(2,"8)«C~(I,~),N::1,17),1~1,Nt) 
OO''''1=1,ND 
READ(1,'n2)N,~D(~) 
WRITE(2,119)N,SD(N) 
001!=1,JSV 
REAn(1,103)NSV,~SVI,SV(~SV,NSVI) 
WWITE(2,120)NSV,NSVl,SV(NSV,N$VI) 
IF(~SVT.EU.2)SV(NSV,2)=SV(~SV,2)/UNITSMASS 
CALL TtME(TlMENUU) 
WRIlE(~,'01)TIHENO~ 
WRlTE(2,174) 
W~I1E(2,1?'3)(UNlrSwOROS(I'KUNITS),Ic1,8) 
\J~nE(2,105) 
K=1 
L=O 
1=1 
NCOt-lP=O 
NTURB=O 
NCONVRG=O 
"lDUCT=O 
NSURN=O 
NCONOI=O 
NEXT::O 
NER=O 
R1="'1. 
1l2="1 • 
R:S;;~1 • 
R4=-1 , 
B~=CW(',l) 
SA=CW(t ,2) 
S~=CW(I,3) 
IF(SB.LT.SSMAX)GOr051 
SBM/lX=SB 
SC=Cw(I,4) 
1<.1=(1.1(1,5) 
K2=CW(I,6) 
IF(BR.F.O.9)GOT017 
IF(~1.lE.O)~OT017 
IF(K2.LE.O)GOT018 
NN=1 
DO~N=K1 ,K2 
IF(BR.FQ.2.ANO.NH.EQ.2)hPCN(NCOMP+1)~N 
1)( N r~ ) = B f) ( N ) 
NN =)J N +1 
D(1)=I-IO<K1) 
IF(NOW.GT.O)GOT059 
Nf.l :(;\.1(1, () 
NE2=CIo1(I,B) 
~E3=CW(I,9) 
IF(NE1.LE.O.OR.8R.EQ.Q)GOTO~ 
El=EVC/-lE1) 
TF(Ne2.L~.O)GOT05 
E2=EV(~IE2) 
IF(NE3.LE.O)GOT05 
198 
n=F.V(NE3) 
. s CON' I r'I/E 
tF(!OFS,GT.O,OR.FINISHED.EQ.1)GUT039 
14=12 
21 I F ( C W ( t ' 11) • L E • 0 ) tj (J T () 39 
I F ( 0 E 5 • L F • 0 • A ~ D • ~ f; ,'~ A P • L E • 0 ) Ii 0 T 0 3 2 
~X=CW(T,M) 
'~1=CW(J,iH1) 
I;OTO(i>2,23)/lX 
2l t"2=CWq,~1+2) 
'1AR(K)=SV(M1 ,~2) 
GOT027 
23 VAR(K)=fl\)(~11> 
27 1(=1{+1 
IF(~.F.Q.15)GOT039 
~'=M+3 
GOr021 
3 2 I F ( K 0 l! NT. E \~ • 1 ) G () T 0 39 
52 IF(It<.(luNT.NE.1)GOTOS7 
00S51=1,NI 
IF(CW(y,10).EQ.K)GOT055 
~----I F ( C W ( t , 1 1 ) • E Q • K ) GOT 0 5 6 
53 CONT I NuE 
GOT054 
51 IF(C!.'([,10).EQ.K)GOT055 
IF(C~(I,11).Eq.K)G~T056 
(10T039 
56 1>\:.:15 
S5 '-'X=CW(J,H) 
r~'::CW(I,M;'1) 
GOT(){37,3~)I\X 
37. M2=CW(f,r·H2) 
SV(H1,H2)=VAR(K) 
GOT036 
38 13 D (1-11) :: V A R ( K) 
IF(~R.EQ.2.AND.~1.EQ.K1)K5=K 
IF(II<OUt.:T.EH.1)GOT054 
NOI-l::l 
GOT058 
59 NOW=-1 
36 IF(II(OUNT •. EQ.1)CJOTOS4 
IF(KOIJNT.!.iE.3)GOTU3Y 
K=K+1 
IjOT032 
39 C(lN1I~jLlE 
GOTO(301,302,30],304,30),306,307,308,309,310,311,311,313, 
1314)BP. 
301 .t D < 1 ) :: I) ( 1 ) I U!'I J T S L F ~J G T H 
CALL 91 (11(1) ,1)(2) ,00) ,SV(S.\,7) ,SV(SA,S) diV(SA,3) ,SVC5A,6), 
1SV(SA,&I,SV(SA'1),SV(SA'2),~V(SR,6),SV(SR'4),SV(SA,1), 
2SV(SB,2) ,1'1(4) ,R1 ,DE'S, FJtHSHF.O) 
GOT013 
302 NCOMP=NCOMP+1 
I F ( () ( 1 ) • Lt. 1 • ) G 0 T 0 3 I) 2 0 
BO(K1)=.Qo9 
VAq(J(5)=~D("1j' 
WRI1~(2,3021)K5,BO(K1) 
GOT015 
3\121 FUiH~Ai(YH NEW VAIt(, 13,4H) ;: ,n.5) 
1!l9 
3020 . CAL L B 2 ( r ( 1 ) , I) ( 7. \ , S v ( S " , f't) • 'i v ( ~ A , 4) , S v ( Sf., 1 ) , s v ( ~ A , 2 ) , D ( "3 ) , 
IO(4)'~ES.SV(SA,~),~V(SH,4),SV{SA'2),~V(SB,1)'R1,N[OMP,NER, 
2ER1/NCOU~,FINISH~D,n(5),E1) 
304 
GOT01~ 
C~Ll 6~( OES,SV'~A,6) ,SV(SA,4)'0(.1),SV(~A,2),~V{SA,1),O(~), 
1 S V ( sa, f:, ) , S v ( S H , 4) , S If ( S B.? ) , R 1 , S v ( S £\ , 1 ) , ~: COO E , FIN r SHE 0 , 0 ( 3 ) ) 
GOT013 
t.lTUHB=NTUQB+1 
NCOMTVRB=lFIX(O(5» 
"'=~PC'" (NCO~\TIJR8) 
E2=I.!O(N) 
O(1)=D(1)/uuITSPOWER 
CAL L P I. ( S v ( :; A , 6) , S v C. '\ A , 4) • S \! ( ~ A , 1 ) , s v ( S ,. , 2 ) , F. 1 , D ( 1 ) , f) ( 2 ) , 
lOU) ,0(4) ,SV{SO,6) ,SV(SB,4), E?,DFS,NCODE ,$\I(sa,,) ,SV(S!l,~) 
2 , N E P , ~ R 1 , t R l. ' /"oj T lJ R 11 , f.( E MAP, N U MAP, f I ~, I S ~ E I) ) 
rF(RE"AP.lE.U.O~.NCODE.EQ.7)GOT013 
n()(tn=F2 
006-''''=1,4 
IFCr.W{r-N,1),FQ.3)GOT068 
67 CONT I rllJF. 
68 --·-$VCSA-~+1 ,6)=SV(SA,6) 
K21=K2 .. 1 
72 
305 
307 
3\i8 
309 
N=1 
IHI12 N N:: K 1 , K21 
B 0 OJ N ) = 0 ( H ) 
"I=N+1 
GOT069 
~CONVRG=NCONVRG+1 
CALL R5(SV(SA,1),SV(SA,6),SV{SA,4),SV(SC,3" DES,SV(Sft,2), 
1~V(S6,7),:V(S8,3),SV(Sa,8),JCO~,R1 ,NfR,ER1,SV($~,4),SV(SB,6) 
2,SV(S~,5,,~VCSR,1),~V(sn,2),~CO~VRG,NconE,FJNISHED,n(1» 
IFCNCODE,EQ.5)GOT03~2 
GOT013 
IF(DES.lE.O.A~O.FINISHED.lE.O)GOTO?,OO 
AIRIN=SV(SA,2) 
IFCSB.GT.OlAIRIN=AIRIN+SV(S8,2) 
IF{SC.GT.O)Al~I~=~IPlN+SV(SC,2) 
XG=E1*UNITSFORCE 
XR=E2*u~ITSFOPCE 
XN=XG-XR 
WFS=E3*UNJT~MASS. 
S FC=WFBI X~J*3600·. 
SX~=XN/AIRl~/UNtTSMASS 
GOTlJ2{10 
D(2)=D(2)/U~rTSHASS 
~VCSB,2)=O(1)*SV(SA,2)+D(2) 
SV(SB,4)=O(3)*5V(SA,4)+O(4) 
SVCSB,6)=5V(SA,6) 
SV(SB,1)=SV(SA,1) 
GOT02/0 
CALl~8(SV(SA,1),~V(5a,1),SV(SC,1),SV(SA,7.),SV(SA,~),SVC~C,2) 
1,SVCSA,4),SV(SC,4),5VCSA,6),SV(SB,6),SV(SC,6),SV(SB,4)} 
GGT0270 
IF(S8.~Q.-')OP1=EV(SC) 
IF(SB.EQ.0,np1=~O(SG) 
tF<SB.Gr.O)OP1=SVCS~,SC) 
IF(~.1.l1 ,O)OP2=EV(K2) 
1~(K1 .EQ.U)0P2=BO(~2) 
1 F ( K 1 • Ii T • 0) 0 p 2 = S v ( I( 1 , K 2)_ 
IF{NE2.LE,Q)GOT04 
3 
4 
310 
311 
312 
3 i 3 
7S 
76 
77 
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IF(NE1.~Q,-')OP3=EV(NE2) 
I ~ ( N E 1 • E Q. Q) 0 P 3 = Ii 0 ( ~j E 2 ) 
IFOIE1.uT.O)OP3=SVC:-.<F.1,Nf2) 
CALL BQ(S~,np1,OP2,QP3,R1) 
IF(~1.GE,O)GOT013 
TF(S8.EQ,-1)EV(SC)=OP1 
IF(SB,EQ,O)BO(SC)=u~1 
tF(SB.GT,Q)SV(S6,SC)=OP1 
GOT027Q 
t-l=IfJX(D(1» 
N=NioICN(td 
PCN=BO(N) 
I=Bt>(N .. 1) 
CALL B10(SV(SA,1),SV(SB,1),SV(SC,'),SV(~A,2),SV(SB,2), 
15V($C,?),SV(SA,3),SV(SB,3),~V(Sr.,3),SV(SA,4),~V(~~,4), 
2SV(SC'4),SV(SA,~),~V(SB,5),~V(SC,5),SV(SA,6),SV(SR,~), 
3SV(SC,6) ,SV(SA,7) ,SV(SB,7> diV(SC,?> ,SV(SA,8) ,';V(H.R), 
4SV(SC,8)IOES,NCOOE,~INlSHED,PCN,Z,D(2),o(3),REMAP,NER,EM1, 
5 A M 1 , Ar' 2 , AM 3 ) 
IF(DES.GT,O.OR,FJNISHED.GT.O)WRITE(2,129)SA,A~1,SB,AM2,53, 
- fAM3 
IF(REMAP.LE.O.OR.NCOOE.EQ,7)GOT013 
BD(N)=PCN 
SO 01-1) =Z 
GOT069 
NOUCT=NDUCT+1 
IF(O(1).GT,O.)N8URN:NRURN+1 
CALL B11(SV(SA,1),SV(;'B,1),5V(SA,2),SV(Sa,2},~V(SA,4), 
lSV(SB'4},SV(SA,6),SV(SO,6),DES,FINISHEO,NDUCT,NnUP~,D(1), 
2D(2) ,0(3) ,R1) 
GOTU13 
NCONDI=NCONOI+1 
CALL S12(SV(SA,1),SV(SB,1),SV(SA,2),~V(SB,2),SV(SA,3), 
1 S \J ( S B , 3 ) , S V ( SA, 4) , S V ( S B ,4) , S V ( SA,S) , S V ( S B ,5) , SV (S" , 6 ) , 
2SV(SB,6),SV(SB,1),SV(SB,8),DES,NCODE,FINlSHEO,NER,ER1 , 
3 S V ( S C , 3) , R 1 , 0 (1 ) , N C I) N 0 I , 0 ( 2 ) ) 
GOT013 
IF (IDES.LE.O)GOT0270 
JF(SA.LT.~AXLOOPS)GOT03131 
MAXLOOpS=SA 
lOOPl~G=l 
lP(SA)=LP(SA)"'1 
~CONVRG(SA)=NCONVRG 
MTURB(SA)=NTURB 
M C 01>1 P ( sA) = ,... C I) M P 
MCONDI(SA)=~CONDI 
MBURN(SA)=NBURN 
MOVCT(sA)=NOlJCT 
MEXT(S~)=NE){T 
N=lFIX(O(1» 
NN=lFIX(D(2» 
IF{N.lF.O)GOT075 
V(SA)=SV(N,NN) 
GOT076 
V(SA)=SOO.N) 
CALL B13(V(SA),O(3),D(4),D(S),LP(SA),I,LOOPDO(S~) 
I f (tJ • L E • fI) Ij 0 T a 7 7 
c.;V(N,t-:N)=VCSA). 
GOT0270 
I3I>(NN)=VCSA) 
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GOT1l27(1 
514 NTURB=NTURB+1 
D(2)=O(2)/UNITSPO~ER 
CALL e4(SV(SA,6).SV(SA.4),~~(SAI1).SV(SA.2).o .• 0(2),0(5), 
1 0 ( 3) , 0 ( 4 ) , S I.J ( SO, 6 ) , :; v ( S fj • 4) , I> ( 1 ) , [\ F: S , NCO D t , S v ( S £i • , ) , ~ If ( c. n , 7 ) 
2.NER,ER1.ER2,NTUR~,U,O,FJ~r~HED) 
I F ( D l: S • L E • 0 • A r .. O. F r N 1 SHE 0 • L F. • l) ) Ii 0 T 0 1 3 
D(2)=~(2).UNITspnWER 
E2=E1·3600./O(2).UNlTSHASS 
WR1TE(2,1314)D(1),O(2),F.? 
1514 FORMAT(j6H ADDITlONAL F~(E lURBINF PARA~ETERS: ,/9~ ~PFEn = 
2,F5,1,1hX,10X,8HPOWER = IE1~.5,5X,6hSFC = 1~12.5/) 
GOT013 
13 JF(~CODE.EQ.7)GOT0351 
IF(R1.GE.O.)GOT08 
GOTu12 
8 NEXT=NEXT+1 
EV('~EXT)=R1 
IF(R2.GE.O.)GOT09 
GO"r012 
9 ____ N EXT = N F X T + 1 
EV(NEXT)=R2 
(F(R3.GE.O.)GOT010 
GOT012 
10 NEXT=NFXT+1 
EV(NEXT>=R] 
IF(R4.Gl:.O.)GOT011 
GOT012 
11 NEXT=~EXT+1 
EV(NEXT)=~4 
12 NUMAP=O 
2vO CuNT I ~uE 
IF(IDE~.GT.O.OR.OES.GT.O.OR.NER.EQ.O.OR.FIN(SHED.FQ.1)GOT0270 
IF(KOUNI.EQ.1.0R.KOUNT.EQ.3)GOTU400 
L= L+1 
EROI«l,K)=ER1 
28 IF(NER.EQ.1)GOT0270 
L= L+1 
EROR(l,K)=ER2 
GOT0270 
4()O L:: L+' "_ 
I 
BERR(l)="ER1 
IF(~ER.EQ.1)GOT0270 
L= L+1 
BERR (l) = .. ER2 
HO 1=[+, 
JF(1.lF.NI)GOT014 
1 F ( K 0 U ~ T • E Q ."0. 0 ~ • FIN ISH EO. E Q , 1 ) GOT 0 3 3 0 
IF(KOUNT.EQ.2)GOT071 
0073Ll=1,kN 
73 WRITE(2,173HL,BERR(LL) 
2,4 D024LL=1,KN 
IF(ABSCBERR(LL».GT.TOLNCF.)('OT070 
24 CONT[~UE 
FINISHED=1 _ 
WRITE(2,106)NlOOP 
60T015 
70 CON T I IJ U E 
C **. NOW STARTS OFF DESIGN 
71" DES=-' 
If(KOUN1.NE.O)GOT030 
IJRITE(2,121) 
READC1 ,'O~)NC 
WRITE(2,122)NC 
00741::1 ,NC 
202 
~ E A 0 ( 1 , 1 09 ) (N C \.J ( I , N) , N = 1 , 3) , V A L U E ( r ) . 
74 W R IT E ( 2 , 11 0) ( ~ C W ( I , N) , N = 1 , 3) , VA L U E C I ) 
U~ITE(2,174) 
69 004:d=1,t .. e 
If(~Cw(I,1).EO.2)GOT046 
NSV=NC\.J(1,2) 
NSVI:NCW(J ,3) 
SV(NSV,NSVI)=VALUE(l) 
If(NSVt.EQ.2)SV(NSV,2)=VALUE(I)/UNIT~MASS 
IF(NSVt. EQ .8)SV(NSV,8)=VALUE(I)/UNJTSAREA 
60T045 
46 NBO=NCI./(I,2) 
RD(NBO)=VAlUF.(I) 
115 COtnlNUE 
KOUHT=1 
GOT015 
30 IF(KOUNT.EQ.3.ANO.MISMAT.GT.O)GOT061 
If(KOUNT .EQ,2)GOT042 
IF(NlOOP.LT. 20)GOT065 
WRIIE(2,12S)NLOOP 
FINISHED=1 
GOT015 
65 1(OUN T=2 
OOSOK1=1,KN 
A(I(1>=1. 
1~(VAR(K1).LE.1.)A(K1)=100. 
IF(VAR(K1).GE.1000.)A(K1)=O.1 
O~L{K1)=O.001*A(K1)*VAR(K1) 
so OVAR0'1 )=DEL<K1 )/A(K1) 
VA~(1)=VAR(1)-DVAP.(1) 
GOT015 
42 VAR{K)=VAR(IO+DVAR(K) 
IF(K.EQ,KN)GOT043 
M=1l 
11<0UNT=1 
6UT052 
S4 1(=1<+1 
IKOUNT: .. 1 
VAR(K)=VAR(~)-DVAR(~) 
GOT020 
43 CONTINUE 
0044K1:1,KH 
0044t<2=1,KN 
44 ECK2,K1):(-BERR(K2)-EROR(K2,K1»/OEL(K1) 
6 ~ CAL L "'A T R I X ( E , 0 E l V A H. , BEl< R , KIn 
NLOOP=NlOOP+1 
V~qAVE=O. 
KBlf,=O 
VARllIG=O. 
006vK=1,KN 
ABSVAR=ASS(DELVAR(K) 
VMTAVE=VMTAvE+ABSVAP-
IF(ABSVAR,lE,O,1*VAR(K)*A{K»GOT060 
IF(ABSvAR.LE,VARBIG)GOT060 
K8IG=K 
203 
'VARAIG=ABSVAR 
60 CONTINUE 
VMTAVE=VMTAVE/FLOAT(KN) 
VRATIO=1.0 
1~(KBIG.GT.O)VRATIO;O.1*VAR(KBlr.)*~(KBIG)/VARBIG 
I~(MlSMAT.Gl.0)GnT063 
tF(~OMlS.EQ.O)MlSMAT=1 
GOT06/. 
63 MlSMA1=MISMAT+1 
IF(VMT~ve.LT.O.K5*VHTAVX)GOT064 
tF(MISMAT.LT.4)~OMIS=1 
MJS~lAT=O 
GOT065 
64 WRITE(2,164)NLOOP 
D047K=1,KN 
DEL V A R ( K ) = V RAT to'" 0 E L V A R ( K) / A' ( K ) 
47 VAR(K)=VAR(!()+DELVAIHK> 
IKOUNT=-' 
KOUtlT=3 
GOT01S 
61 -V,..,TAVX=VHTAVE 
GO"(062 
330 ~IRlTE(2,1'2) 
DU16M=1,SBMAX 
IF(SV(M,2).GT.O.1)GOT01615 
D01615N=1,? 
S v ( 1-1 , IJ ) = 0 • . 
1615 CUNTINUE 
s V (M , 2) = S V (t·, , 2) ... II N J T SMA S S 
S~(M,7)=SV{M,?)"'UNtT5LENGTH 
SV(M,~)=SV(M'X)*U~lTSAREA 
1 6 ' , \.I R I T E ( 2 , , (I 4 ) 1·', (S V ( ~, , N) , Il = 1 , 8 ) 
~RITE(2,113)XG,XR,XN,~F~,SFC,SXN 
CALL T(MECTIM~NOW) 
WRITE(Z,101)TIMENOW 
WRITE(2,174) 
001 b161-1=1 , Saf"AX 
SV(H,2)=SV(H,2)/UNITSHASS 
SV(M,7)=SVCH,7)/UNITSLEHGTH 
1616 SVCM,8)=SV(M,8)/UNITSAREA 
IF(IDES.GT.O)GOT0332 
CALL RESET 
GOTO?1 
~32 IFCLOOPlNG.lE.O)GOT0331 
OU333M=',~AXLOOPS 
~ =MA X LOOP S -f.~+ 1 
IF(LOOPOO(N).GT,O)GOT0334 
333 LP <td =0 
GOT0331 
334 T=LOOPOOCN) 
NCONDJ::MCONOI(N) 
NBURN::"'BUR~(N) 
~DtJCT=to\DUCT(N) 
NCONVRG=MCONVRG(N) 
N T U .. B = ~. r U J( B ( N ) 
~J Call P = M C 0 ~ P ( N ) 
Nf.XT=~EXT 01) 
GOT014 
n 1 C 0 ~H ItJ IJ E 
1uO FO~"lAT(3IO) 
204 
1 (11 FOR ~1 A T (Y 0 X , 1 0 H TIll E NO'" , A 8 , / 1 1i1 ) 
102 FORMAT(IO,FO,O) 
103 FOR~AT<210,FO.O) 
nil. FOR I~ A T ( 4 X , I 2 , 5 X , F 7 , 4 , 5 X , F 6 , 2 , 3 X , F 6 , 3 , 3 X , F 6 • 3 , 2 X , Ft-. 1 , 3 x , F 6 . , , 2 X , 
1F6.1,2X,F7,4) 
1~5 FORMAT(1H1,IISX,39H •••• * DESIGN POINT ENGIN~ CALCULATIONS, 
66H ••••• /1/) 
106 FORMAT(1H1,/15X,39H ••••• OFF DESIG~ ENGINE CALCULATIONS. , 
1 I 6 Ii C l)lJ V ERG E D A F TE ~ , I 3 , , 2 II L 0 0 P S ... H / / / ) 
,n7 FORMAT(13,1612) 
, \1 8 F 0 I{ ~.\ A T ( I U ) 
,09 FORMAT(312,FO.O) 
110 FORMAT(1X,312,E17,S) 
112 FORMAT(/14?H STATION FUEL/AIR ~4S~ FLOW PSTATIC PTOTAl, 
132ri TsTATtC TTOrAl VEL APE4) 
113 FO~rAf(/117H GHOSS THRUST ~ ,F8.2,/17H M0MENTU~ nQ~G = , 
Ho,2'/I.X,13ilNE·r Ttl~IJST:: ,F8,2,/4X,14HfI/EL aURNED::a ,F8.3/ 
217~ ~FC = ,F~,~, /,17H ~p THRUST = ,FA,3) 
114 ~OQ~AT(/l6H1I~PUT "PHOGRAH" FOLLOWS) 
115 FO~~AT('X,212) 
1'6 --{ 0 ~ ~ A T ( , x , 3 I 3) 
118 FOR:>IATC1X,n,1612) 
119 F0~i"AT(1Xtl3,F.15.6) 
120 FOR~AT('X'2t3,E15,6) 
\21 FOQ""A T <l36H CHAIIGEI> CONOITlONS CODElJORDS FOLLOW) 
122 FORMATOX .. ?> 
123 t:O~""AT(lllll/117X,381i TilE UNITS FOq THIS RUN ARE AI) FOLLO\J~, 
11148H TEMPEWATURE = DEGREE ( PRE~SUR~ ~ AfMOSPHFqeS , 
212H LENGTH = ,A6,12H Aq~~ = SQ,A8,/113H M4SS FLOW = ,A? 
3,6X,11HVElOCITY = ,A6,16H/SEC FORCE ~ ,A7,QH ~FC = ,A7 
4,3H H~,1/12H ~P THRUST = ,A7,4H/SEC,16X,RHPOWFQ : ,Al) 
'I 2 5 F 0 ~ "4 A T ( I. B I-f NO C 0 ~ v ERG F NeE • ENG IIJ E Ii,. S N n T C () N V E R (; F" "F T E R , 
1I3,49Hl(JOPS. LAST SERIES OF ENG[NE CALCULATlO~S F01.I.OWSI> 
i 26 F C ~ I' A T C2t 0) 
127 FO~~AT(10Fn.O,150FO.O> 
1211 ~OR~'AT(10FO.O,1~OFO.O) 
129 'O~MAT(32H ****. MIXING MACH NUMBERS * •••• ,/9H STATION ,12, 
15H,M= ,F5.3,3X,9H SlATION ,I2,SH,M ~ ,F5,3,4X,8HSTATI0~ ,Il, 
25~,M = ,F5.3/) . 
1 6 4 F 0 ~ ,.. A T (/ 6 H. L 0 0 P , I 3 ) 
1 73 E: 0 ~ t·, A T (61i I-A ERR ( , I 1 , 4 H ) = , E 1 4 • S ) 
1~4 FOR~AT(48H **.****.* •• * •••••••• *****.*.*.*.~ •• **.*.** •••• *) 
HOP 
EN!) 
END O~ Se<iME~T, LENGTH 5105, HAI"e NASTERSEGMENT 
·SUijROUTINE ~1(l,DEV,AM,V,TAS,PAS,TA,PA,FA,WA,TB,PR,FB,WS, 
1ETA~,XR'(~ES,lASTONE) . 
C()M~ON/UN'T~ACTORS/UNITSAREA,UNITSFORCE,UNITS~fhGTH, 
1U NtTSPoWER,UNITSMASS 
IF(WA.Gi..1 )(iOT06 
\oJ 13 :;1,.. A 
l( R =0. OO{J01 
RETUIOJ 
6 IF(Z.r,T.36089.)GOT01 
TAS=2RB,-O,0019613#l 
PAS~(iAS/286,>·*5,2546 
TAS=Ti1<;+OEV 
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GOT02 
TAS=21(".5+0EV 
PAS=O,2253*EXP«3~O~9.-Z)/20796,) 
2 s P :: T R ~I ( 0 , , T AS, 1 ) 
V=A0.S0RT(SP/(SP-O,06R5~7)*U,OO~56'.TA5*'50/1,595) 
T /I::TA~.1 .14 
H A:: T R rl ( 0 • , r AS, 2) + V #< V 19 0 1 1 • .5 , 1 9 
CALL 1'1 RP!l(1 ,0. ,TA,HA) 
P A = PAS. EX P (T R II ( 0 • , T A , 3 ) - T R 1-1 ( i) , , T AS, 3 ) ) 
If(ET~R,GT,O,)GOr03 
IF(AM,GT,1,)r,OT04 
El i\R =1 • 
GOT(\3 
4 IF(AM.GT,S,)GOT05 
ETA~=1.-0.075;«A~-1,) •• 1.35) 
GOT03 
5 ETAR=~OO,/«AH.*4).9~5.) 
3 P8=ETAR*PA 
TBslA 
FA::O. 
__ F 6:: F A 
~ IF(I.JB.(jE,O,)\JA=IJB 
XR=~A*v/32,174049 
We::\JA 
IF(10E~.LE.O.ANO,LASTONE,LE.O)RETURN 
ZUNITS=Z*U~ITSLfNATH 
WRITE{2,100)ZU~ITS,OEV,A~,ETAR 
1UO FORhAT(41~ ***** AM~lENl AND INLEi PARA~ETERS *** •• ,17H ALl ~ 
1,F3,1,9Xr11H ISA DE\(:: ,F3.3,7X,101lf-:ACH ';0:: ,F5.2,9X, 
27HETAR = ,F6.4/) 
RETURl'I 
ENO 
END OF SEGME~T, LE~GTH 340, NAME B1 
SUUHUUTINE R2{ZC,PCN,TA,PA,FA,~A,PR,ETA,IDF.S,TO,P~,WB,FB, 
1COMUK,NCO~P,NER,ER1,NCODE,LASTONE,ERnR) 
DIMENSION PRCF(3),ETACF(3),WACF(3),UL~(?),T~ATO(3) 
C CJ M 1': 0 'J 1 UN I T F ACT 0 4 S / UN ITS ARE " , IJ NIT 5 FOR C E , U PI IT 5 L E II (j T H , 
1UNITSPO~E~,UhITS~ASS 
C 0 H~' 0 r- I C Q ~ P 1 / C ,.. 1 (1 0 ) , P R 1 (1 0 , > ), \.I f. C 1 (1 0 , 5 ), ETA 1 (1 () , 5 ) 
COMMO~/CO~P2ICN2(10),P~2(10,5 ),wAC2(10,5 ),ETA2(10,5) 
COMKO~/COMP3/CN3(10),P~J(10,~ ),wAC3{1Q,5 ),ETA3{10,5) 
DATA WLH/MI (LO) ,6r1 (HI> 1 
WB=I.'A 
tF(WA,LT •• 1)HETURN 
WA1=WA 
ER1=O, 
TRAT=SaRT(TA/2B8~149) 
If(IDES,LT.O)GOT01 
T~ATD(NCOMP)=TRAT 
PRO=PR 
IJAO=tJA 
ETAO=FTA 
CNC=PCN·T~ATD{NCOMP)/(10n.~rRAT) 
IF(ZC.LT.O.)ZC=O. 
IF(ZC,GT.1.)ZC=I. 
CII;'S=C~C 
GOTC(],4,5) NCOMP 
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3 CALL SEARCH(ZC ,C~;C,PI{ ,WAC ,ET~ ,CN1(n,1Q ,PR1<1,1), 
1 \J A C' ( 1 , , ) , ETA 1 (1 , 1 ) , :) , 1 t) , 5 , '! COD E ) 
GOTll 6 
4 CAL L SF A II C H ( Z C , C,I C , P ~ , \.' A C , ETA , eN 2 ( 1 ) , , 0 , P R 2 (1 , 1 ) , 
2 \J" C 2 (1 , 1 ) , ETA 2 (1 , 1 ) , 5 , 1 0 , , , l~ coo E ) 
GOT06 
5 CAL l S F A ~ C H ( l C , C r" C , P R , \~ A. C , E Til, C ~I .5 ( 1 ) , 1 0 , P R 3 (, , 1 ) , 
2"" A C 3 (1 ,1 ) , ETA 3 ( 1 ,1 ) ,5,1 ('I , 5 , :1 coo E) 
b WA=~AC*PA/T~AT/UNITSMASS 
I F ( pC 0 I) E • F. Q • 1 • 0 R • NCO 0 F. • t Q .' 2) \01 R I T E ( 2 ,1 01 ) NCO 1-1 P , C N S , \.J L H ( NCO 0 E > 
IF(IOE~.LT.O)('OT02 
PRCF(NCOMP)=(PRr-1.>/(PM~1 .> 
ETACF(NCOMP):ETAO/ETA 
WACF(~COMP)=~AO/WA 
Z PP=PRCF(~COM?)*(P~-1.)+1. 
ETA=ETACF(~CO~P).ETA 
WA=~ACF(~COMP).WA 
FBIIFA 
._---,/ PHI B $ z: T R I~ ( FA, T A ,3) + 1\ LOG ( P R ) 
T£lS=TA+100. 
CALL AIRT~B(2,FP,T8S,P~IBS) 
E~TIIA=TRM(FA,TA,2) 
E~THd=rNTHA+CTR~(FB,TBS,2)-ENTHA)/ETA 
TB=TU~+30. 
CA~L AIRT~a(',FB,Ta,ENTHB) 
P6=PA*pR 
COMwK=(ENTHB-ENTHA)*WA 
W8=\.!A 
IF(EROP.LE.O.)GOT07 
NER:1 
ER1=(IJA1-WA)/IJA 
7 IF(IOES.LE.O.AND.LASTONE.LE.O)RETURN 
WRITE(2,12)Nr.O~P 
COHWKIINITS=COM\rJk'*1JNITSPOWER 
1~(IOES.GT.0)WR(TE{l,10)PPC~(NCOMP),ETACF(NCOMP),WACF(NCOMP) 
WRtTE(Z,11)ZC,PR,ETA,PCN,CNC,COMWKUNJTS 
RETURN 
10 FORhAT(8H PRSF = ,E12.5,5x,8HETA5F = ,E12.5,5X,7H~ASF ~ ,E12.5) 
11 FOR~AT(5H Z = ,F7.5,13x,5~pq = ,F7.3,13X,6HF.TA = ,F7.S,/ 
17" PCN = ,F8.4,10X,5HCN = ,F7.S l 13x,8HCO~W~ = ,E1~.5/) 
12 FOR~\AT(18H u*** CO~!PRESSOR rI2,17H PARAt1ETERS ***H) 
101 FOR~AT(12H COMPRESSOP ,I2/,11H * * * eN OfF MAP,F10.4,2X,A6 
1,6H * •• ) 
e,..o 
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 570, NAME 92 
~U~ROUTINE B3(JPES,TA,PA,"ELP,WA,FA,ETA,TB,pa,WB,~F~,FB' 
1NCODE,LASTO~~,WF81) 
COM~OS/UNITFACTUQ~/UNITSAPEA,UNIT5FORCE,U~ITSLEN6TH' 
1UNITSPo~EP,UNtTSMASS 
r. O~ 1\ 0 N leu i,1 U / PSI ( 11.) ) ,DE L T ( 1 0 , d) , F. T A X ( 1 (I , 8 ) 
C o.'~ '1 (H: / F U ELI r. V, F S , WT t' 0 t. 
DJMfN!;IO,'. Q(9) 
IF (I,J A. (j T •• 1) GOT:13 
WB=IJA 
WFIj=O. 
~ 0(2)=0. 
Q(3)=O. 
MOPE=O 
WFB=WF~1/U~ITSMASS 
1 F ( l.' H • G T • 0 • ) I~ 0 D F. = 1 
If(IOfs.LT.O)GOr01 
ETAD=F:TA 
OLP=DELPltPA 
CA= OLp.PA/(~A.WA.TA) 
DlP=CA*WA*WA*TA/PA 
IF(TB.LE.O.)TH=1000. 
3 OT=TO-TA 
PB=PA-t)LP 
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CALI SEt'lRCtt(-1.,PA,DT,ETA,Our H Y,PSI(1),10 ,DELT<1,1), 
1E T A X (1 , 1 ) , DEL T (1 , 1 ) d.' , 10 , X , 'I COr> E ) 
IF(~CODE.Ne.7)GOT04 
WRITE(2,101 ) 
RETURtJ 
4 If(IOFs.lT.O)GOT02 
. ETACF=ETAD/ETA 
2 fTA=E1ACf*ETA 
OEl~=TRM(FA,TA,2)-TQ~(FA,T4,2) 
ECV=CV.TR~(O.,T~,2)/FS-T~~(FS,TB,2)*(1.+1./FS) 
FB=l'HH/ECV/ETA 
WAA=(1."FA)*IoIl\ 
wFOX=FS*WAA 
IF(~OOF.NE.1)r,OT07 
ERQW=(wFB-WFUX)/WFB 
DIR=SO~T(~fH/wFBX) 
CAL L A F r~ U I R ( (i ( 1 ) , T ~ , ~ q ~ ~I , () • , ,0 , ,0. 0001 , 0 t P , T B T , I GO) 
GOTO(S,7,6)IGO 
5 Te=TST 
GOT03 
6 /.IeOOE::7 
WRITf:C2,102) 
RETlIR~ 
7 WFB=WFRX 
HB::~;A+\.iFB 
JF(lD~S.LE.O.AND.LASTONE.LE.O)RETURN 
iHBUN I TS::~FB"'1JN 1 TS;"ASS 
ItJRITE(Z,1h) 
IF(tOES.GT.O)WRITE(2,11)ETACF 
WRIT~(2,'2)ETA,DLP,WF~UNITS 
10 FOR~ATc42" ***** COM&USTtON CHAMBER PARAMETERS *** •• ) 
11 F(IR~'AT(9H ETASF = ,E12.5) . 
12 FDRfAT(7H ETA = ,F7.S,5X,6HDLP = ,F6.4,Sx,~HuFa = ,FR.4/) 
101 FO~~AT(44H ~** E~ROR ***POINT NOT FOUND ON COMBUSTION 
11'HCH~"SER HAP) . 
102 FORMAT(47H **~ ERROR *** UNA8LE TO CONVERGE ON CO~uUSTION , 
124HCHA~BER EXIT TfMPERATURE) . 
RETURU 
END 
451, ~. A ME::' 3 
S LJ S R (II J TIN F 8 4 ( T A , P A , F " , :'J A , C (\ ,'"\ 1,/ )( , A I J X !,J K , E T 1; , T F U , C 'I , T R , P B , P C ,~ C , 
1IDES,JGO'F8,W~,~ER,ER1,E~2,~TURB,MA~GO,~U~AP,LASTO~~) 
DIMENSION C~CF(3),TFCF(5),ETACf(3),DHCf(3) 
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COM I·~ 0 ~ I T U D B 1 I T F F 1 ( 1 0 ) , C ~ , ( 1 0 , 6 ) , n 11 1 (1 0 , f:. ) , ETA 1 (1 0 , 6 ) 
CO HII 0 NIT U R B 2 I T F F? ( 1 0 ) , C ~ ~ ( 1 0 ,6) , D ~ 2 ( 1 0 , fl ) , ETA 2 ( 1 0 , 6 ) 
C 0''''- 0 ~ IT u ~ lUI TF f- 3 ( 1 u) , C I;:S ( 1 0 , (, ) , 0 H 3 (1 0 ,6) , ETA 3 (10,6 ) 
COM p, 0 ~ I U /Ij , T f j\ C Hq~ S III ~ ITS All E A, lJ NIT 5 F () ~ C F. , U'I ITS L E Pi G T ~ , 
1UNITSP0~ER,U~lTSM4SS 
wB::\JA 
IF('..JA,LT,.1)RETIJRN 
NE~=2 
SQ~TA=Sf~RTnA) 
T f = \1 A * S u ~ T A I P A 
TFF=TFU/UNITSMASS 
IF(JO~S,LT,O)r,OT02 
CNO=CN 
ETAO=ETA 
CNCF(~T~Rn)=ChO*SQRTA/PCNC 
TFFO=TFF 
TFCF(~TURB)=TFFO/TF 
2 CN=C~CF(NTUQO).PC~C/SQRTA 
TFSU=TFF*U~ITSMASS 
CNS=CN 
--F8=FA 
ENTHA=TRM(FA,TA,2) 
~NTH8=FNT~A-(CO~WK+AUXWK)/WA 
DELHAR=(ENTHA-E~THB)/TA 
GOTO(11,12,13)NTURB 
11 CALL SEARCH(-1, ,TFU,CN,OElHT,ETA,TFF1 (1) ,10,CN1 (1,1) ,DH1 (1,1) I 
1 ETA 1 (1 ,1) ,6,10, (1 I I GO) 
GOT010 
1 2 CAL L SEA F? C H (-1 • , T F 1J , eN, 0 f L H T , ETA , T F F 2 (1 ) , 1 0 , C II 2 (1 , 1 ) , D H 2 (1 , 1 ) , 
1ET-'2(1,1) ,6,10,6, IGO) 
GOTo10 
13 CALL sEARC~(-1. ,TFU,CN,DELHT,ETA,TFF3(1) ,10,CN3(1,1) ,DH3(1,1), 
1ETA3(1,1),6,10,6,IGO) 
10 If(tGO.~T.O)WRITF.(2,24)NTURa 
24 FUI{I'AT(9H TUHBH'E ,I~,1Hn 
IF(IG0.EQ.1,OR.fGO.EQ.11,OR.IGO.EO,21)WRITE(Z,20)TF5U 
I F ( I (j 0 • E Q • 2 • 0 R • I G.) • Ea. 1 2 ,OR. I G I) • EO. 2l ) t.J RITE ( 2 ,21 ) H ~ U 
IF(lGO.EQ.10,0H.IGO.EQ.1,.o~,IGn.E~.12)WHITE(2,72)CNS 
IF(IGO.EQ.20.0~.IGO.EQ.2'.OH,IGO.EQ.22)WHITE(2,Z3)C~S 
If(lGO.NE.7)GOT03 
WRITE(2,101)~TURS 
RETURN 
3 OELrlT=oELHT/U~ITspo~eR~UNITS~ASS 
T F F = T F lJ I U NIT S ~, ASS 
MAPGO=O 
IFCABS(TFSU-TFU),LE,O,001*TFSU)GOT04 
",APGO=1 
IF(ABS(C~S-CN),GT,O.001*CNS)MAPGO=J 
GOTOS 
4 IFCAOS(CNS-CN),GT.O.001*CNS)HAPGO=2 
S IF(MAP~O.EQ,O)GOT06 
CAL L H" P 6 A C (M A P Ii 0 , T F S U , TF U , eNS , C N , P C N C , T A , N IJ ~, A P ) 
PE TUIUI 
6 DELH=OELHAR*TA 
If(}OES,LT,O)GOT01 
ETACF(NTURB)=ETAO/ETA 
D~CF(NrUI{P)=DfLHAU/DeLHT 
F.TA=ETACFCNTU4R)*ETA 
TF:TfCF(NTURS)*TF 
OEL~T=oHCF(NTURn)*DELHT 
ER1=(lF-HF>/H 
E~2=(~ELH~6-0ELHr)/DELHAB 
ENTHBS=EN1HA-OELH/ETA 
Tf;S=T.d .. 4uO. 
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CALL At~TAO(',F~,TBS,F~THijS> 
PF=PA·EXP(TRM(F~,T~S,3)-T~M(FA,TA,3» 
T~=TaS-20. 
CALL AtRTAB(1,F~,Tu,ENTHB) 
IF(JOES.Lf.O.ANP.LASTONE,LE.O)RETUR~ 
AUX~~UN=AUXWK·UNITSPOwEq 
~~ITE(2,110)NTURij 
I F ( 1 0 E S • (j T • V ) \J ~ 1 TF. ( 7. , 11 1 ) C ~ C F ( NT U R B > , ET 1\ C F ( NT \I R " ) , TF C F ( I'l T U R " ) 
1,DHCFCNTU Q 8> 
WRITEC2,112)TFlJ,ETA/CI-I,AUXWKIlN 
20 FOIHlAT(7H TFF LO,F17,S) 
2 I FOR ~. A T ( 7 Ii T F F HI, E 1 ., I ~ ) 
22 FORr-:AT(7ti C~ L(j,F.17.5) 
23 F (l iH~ A T( 7 tl C III HI, E 1 ., I 5 ) 
I 01 F 0 ~ r' AT ( 461-1 •• • ERR 0 R •• • P a I ~ T NOT F 0 IJ tl £'ION MAP 0 ~ T 1I R 8 1 N E / 
1(3) 
110 FtR~AT(15H ••••• TUR8I~E ,12,17" PARAMETERS ••• **) 
III /fORI-'IAT(3H CNSF = ,E12.S,5x,~ttF.TASF :: ,E12.5,5X,74TFSF :I , 
11E12.S,5X,7~DHSF = ,E12 I S) 
"2 FO~~AT(6H TF = ,~7.3,12X,6HETA = ,F7,5,1ZX,5HCN :I ,F6.3,/ 
19H ~UXw~ = ,E12.5/) 
RETURN 
EN!) 
SU~HOUTINE ~5(FA,TA,Ph,PATM,IDES,WA,VR,pse,A,ICO~'XG'~ER, 
lER1,P~,TB,TSO,Ffi,W6,~~OZ,NCODE,LASTONE,FLOAT) 
C (1 r., M 0 ~i I UN I TF A C HI ~ ~ I \I ~ ITS ARE A , lJ NIT S F (l R C E , U ~I ITS LEN G T H , 
lUNlTSPoWEP,UNITS~ASS 
wG=wA 
I=BcFA 
)((,=0 1 00001 
IF<~A,lT •• 1)HETURW· . 
CJ=1400 1 868 
PPSF=2116 1 217 
N E R=' 
~A=('A"CONST(Ft.) 
E~T\tA=TRM(FA,TA,2) 
J=O 
T 5 S = 0 • 83 3 ... T ,\ 
J=J+1 
SP"TSS=TR~(FA,TSS,1) 
GAM=SPHTSS/CSPHTSS~qA) 
CSS=SQRT(GAM.QA·TSS·45071.59~) 
H~CAL=E~T~A-CSS*C$S/(2.~45071.595) 
OELH=~SCAl-TRM(FA,TSS,2) 
tF(A&S(DELH)ILE.~.0002~·hSCAl)~OTOZ 
TSS=TSS+OFLIt/SPHTS"3 
I F(J-15)1,' d 
tJ C () I' E = 7 
~I R 1 H: C2 , 1 00) ~"1 0 l 
RETUIW 
If(IOE~,LF.O.A~D.FLn~TIlEIO.>GOTU4 
NER=O 
c ••• 
s 
6 
22 
7 
102 
71 
c '* '*. 
9 
c .*. 
8 
C h. 
4 
c * .. _ 
1il 
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IS~~TRnPIC EXPANSION (DESIGN) 
J=O 
TSA=T~.(P~T~/PA)**O.2R6 
S A = ~ ". ( T ~~. ( F A I T " I :5 ) - A L 0 () ( r A ) ) 
J=J+1 
S S A = R ~ '* ( T P /I ( F l\ , T S " I .3 ) - A L (J G ( P " fl.1) ) 
SAAcSA .. SSA 
IF(A6S(SAA).LE.O.0001·SA)GOi07 
TSA=TSA'*E~P(4.*SAA) 
IFeJ-30)6,6,3 
DH=~NT~A-TRM(F~,TSAI2) 
IF("~.GE.O.)G0T071 
NCOI)E=S 
10/ R 1 T E ( 2 , , 0 2 ) tJ ~J 0 Z 
RETURN 
FOR~AT(53H *.- ERPOR *** IHAGINA~Y EXIT VELOCITY ~O~VERG NOZZLE 
1 ,J 3) 
V 1\ S = S 0 R T( 2 • - 4 5 0 7 1 • 5 9 5 '* 0 10 
IF(VAS.GE.CSS>GOTO~ 
~uaso~lc DESIGN, CALCULATE AB 
VB=VAS 
i TSH=TS" 
PS8=PAHl 
RHO=PPSF*PSR/(RA*TSBwCJ) 
A=wA/CllriU*VB) 
SPHTSB=TR~(FA,TSR,1) 
AMB=Vn/SQRT(SP~TSB/(SPHTSB"RA)*~A*TSB*45071.595) 
Ta=fA 
P(I=PA 
XCi=1. 
IF(IDf~.LE.O.AND.LASTnHE.lE.O)RETURN 
AIJNITS=A*UNITSAREA 
VBUNITS=VY*U~ITSlENGTH 
CALL ~OZC0(PB/PAT~/1"COEF) 
X6=~A*VB*COEF/32.'74049+(PSR"PATM).P~SF·A 
X (, IJ r; ITS = l( c; *11 NIT S F 0 IH E 
WqllE(Z,101)KNOZ,AUNITSIVBUNITS,X~0NITS,COEF 
R f.TUIW 
SO~lC OESIGN, CALCULATE AS 
VB=CSS 
TSd=TS!; 
PS8=PA*(T~B/TA)*·(GAH/(GAM~1.» 
H~O=PPSF*PSR/(RA*TSS*CJ) 
A=wA/CRHO*V8> 
,\1-18=1.0 
GOT{)9 
OFF DfslGN, CALCULATE CRITICAL CONOTTIO~S 
VIl=CSS 
TStt=TS~ 
PSfI=PATH 
~~O=PPSF·PSR/(RA·Tsn·CJ) 
A~C~ITc~A/(RHO.VR) 
,U1 0=1 .0 
P R I: {J = P S IU (T A / T S 8) * * ( (j A,." / ( Co" '1-1 • ) ) 
IF(~.GT.APCRtT'G0TO" 
OFF OFSIG~, CPITICAL ANO ~UPE~C~ITIC~L CONnITrO~S (~CNIC) 
PSB=P~B"Af1CR IT /,4. 
PN~0=P~EU·ABCNJT/A 
E~1=(p~Ea-p~)/PREQ 
GOT09 
c ~ ** 
11 
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OFF OE~I(jN SlJaSO'-4tc 
PS~I:PATt·' 
J=O 
TSa=O.o33*TSB 
J=J"'l 
RHO=PPSF*PSb/CRA*TS8*CJ) 
vn=\,..A/ (RHO*/d 
HSCAL=F~T"A-VR.VA/(2.*4507'.S95) 
DELH=H5CAL-TRMCFA,TSB,2) 
SPHTSP=TNH(FA,TSA,1) . 
IF(~eS(OElH).LE.O.0005.HSCAL)GOT013 
TS~=TSR"'DELH/SPHTSB 
IFtJ-15)12,12,3 
GAM~SPHTS~/CSP~TS~-RA) 
hM~=V~/SQ~T(GAM*RA*rSO*45071.59S) 
P~EQ=PSB*(TA/TSR)~*(GAH/(GAM-l.» 
FR1=(PpEQ-PA)/PREQ 
GOT(l9 
FOR~ATC48H *** ERPOR *** UNAULE TO CONVERGE ON T~~PERATURE 
1,19h IN CONV~G ~OZZLE ,12) 
fhR~AT(25H ***** CONVERGE~T NOZZLE ,I2,17H PAqAMET~~S *** •• ,1 
loH AREA = ,F7.4,19~ EXIT VElOCJTV = ,f??', 
21~H GROSS THRUST = ,~9.2,/15H ~OZZLE CUEF = ,E12.5/) 
E~D 
Pi 0 0 F S E G M E !oj T, LEN G T H ~01, NAME a5 
SUBHOllrtNE 138(F1 ,F;!,F3,\~1 ,IJ2,W3,P1 ,P3,T1 ,T2,T3,P2) 
C 1 = MAt~STR~AM, 2 = BLEED STHEAM, 3 = MIXED STREAM 
w3=1J1+\J2 
IF(~1.GE,W2)P3=P1 
IF(W~.GT,~1)P3:P2 
C=I~11 '1. +F1) +1,.121 C 1, +F2) 
F3=OJ3-C)/C 
H3=(TPMCF1,T1,2)·~1+TRM(F2,T2,2)·W2)/W3 
T3=CT1.W1+T2*w2)/w3 
CAlL ftlRTAa(1,F3,T~,H3) 
RETURN 
EN!> 
e~D OF SEGMENT, LF.IHiHI 125, NAME S8 
2 
4 
SUS~OUTINE B9(SA,OP1,OP2,OP3,R1) 
INTEGER SA 
R1=-1.-
GOT0(1,2,3,4,5,~,7,B)SA 
Rl=OPl+0P2 
RETLIRN 
Rl=UP1-0P2 
PETIJRN 
Rl::0Pl.0P2 
RETURN 
Rl=OP1/0?2 
PETUR"J 
OP1=uP2+vp3 
R E TlilFI 
~ 
7 
8 
END 
c 
c 
2 
12 
C 
3 
6 
212 
OP1z:0P1-0 P3 
RETUR'~ 
OP1=OP2*OP3 
~~TLIR~ 
I)P1=OP2/0P3 
R E TL'IHJ 
END 
OF SeGMeNT I LENGTH 116, NA~'E B9 
SUOHOUT I "IE Ill0 (Fl IF?, F3; \.11 , IJ2,\43, PS1 , p~2, pS3, P1 ,J'" p3, TS1 , 
, T S ~ , T5 3 , T 1 • T 2 , L~ , V 1 , V ~ , V 3 , A.' , A 2 ,I, ~ , TOE: ~ I N f. 0 I) E , L M T 0 ~ E I pes I 1 , 
2s wI TCH,VAlUF,NOHAP,HFR,ER1,AM1,AM2,AM]) 
OlM£-N5ION Qq(9) 
If(SWITC~.lF.,O.)PS1=VALue 
IF(~~tTCH.GT,O,)AH1=VALVE 
CJ=14C1{l,86~ 
G=32,174049 
Gr:J:4S071,595 
~(H1J1P::O 
/PPSJ:=?116,217 
R1=r;A~CO"lSY(F1) 
Q2=GASCO NS7(F2) 
H1=Tnr-l(F1 ,T1 /2) 
H;~::TRM(J:2,Tz,2) 
PHI1=TR~(F1/T1 ,3) 
P~J2=TRM(F?,T2,3) 
tF(lOF.~.L~.O)GOT01 
CALCULATE A1 ANO A2 WITH PS1=PS2 
r~(S~ITCH.GT,O.)GOT03 
PS1 IS GIVEN 
TS1=T1*(PS1/P1)**O,286 
0021=1,15 
PHlS=PHI1-ALOG(P1/PS1) 
DELPH,=pHIS-TRI.f(F1 dS1,3) 
IF(A6S(DELPIII).LE.O,0001.PHJS)GOTOS 
TS1=TS1*EXP(4,*DElPrll/R1) 
~CO{)E=7 
\.JqlTF.(Z,101 ) 
RfTlJR.i -
p S 1 I S NOT G I V E t~ B U"r H 1 ( AM 1) I S 
TS1~O.875*T1 
r>041=','S 
COP1 r;TPM( F1 ,yS1, 1) 
GA~1;Sp"(SP1-R1) 
CS1=SG~T(GAH1*R1*TS'·6CJ) 
V'I=M41.CS1 
~~CAl=H1-V1.V1/(2,4GCJ) 
IolS1r:TPt4(J:1 ,rS1 ,2) 
OELtlS=HSCAL-HS1 
IF(ASS(~ElHS}.lE.O.0005·HSCAL)GOT06 
TS1=TS1+0ELHS/SP1 
GOTe1? 
PS':P1/EXP(pH11-T~H(F1 ,Ts1,3» 
IF(PS1.LF..P2)f.OTOS 
P~~Fw=pS1/P2·1.02 
PC~Ew=1 ,/PHiEW 
WRITE{2,102)PFNEU,PCHEW 
"!COOE:s7 
r, 
; 
7 
9 
10 
11 
1 
C 
14 
15 
i 6 
21.3 
RETURN 
F 0 ~~, A T ( 5 1 H I'll X I N G I t1 PO S SIB L F. ASp S TAT 1 C (~ A J N S or P F. A ~~ ) G REA T E R 
164H THAN PTOrAL (RYPA~S STREAM)./,1HH TQY NE~ FAN PQ ~ , 
213~OLD FAN PH X ,F6.3,/19H AND NEW COMp PR ~ , 
314~OLO cO~p PR X ,F6.3) 
CALCUlATE A1,A2 
HS1=Tpfo\(F1 ,T~1 ,2) 
IF(rl1.GT.HS,)r.OT07 
GOT01~ 
V1=SQPT(Z.*GCJ*(H1-HS1» 
RHO=PPSF*PS1/(CJ*R1*TS1) 
A' =1./11 (RHO*V1) 
SP1=Tp,HF1 ,TS1,1) 
GAM1=Sp1/(SP1-R1) 
CS1=SOQT(GAM1*R1*TS1*GCJ) 
AM1:::V1/CS1 
J'lS2=PS1 
TS2=T2*(PS2/p2).*O.286 
S2=R2*CPHI2-AlOG(p2») 
0091=1,15 
SS2=R2*(TRH(F2,TS2,3)-ALOGCPS2» 
/ 
/l."IELS=S2-SS2 
IF(ABS(OELS).LE.O.0001*S2)QOT010 
TS2=TS2*£XP(4.*DELS) 
GOT012 
HS2=TR~(F2,TS2,2) 
IF(H2.GT.HS2)GOT011 
r,OT012 
V2=SQQT('.*GCJ*(HZ-HS2» 
P.HO=PPSF·PS2/(CJ*R2*TS2) 
112=l.J2/(RHO*V2) 
SP2=T~M(F?,TS2,1) 
GAM2=Sp2/(SP2-R2> 
r.S2=SO~T(GAM2~R2*TS2·GCJ) 
AM~:::VVCS2 
GOT027 
IJQA=w1/A1 
OFF DESIGN, CALCULATE PS1 AND PS2 USING DESIGN A1 AND A2 
C1;P1*SQQT(G/(T'~CJ»*PPSF 
"'CON=O QQ(2)=O. 
OQ(3)=O. 
UI1 =.5 
TS1=.A75"rT1 
00141=1,15. 
')P1=TPM{F1 ,1'S1,1) 
GAM1=SP1/(SP1-R1) 
CS1=SopT(GAM1*R1*TS1*GCJ) 
V1=AM1*CS1 
H5CAL=~1~V1'V1/(2.·GCJ) 
DELHS=~SCAL-TRM(F1,lS1,2) 
IF(ABSCDELHS>.lE.O.OOOS*HSCAL)GOT015 
TS1=TS1+0fLH5/SP1 
GOT012 0 0 
WQAT=C1*snRT(GA~1/R1).AH1/{1.+(GAM1-1')'AM1*AM1/2.).*((GAM1 
1+1.)/C2.'(GAM1-1.») 
!d'X~A"" 0 
IGOGO=O 
~nA=~OA/WQAT 
FW=(WCA~WQAT)/WQA 
214 
CALL AFQUIR(QQ(1) ,AMX,E4,O.,30.,O,0005,OlR,AMXT ICO~) GOTO(17,2?,12)lCO~ , 
17 If(A~XT.lE,1 ,)G0TC20 
A~XT::.7 
~ CO ~l = t-' cON. 1 
IF(McnN,LE,1)GOT020 
PCN=PCN*1,01 
7.=,99*Z 
18 NO/uP:1 
IHTURN 
~0 IF(lGOr,O.EQ,1)GOT021 
A~i' =A~'XT 
G01013 
2i At.47.=AI.4XT 
60T023 
?2 IF(IGOCO,eQ.1>GOT026 
PS1=P1/EXP(PH11-TRM{F1,TS1,3» 
UQA=U7./A2 
Cl=P2*SQRT(G/(T2*CJ»·PPSF 
M~N=O . 2' (2)=0, 
/OQ(3)=O. 
Af,47.=.25 
TS2=,R]S*T2 
23 D0241=1,15 
SP2=TPM(F2,TS2,1) 
GAM2=Sp2/(SP2-R2) 
CS2=SooT(GAHZ*RZ*TS2*GCJ) 
V2=I\M2*CS2 
HSCAL=H2-v2*V2/(2.*GCJ) 
DELHS=HSC~L-TRM(F2,TS2,2) 
. tF(ASS(OElHS),lE,O,0005*HSCAL)GOT025 
24 TS2::TS2+DELHS/SP2 
60T()12 
25 WQAT=C1*SQ~T(GA~?/R2).AM2/(1,+(GAM2-1,)*AM2'AM2/2,)*~((G~~2 
'+1.)/(2.*(GAM2-1.») 
AMX=AI~2 
160GO=1 
GOT016 
26 PS2=P7/EXP(PHI2-TR~(F2,TS2,3» 
H t.l3=~!1 +",2 
IF(JOFS,LE.O)NER::1 
EP1=(PS2-PS1)/PS2 
C" :I: \oJ 1 / (1 , + F 1 ) + t.J 21 ( 1 • + F 2 ) 
F3::(W3 .. C1)/C1 
H3=(W1*H1+W2*H2)/w5 
T3=(~1.T1+W2~T2)/~3 
CALL AfRTAS(1,F3,T3,H3) 
C1=PS1*A1*(1,+GAM1*AM1*AM1)+PS2*A2*(1.+GAM2*AM2*A M2) 
r~~=. ~~3.T3 
R3=GA5CON5T(F3) 
00321=1,15 
SP3=TP.M(F3,TS3,1) 
GAM3=~p3/(5P3-R3) 
CS3=sa~T(GAM~·R3*TS3*GCJ) 
C2:U3*~QRT(CJ·~~·T3/(GAM3·G» 
C3=C2lpPSF/C1 
C4c(GAM3-1.)/2,- {C3*GAM3)·*2 
C5"'1,-2.*GAH3*C3*C3 
C6=C5*c5+'.*C~.C3·C3 
3tl 
51 
32 
215 
tF(C6)12,29,30 
AM3G=-C~/(2.*C4) 
(,OT03, 
A~3~=(SQRT(C~)-C5)/(2 •• C4) 
TF(AH3G.LE.O.)GOT012 
A .... ~:SOQT(AM3G) 
V~c~H3*C!;3 
HSCAL=H3-V3·V3/(2.~GCJ) 
nElHS=~SCAl-TPM(~3,TS3,2) 
IF(ABS(OELHS).lE.O.OOOS*HSCAL)GOT034 
TS3=TS3+0ELHS/SP3 
r,OT012 
34 A3=A1+A2 
C7~SQPT(1.+(GAM3-'.).AH3G/2.) 
PS1=C2/(PPSF·A3·A~3"'C7) 
P3=P9i*EXP(TRM(F3,T3,1)-TRM(F3,TS3,3» 
1 tJ 1 ~ 0 R I~ A T ( 441-1 "*....... F. R ~ 0 R ... ** ...... E R IW R I N M I X I N r, IHJ A al @ TO, 
123H C0NVERGE UITHIN LIMITS) 
!; 1 = Q 1 ... ( T P. ", C F 1 , T 1 , 3 ) - A I. a (j ( P 1 ) ) 
s2c~2.(Tq~(F2/T2,3)~ALOG(p2» 
S~=R3.(a~(~3'T3,3)"AtOG(P3» 
.S3AVE=(W1*S1+W2*S2)/W3 
,. IF(S3.~E.S3AVE)GOT036 
'i3=S3AVE 
p3~EXP(S3/R3-TRM(F3,T3,3» 
36 CONTINIJE 
RETURt.I 
E ~J 0 
E /l 0 0 F S e G MEN T, LEN G T II 1 6 0 0, N A M E B 1 0 
SURROIITINE U11CFA,FI3,WA,WB,PA,PB,TA,T[1,IOES,LASTONF"NDUCT, 
l~BUPN,BUP.N,~ELP,ETA,WFa) 
COM I" 0 101 / F \J E LI C v , F S I W T MOL 
~OM~O~/IJ~tTSFACTORS/U~JTSAREA,UNITSFORCE,UNITSLENGTH, 
lU~lTSPOWER,UNITSMASS 
t'J~Er~s,O~ C,~(3) 
ISURN=IFIX(BURH) 
IF(~A.GT.'1)GOT020 
wP~\~A 
IF(IBURN.GE.1)WFB=O.00001 
RET lJ R·I 
20 IF(IOES.LE.O)GOT01 
I')LP=OEtP*PA 
CA(NOUCT)=DlP*pA/CWA*WA*TA) 
DLP=CA(NDUCT)*~A.WA·TA/PA 
P8=PA-l)lP 
If(IBtlpN.GE.1)GOT02 
a=TA 
FB:lFA 
\.jrJ=t..IA 
RETURN 
IF(IBUQN.EQ.2}GOT03 
Tl341TA 
F6=F,\ 
'oI~t:'JA 
14F8=0.00001 
GOT04 
216 
OELH:TQM(FA,TR,2)-TRHCFA,TA,2) 
fCV:CV+TRI.\(O. ,TB,2)/FS-TRMCFS,TB,2)*(1.+1./FS) 
r:13=[Hl.H/ECV/F.TA 
IJAA=(1.-FA).IJA 
IHR=FO.WA 
F9=(WFR.~A-YAA)/YAA 
1.19c~IA+wFB 
4 I F ( I 0 F S • l e: • 0 • ,. N [I • I. A S TON E • L E • 0 ) RET U R ~l 
WF~UNITS=WF9·UNITSHASS 
WPITE(2,1nO)NRUMN,ETA,OlP,WFBUNITS 
100 FO~~AT(25H •• *.* DUCT/AFTE~ BURNTNG,I2,17H PARAMET~RS ••••• /, 
17H ETA: ,F7,4,11X,6HDLP = ,F6,4,13X,6HwFa = ,F8.4/) 
RETURN 
END 
END OF SEGME~T, LENGTH 311, NAME B11 
SUBROUTINE B12(FA'FR,WA,WB'PSA,PSB'PA'P~'TSA,rSB'TA'TB,va'AB 
1,tOf S ,NC OOE,LASTONF;,NER,e RR,PATM,XG,FLOAT,N0Z,ATHROAT) 
C}>~ I.., 0 ~ I UN I TF ACT 0 R S /IJ NITS ARe A , UN ITS 1= 0 R C E , UN ITS t. E H G HI , 
)U~ITSPOWER,UNITSMASS 
OlflENQON Q(9) ,AT(3) ,WOROS(I.) 
DATA WOROS/SH OVER,~HUNDER,3H IN,3HOUT! 
Q(2)=o. 
Q(3)=O. 
l1=O 
L2.;O 
FB=FA 
Io/El=IoIA 
XG=O,llo001 
IF(~A.LE.'.)RETURH 
IF(~THROAT.GT.O.)AT(NOZ)DATHROAT/UNITSAREA 
2 PHIA=TQN(FA,TA,3) 
CJ=14()O.868 
G=3~.174(149 
GCJ=4~O·11.595 
oPSF=2116.217 
R = G to S c 0 ,~ S T ( FA) 
IiA=TlHHFA,TA,2) 
TSS::O.833*TA 
J=O 
J =J.1 
SPHTSS=TRM(FA,TS~,1) 
GAM:SP~T~S/(SPH1SS-R) 
CSS=SDpTCGAM.~.TSS·~CJ) 
~SCAL=HA-CSS·css/('-.*~CJ) 
I) E l H = " seA L - T R ~I ( FA , T S S , 2 ) 
IFCAB5(OELH).LE.n.OOOS.HSCAL)GOT04 
TSS~TSS+DELH/SPHTSS 
IF(J-15)1,' ,:s 
3 ~l CODE:: 7 
WQITEC2,1(2)NOZ 
102 ~OR~AT(24H EPROR IN CON/Or NOzZLE ,12) 
RETURN 
4 tF([OES.LE.O.ANO.FLOAT.LE.O.)t;OT011 
N€R=O 
C 50~IC OESIGN, C4LCULATE AT 
S VT.;CSS 
TST=TSs 
c 
9 
,0 
43 . 
C 
11 
13 
217 
PST=P~.(T~T/TA)*.(GAM/(GA~-1.» 
RHO~PP~F.PST/(CJ*R~TST) 
A T ( 'I 0 7. ) = \J .4 I ( RHO" V T ) 
JlWI'=1.0 
10F.I!L FXPANSIOti, CALClILATE AB 
PSI3=!)JlT'., 
TSB=TA*(PS~/P~)··.2~6 
SA=R*(TRMCFA,TA,3)-ALOG(PA» 
DOlT=1,15 
SS8=R.(T~~(FA,TSR,3)-ALOG(PSB» 
OELS=SA-$SB 
r F (ABS(hfLS). U:. 0.0001 *SA) GorOa 
TSB=T5"·EXP(4.*~Fl~) 
r,OT03 
VB=SQQT(Z.*GCJ*(HA-TRM(FA,TSB,2») 
SPHTS~=TR~(FA,TS8,1) 
GAMSa=SPHTSR/(SP~TS"-R) 
CSR=SQRT(GA~SB*q*TS8·GCJ) 
.AMB=VR/CS8 
AP~(AT(NOl)/AMB).(2 •• (1.+(GAHsa-1.)*AMB.A~B/2.)/(GA~Sn+1.») 
1 .)' ( ( G;\ M S B + 1 • ) I ( 2 • * ( GAM S B .. 1 • ) ) ) 
/PAR=PA 
TB::sTA 
PB=PA 
TT=TA 
PT~PA 
XG=1 • 
IF(IOEs.GT.O.OR.FLOAT.GT.O.)GOT043 
NER::I1 
F.RR=(PAR-PA)/pA~ 
IF(IDf~.lF..O.ANO.lASTONE.LE.O)RETURN 
CALL ~OlCO(PB/PATM,Aa/AT(NOl),COEF) 
XG=wA*vS*COEF/G+(PSn-PA1H)*PPSF*AB 
X~U=XG*UNITSFOQC~ 
VTU=VT*UNIT~lf.NGTH 
VBU=VP~UNITSLENGTH 
ABU=A9.U~ITSA~EA 
A'U=AT(~OZ)·UNITSftReA 
W~tTE(2'1nO)~OZ'ATU,VTU'AMT'ABU,VBU'AMBICOEF,XGU 
IF(lASTONE.GT.o.AND.L1.6T.O)WQITE(2,101)WORDS(L1),YORDS(L2) 
RETUR"i 
ASSUMF SONIC THROAT AND ISENTROPIC EXPANSION TO AS 
VT=CS~ 
Atq=1 .0 
TST:J:TS~ . 
QHQ=WA/(AT(NOZ)*VT) 
PST:RHO*CJ.~·TST/PPSF 
PAR:PSi*(TA/TST)**(GAM/(GAH-1.» 
IF(PST-PATM)12,27,27 
TSa=O.9S*'A 
HAH=O 
SPHTSR=T~~(FA,TSB,1) 
GAMSB=SPHTSB/(SPHTSB~R) 
C~B=SQRT(~AMSA.R·TSB*GCJ) 
AM~=~Q~T(2 *«TA/TSB)-1.)/(GAMSn-1 .» AACA~=C~T(~QZ)/AMR).(l.*(1 .+(GAMSB.1.).AMa~~H9/2.}/(GAH;a+1. 
2»).~(GAH~B+1.)/(2.*(GAMSR-1.)) 
EA~(An-ABCAL)/AR 
ntR=SQoT(AG/A~CAL) 
C A l.l A i Q IJ J R ( Q ( 1 ) ITS [I , F A I O. , 1 00 ' I 0 • 0001 , 0 I R ITS R T , Jr. Ipl) 
GnrOC1,,1R,3)JCON 
14 TSa=TS"T 
IF(TS~.TA)15,13,16 
1 S T S C = 2 •• T A / ( G A H ~ I' + 1 • ) 
IF(TSB.GT.TSC)GOT017 
16 TSB=O.Qij*TA 
GOT01] 
218 
17 tF(Q(2).LT.30 •• 0R.AMB.LT.O.95.0R.MAM.EQ.1)OOT013 
TSB=2 •• TA/(2,+O.98*(GAMSa-1.» 
"'AM=1 
GOT013 
,3 PSB:PAR*(TSB/TA) •• CGAMSB/(GAMSB-1.» 
I F CPS R .-p AT H ) 2 0 , 1 9 , 2 ., 
C CQITICAL FLOW, ISENTROPIC eXPANSION TO PATM 
19 VB~AHS.C5R 
ICON=1 
GOT09 
C SUBSONtC flOW 
20 pSa=PATM 
Q(Z)=l). 
/Q(3)::O • 
. J =0 
Tsa=0.R33*TA 
21 J=J+1 
SP~TSB=TP~CFA,TSB,1) 
GA~SB=SPHTSB/(SPHTSO-R) 
RHO=PPSF*PS~/CCJ*R.TSB) 
V8=~A/(PHa·AB) 
H~CAL=H~-v~*vn/(2.*GCJ)· 
OELHS=HSCAL-TRM(FA,TSO,2) 
IF(ABS(DELHS)-o.onOS*HSCAL)23,23,22 
22 TSB=TSR+OELHS/SPHTSB 
IF(J-15)21 .21,3 
23 hMB=VR/SQP.T(GAMSR*R.TSR*GCJ) 
PAR=PS~*CTA/TSB)**(GAMS8/(GAMS8-1.» 
TST=TSR 
24 SP,ITST=TRM(FA,TST,1) 
GAHST=SPHTSS/(SPHTSS-R) 
CST=SQPT(GAHST*R*TST*GCJ) 
PST=P~R*(15T/TA)·*(r,AMST/(GAMST-1.» 
~HO=PST*PPSF/(CJ.R.TST) 
VT=WA/(RH~·AT(NUZ» 
HSC~l=HA-VT*VT/(2.*GCJ) 
~ST=Tp.M(FA,TST,2) 
FH=(H~CAl-HST)/HSCAL 
~tR=1.+(HSC~L-HST)/(SPHTSS.TST) 
CALL AFaUIR(O(1),TST,EH,0.,20.,O.0005,DIR,TSTT.JCON) 
GOjO(25,26,3)JCON 
2S TST:T!;TT 
GOT024 
26 t,~.T=VT/CST 
r.OrC9 
C SUPERCRrllCAL FlO~, ISENT~OPIC EXPANSION TO PAlM 
27 PSB::PATt' 
J;:O 
TS9=TA~(PSO/rA~).*.?'8~ 
SA~R·(T~M(FA,TA,3)"ALOG(PAR» 
28 .J = J + 1 
ssa:q*(T~~(FR,TSA,3)-ALOG(PSe» 
C 
31 
j2 
33 
C 
37 
C 
38 
C 
39 
41 
219 
OELS=SA-S!'S 
IF(AB~(OELS).LE.O.0001.SA)GOT030 
TSB=T~~*EXP(4.*DElS) 
If(J-15)2~,2~,3 
VB~SORT(2 •• GCJ.(~A~TRM(FA,TSa,2») 
~PHTS~=TR~(FA,T~q,1) 
G~MSB=~PHTSS/(~p~TSA-R) 
CS~=SQ~T(~AMS8*~·TS8·GCJ) 
AM8=VB/CSe 
A~AD=CAT(~OZ)/AMR).(2 •• (1.+(GAMSB-1 .).A~B.AHB/2.)/(GA~SB.1. 
1)··«r,AMSa+1.)/(2.·(GAHSB~1.») 
N=O 
IF(AR-ABAO)31,9,32 
SUPERCRITICAl FLOW, 1SENTROPIC EXPANSION TO AB 
NI:1 
TSa=O.833*TA 
.1=0 
J ~J +1 
SPHTSB=TRM(FA,TSS,1) 
GAMSB=SPHTS~/(SPHTSB"R) 
CS~~SORT(GAMSB.~.TS8·GCJ) /f., B = SO q T ( , • • ( ( T A / T S 8 ) -1 • ) / ( G AM S R - 1 • ) ) 
- A8CAL=CAT(NOZ)/ANB)·(l.*C1 .+(GAMSB~1.).~Ma.AMR/2.)/(GAMSa+1. 
1» •• (CGAHSB+1.)/(2.*CGAMSB-1,») 
OELA=A(\-ABCAl 
IF(~BSCDFLA)-O.0001*AR)35,35,34 
TSB=TSR*SQRT(ABCAL/AB) 
IFeJ-5(1)33,33,3 
tFOI>3-7,37,36 
UNO.E~EXPANnEO, SHOCK OUTSIDE NOZZLE 
PS8=PA~·(TSB/TA) •• (GA"SB/(GAMSB-1.» 
VB=I.MR.CS8 
l1:r2 
L2,.4 
GOT09 
OVEREXPANDED, FINO SHOCK POSJTION 
PSX~PAr*(TSR/TA)**(GAMSB/(GAMSB-1.» 
PSY=PSX·(2,.GAHS~.AMB·AMB/(GAMSB+1.)-(GAMSB-1.)/(GA~SB+1.» 
JF(PATM"PSY)3R,39,39 
OVE~EXpANnEO, SHOCK OUTSIDE NOZZLE 
psa=psx 
V8=,~MB.CSB 
L1 ~2 
L2=4 
tjOT09 
QV~~F.XPANDEO' SHOCK INSIDE NOZZLE 
PSS=PATH 
l1 =1 
L2~3 
J~O 
TSB=O.A33*TA 
J=J.a.1 
SPH1SB=TRM(FA,TSA,1) 
GAMSB=~PHTSn/(SPHTSB-R) 
~~Q=PPSF*PSU/(CJ~Q~TSB) 
Vfj~I,JA/(rtHO • .Aa) 
HSCAL=IIA-v~*VB/(?.*GCJ) 
DElHS~HSCAl-TRH(~A,TS~,2) 
IF(ABSCOELHS)-O.0005.HSCAL)42,42,41 
TSa=TSij+OELHS/SPHTSa 
220 
IFeJ-15)4n,40,3 
. 42 hMB=VA/SQPT(GAHSR·R*TS~.GCJ) 
TH=TA 
P~=PSR*(TO/T5R)~.(GA~SR/(GAM3B-',» 
GOT010 
lUO FORPAT(34H **.*. ~UNVFRGE~T/nIVERGENT NOZZLE,ll, 
117H P~RAMETfMS *.* •• ,/15~ THROAT AQEA : ,F7,4,5X, 
2 18HTHROAT VELOCTTV = ,F7.2,SX'17HT~ROAT ~ACH NO ~ F7 4 / 
315H EXIT ARF.A ~ ,F?,4,SX,18H F.XIT VELOCITY 2 ,F7:2,5X: 
417H f~~T MACH NO = ,F7.4,/1SH NOZZLE cnEF = ,F7.4, 
512X,15HbROS~ THRUST = ,F8.2/) 
101 FOR~AT(11H NOZZL~ IS ,AS,19IieXPANOED. SHOCK IS ,AJ, 
112~SIOE NOZZlE,II) -
ENO 
END OF SeGMENT, lENGTH 1824, NAME 812 
SU8ROUTINE B13(l,ZlNIT,OElZ'ZFIN'LOOP/I,K~ 
IF(lOQp,GT.1)GOT01 
~llNlT 
~K=1 
RETURN 
Z=l+OF.lZ 
IF(Z,GE.ZFIN)K=-1 
IF(Z.lT.lflN)K=1 
RETURN 
END 
E~D OF SEGMENT, lFNGTH 87, ~AME 813 
FUNCTION GASCONST(F) 
COMMON IFUEll CV,FS,WT~OL 
GASCONsT=1 ,ge586/28,Y69*(1.+WT~OL/28.96Q*F)/(1.+F) 
RETURN 
END 
END OF SEGMENT, lENGTH 33, NAME GASCONST 
;UNCTION TP.H(F,T,N) 
C CALCULATES THFRMOOVNAMIC QUANTITIES GIVEN T AND F. 
C SPLIT t~TO TWO R~~GES: lOO - 800 DEG K, 800 - 2000 DEG K. 
CO~~ON/AIQCONST/CLO,CL1,Cl2,CL3,Cl4,CHO,CH1,CH2,CH3,CH4,TCPO, 
lTCP1,TCp2,TCP3,TCP4,THO,TH1,lH2,TH3,TH4,TFIOiTFI1,TFI2, 
2TFt3,TF14,CLIH,CHI~,CLIF,CHIF,Q 
~F:F/(1.+F) 
IF(T.GF.800.)GOT01 
IF(".GT.1)GOT03 
T~M=(e(CL4YFF*TCP4).T+Cl3+FF*TCP3)*T+CL2+FF*TCP2)*T+ 
1CL'+F~*TCP1)*T+CLO+FF*TCPO 
RETURN 
IF(~.r.T.2)GOT02 
TRH~«({([l4/5.).T+CL3/4.+F~.T44'*T+Cl2/3.+FF*TH3).T.C L1/2. 
1·FF*T~2)*T+CLO·FF*TH1)*T·CLtH~FF·T"O 
~ETURN 
TRH:«(((O.CI4/4.+FF.TFI4)-T+R*CL3/3.+FF*TF13)*T+B.CL~ 
1/2.+FF*TFIZi*T+S*CL1+FF*TFI1'.T+U*CLO*ALOGCT)+CLIF+FF·T~IO 
RF.TUR~ 
I;(~.GT.1)GOT04 
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T~M~(C«CH4+FF*TCP4)*T+CH3+FF*Tr.P3)*T+r.H2+FF*TCP2).T. 
1CH1+FF*lCP1)*T·C~O+FF.TCPO 
fHTUR'" 
4 I F ( "; • G T • 2 ) U \) T 0 5 
TQM=«((CH4/5.).T+CH1/4.+~F*TH4)~T+CH2/3.+FF*TH3).T+C H1/2. 
1 • ~ F • T H 2 ) * T + C H 0 + r· F * T ti 1 ) tt T + CHI H + F F * T II 0 
RI:TURN 
5 T~M%«(R*CH4/4.+FF.TFJ4)*T+B*CH3/3.+FF*TFI3)*T+R*CH2 
1/2.+FF*TFIZ)*T+R*C H1+FF*TFI1)*T+R*CHO*ALOG(T)+CHIF.FF*TFIO 
GETUPN 
ENO 
END OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 458, NAME TRH 
SUBROUTINE AIRTAR(I,F,T,TAS) 
C INVfR~E·THERMODYNAH1C RELATIONSHIPS. FINpS T GIVEN F AND 
C T~E~MO QUANTITY 
C S,LIT t~TO TWO RANGES: 200 - 800 D~G K, 800 - 2000 DEG K. 
/COHMON/AIQCONST/CLO,CL1,CL2,CL3,CL4,C~O,CH1,CH2,CHJ,CH4,TCPO, 
1TCP1,Tr,P2,TCP3,TCP4,THO,T H1,TH2,TH3,TH4,TFIO,TFI1,TFI2, 
2TFI3,TFI4, CLIH,CHIH,CLIF,CHIF,R 
FF=F/(1,+F) 
no ,r.T.1>GOT01 
C FIND T GIVEN F ANO H. 
2 IF(1.~F..800.)GOT04 
TCAL=(lAB-CLIH-FF*T 4 0)/««(CL4/5.)*T+CL3 / 4.+FF*T H4)6T+ 
lCL2/3.+FFwTH3)*1+CL1/2.+FF*TH2)*T+CLO+FF*TH1) 
GOTOS 
4 TCAL=(TAB-CHIH-~F*THO)/(C{«C~4/5.)*T+CH3/4.+FF*TH4)*T+ 
~~H2/3 •• FF*TH3)*TtC~1/2.·FF*TH2)*T+CHO+FF*TH1) 
5 IF(ABS{T"TCAL).LE •• 01)GOT061 
T=TCAL 
CiOT02 
61 T=TCAL 
RETURN 
C FI~~ T GIVEN F AND PHI. 
1 rF(T.c,F.AOO.)GOT06 
TCAL=EYPCf~AR-CLI~-FF.TFIO-««B~CL4/4.+FF*TFI4)*T.A· 
lCL3/3.+FF*TF13)*T+n~Cl2/2 •• FF*TFI2) *T+R*CL1+FFwTFI1)*T)/ 
1 (SitCLO» 
(j In I) 7 
6 TCAL=F.xP«TAS-CHIF"FF*TFIO-«« n*r.H4/4.+FF*TFI4)*T+B* 
1C~3/3 •• FF*TFI3)*T+6*CH2/2,.FF*TFJ2) *1+n*CH,+JF*TFI1)*T)1 
2(13*CHO» . 
7 IF(4BS(l-TCAL).LE •• (1)GOT03 
T=TCAL 
Gor01 
T=TCAL 
RETURN 
ENO 
END OF SEGMENT, LE~GTH 408, NAME AIRTAB 
SUBHOUTINE MAP~AC(MAPG0,TFS,TFF,CN~/CN,PCN,T,NUH) 
DATA WT,WS/6H TFF ,6HSPEED / 
IF(~U~.GT.O)GOT01 
~I)MH=O 
1 
2 
4 
GOTO(~.3,S)t-IAPGO 
TFF=TFF+O.1.(TFF-TFS) 
~Rl1E(2,100)WT,TFS,TFF 
QETURH 
CN~CN+O.OS·(CN·r.NS) 
PCH:PCN*(CN/CNS) 
T=T*(C~S/CN)·*2 
WP.ITE(2,'OO)W~,CNS,r.N 
IF(NU~H.GT.?)GOT04 
HUH:s1 
NUHH=NII"'H+1 
QETURN 
OELCN=r.N-CNS 
IF(OELCN.GE.O) RETURN 
TFF=TFF·('.+DELC~/CN) 
WRITE(2,101)WT,lFS,TFF 
RETURN 
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S TFF:TFF+O.1*(TFF-TFS) 
WRITE(2,100)WT,TFS,TFF 
fi(lT03 
100 FOR~AT(1X,'2HTURBINE MAP ,A6,4HWAS~,E13.6,10H AND NOW=,E13.6) 
101 FOR~AT(1X,A6,22HwAS ALSO CHANGED FqOM ,E13,6,5H TO ,~13.6) 
END 
END OF SEGMf:NT, LENGTH 203, NAMF. HAPAAC 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
SUBROUTINE HATRIX(E,V,A,N) 
DIMENSION EC1Q,10),VC10),AC10},PIV(11),T(10,11> 
t~N=N+1 
N1-4=N-, 
D01I=1.N 
T<I,NN)=ACI) 
D01J=1,N 
TCI,J)=E(I,J) 
D071=1,N 
TEMP=O. 
n02J=I,N 
IF(TEMP,GT.ABS(T(J,1»)GOT02 
TEMP=A8S<T(J,I» 
IPIV=J 
CONTtNUE 
IP1:sh1 
003J=tp1,tJN 
PIV(J)=T(lPIV,J)/T(IPIV,I) 
IFROrt=N 
ITO=N 
IF(IFROM.EQ.IPJV)GOT06 
R~':;"T (, FROM, 1) 
() 0 5 .1 = t P 1 , ~ N 
T(ITO,J)=TCIFROM,J)+RH*PIV(J) 
tTO:;lTO-1 
IFR0H=IFROH .. 1 
IF(IFROM.GE.I)GOT04 
I')07J=TP1,NN 
T(1,J)=~IV(J) 
nos I ::1 ,NH 
J=NN-I 
K=N-I 
o08L=J.N 
HI(, N N) = T< !( , N N ) - T C K, L ~ {t T ( l, II N) 
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()09I=1.N 
9 V C 1 ) = T C I , ~~ N ) 
RETURN 
ENO 
E~O OF SEGHF NT, leNGTH 416, NAME MATRIX 
SU9ROUTINF. SEARCHCP'A'B,CIO'AX'NA'SX.CX,OX'NO'NAH'NO~',~COOF.) 
DIMENSIO~ AX(~AM), RX(NAH,NOM),CX(~AM,NUM),OX(NAH,NQM),Q(9) 
~COOE=O 
r.=O, 
0::0, 
C *** START BY FINDING A 
D01I=1,NA 
C'" 
C" .. 
1 
I H:q 
JF(A,LT.AX(I»GOT02 
IE: seA N A l (HI G A X 
T~E 'A' LINE 
CON} I NuE 
IFtA,Gr,AX(IH»NCODE=2 
A=AX(JH) 
GOT03 
LINeS UNTIL REACH ONE HIGHER, THUS BRACKET 
2 IF(IH.r,T,1)GOT03 
NCOOE=1 
JH=2 
A=AX(1) 
3 ll=IH", 
C **. NOW FIND 'B' 
PR~=(A-PX(lL»/<AX(IH)·AX(Il» 
PP=p 
IF(P.G~.O.)GOT06 
RL=RX<ll,1)+PRH*CAX(IH,1}-BX(IL,1» 
BH=BX<IL,NO '.PRM*(BX(IH,NO )-aXCIL,NO » 
IF(B.r.E.BL)CiOT04 
IlCOOE=NCODE+10 
R=6L 
GaTOS 
4 JF(B,l~.BH)GOTOS 
6 
c • * * 
9 
1:) 
Ct •• 
C ft •• 
C ". 
NCODE=NCOOE+20 
B=ali 
PP=O,5 
Q(2)=O. 
Q(3)=o, 
~H=PP*CRX(lH,NO ) .. BX(IH,1»+BX(tH,1) 
RL=PP*CSX(IL,NO )-BXCIL,1».BX(IL,1) 
IE: SCA~ ALONG AX(IH) AND AX(IL) UNTIL 
007J=2,NO 
JH=J 
JF(RH.LT,BX(IH,J»GOT06 
CONTI NuE 
JL::IJH .. 1 
D09)(=2,NO 
KHaK 
IF(RL.LT,8X(Il,K»GOT 010 
CONTINUE 
FINO BX'S .GE. Ol AND BH 
KL:I(H"1 
WHAT FOLLOWS ISA LINEAR INTERPOLATION (USING SIMILAR TRTA~GLES) 
~ETWEE~ BH AND RL TO FINO PQINT RT. SIHlL~~lY FOR C~'LL'AND eTI 
OH,I)L,A~D DT 
, 11 
12 
13 
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PR:(BX(IH,JL)-BH)/(OX(IH,JH)-RX(JH,JL» 
CH=CX(JH,JL)"PR*(CX(IH,JH)-CX(IH,Jl» 
OH~DX(IH,JL)-PR.(DX(IH,JH)·~X(IH,JL» 
PRa(SX(lL,KL)-~'-)/(KX(II.,KH)-AX(II.,l(l» 
Cl~CX('L,~L)MPR*(CX(ll,r.H)·CX(IL,KL» 
Dl=nX(JL,Kl)~PR*(~X(ll,KH).OX(IL,Kl» 
PT=~L+PR~.(BH-9L) 
CT·CL·pR~.(CH-CL) 
OT=OL+pRM*(OH-OL) 
tF(P.GF..O.)GOT013 
OIR=SOQT(8/ST) 
ERR=(n .. ST)/B 
CALL AFQUJR(Q(1),PP,ERR,O.,25.,O.001,DIR,PT,ICON) 
tjOTO(11 ,13,12), ICON 
PP=PT 
tF(PP.1 T.O. )PP=O. 
IF(PP.GT.1.)PP=1. 
GOT\}6 
NCOOE=7 
R=8T 
C=CT 
O=OT 
RETURN---ENy 
~ND OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 698, NAME SEARCH 
" 
SUBROUTINF AFQUJR(X'AIND,DePENO'A~S'AJ,TOL'OJq'ANEW,ICON) 
DtMENSION X(9) 
y=o. 
IF(ANS)1,2,1 
OEP=OEpENO-ANS 
TOLANS=TOl*ANS 
GOT03 
2 OEP=OEpENO 
TOLANS='rOl 
3 IF(ABSCDEP)-TOlANS)5,S,4 
4 IF(X(2)NAJ)8,8,7 
5 ANE\.I=AINO 
X(2)::O. 
ICO"l::2 
RETURN 
6 ANE'.J=V 
7 
8 
C **1r 
9 
10 
11 
X(n=X(2)+1. 
tC:ON=1 
Q HORN 
ANElJl:y 
X(2)::;O. 
tCON=3 
!{ ET!JR N 
IF(X(3))9,9,12 
~IR~T GUESS USIN~ 
X(3):::1. 
X (8) =oeP , 
X(9)=AIND . 
IF(AINO)10,11.10 
Y=OIR*AINO 
GOr06 
Y::()IR 
OIR 
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GOT06 
1l I~CX(3)-1.)13,13,16 
C ••• ll~EAR GUESS 
13 XO)=2. 
r. .*. 
16 
17 
18 
,9 
2(\ 
21 
22 
23 
~4 
27 
1.8 
29 
JO 
3i 
35 
37 
XCb>=OEP 
X (7) =.\ t N 0 
IF(X(R)-X(6»14,9 1 14 If(X(9)-X(7» 15,Y,15 
A=(X(Q)-X(7»/(X(8)-X(6» 
Y=X(9) .. ,"'·X(X) 
tF( AB S(10.*X(9»-ABS(Y»9,9,6 
QUADRATIC GUESS . 
)f(4)=OFP 
X(S)=AtND 
IF(X(7)-X(S))18,17,18 
IF(X(6)-X(4»13,9,13 
I~(X(A)-X(4»19,13,19 
t~(XCQ)-X(5»23,20,23 
tF(X(A)-X(4»21,22,21 
X(9)=X(7) 
X(8)=XC6) 
GOT013 
X (~)·::X ( 7) . 
X(~)=X(6) 
X(3)=1. 
IF(X(Q»10,11,10 
tF(XC8)"XC4»24,21,24 
F=(X(~)-X(4»/(X(7)-X(5» 
A=CX(fll-X(h)-F*(X(9)MX(S»)/«X(9)-X(7»·(X(9)"X(S») 
~=F-A*(X(5)+X(7» 
C:X(4).X(5)*(A*X(7)-F) 
IF(A)27,7.5,27 
IF{R)26,7,26 
v=-C/s 
(10T047 
U'(13)32,2i~t32 
IF(C)30,29t30 
v=o. 
(101047 
t;=-C/A 
IF(G)7,7,l1 
V=SQ~T(G) 
VY=-SQRT (G) 
GOT037 
IF<C>34133634 
Y=-S/A 
Vy=o. 
GOT037 
o=l..*A.C/B.*2 
JF(1.-o)13,35,36 
v=-a/<2.*A) 
(;01047 
f=SIJRT<1.-D) 
v:(-S/<2.'A»*<1.+E) 
y y = ( -R / ( 2 ... A ) ).'11- (1 ... E ) 
J=4 
OEPtHN=A~S (X (4» 
0°31/1=6,8,2 
IF(OEPMIN·A8S(X(I»)39,39,38 
J ~1 
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OEPMIN=A8SeX(I» 
39 CON TIN I) F. 
K=J+1 
TF«X«()-V)*(X(K)-VY»42,42,40 
411 TF(AB!l(X(K)-Y)--\RS(X(K)-VY»47,47,41 
41 V=YV 
GOT047 
42 TF(J-~)43,44,44 
'3 JJ=J+2 
IO,=r.+~ 
GOT045 
44 JJ::IJ-2 
KIr':sI( .. 2 
45 ~LOPE=(X(KK)-X(K»/(X(JJ)-X(J» 
JF(SLOPE*X(J)*(X(K)-Y»46,46,47 
46 V=VV 
47 X(9)=X(7) 
X(8)=X(6) 
x(7)=X(5) 
X(6)=X(4) 
GOT06 
ENO 
E~II) OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 995, NAME AFQUIR 
SUSROUTINE NOZCOCPRAT,ARAT,CF) 
01MENSIO~ PR(30),AR(10),CFR(30,10),XX(3),VY(3),ZZC~) 
~ATA PR/1.0,1.25,1,~,1.75,~.O,2.?'5,2.5,?75,3.0,3.'-5,3.5,3.7S,4.0, 
14.25,4.5,4. 75,S. ,5.5,('. ,6.S,7. ,R. ,9. ,11 • .13.,15. ,17. ,19. ,21. ,7.3.1 
. (lATA !>p/1. '1,0S,1.0<}2r1.2~8,1.318,1.4?'3,1.8r1.9,1.97,7..1SI 
DATA r.FRI . 
1 • 9., I • 9 7 5 , • 9 78 , 3 * . 9 8 , • 9 7 8 , • 9 ., 7 , • 9 ., 4 , 2 •• 9 7 , • 9 6 6 , • 9 6 3 , • 9 f" • 9 5 7 , • 9 5 4 , 
2 • 9 5, ,<I I. 5 , • 9 .3 8 , • 9 3l , • 9 2 7 , • 9 7. , • 9 1 , • 9 , • 8 B 6 , • ~ 7 (, , • 8 6 7 , • 8 6 , . Ii 5 2 , • 8 II 4 , • 9 
363, .96f:.., .97, ,974, .97,3,3*.'181, .979, .976, .971.,2*.97, .967, .'J64, .96,.9 
46 , • 9 5 4 , • 95 , .944 , • IJ 4 , , 93 , • 9 2 it , • 91 , • 9 , • 89 , • 884 , . ?, 7 6 •. 87 , • R (, , • 9 S fl , • 96 
5 , .964, .967 I .97, .973, • 975 •• 978, 4'" • 9 8 , • 9 7 (, •• 974, .972 , '2 * . 'Y 7 •• 964, .96 , 
() • I; S 5 , .95 , .945, .94, • (} 2,q , .92 , .91 , .9 , , H9 , • BIn • . 87(-, , .947 ,7. •• 95 • '2 * . 955 , 
7,96, .963, .967, .97, ,974, .976 •• 97d,2*.Y77, .976. ,975, ,974 •• 97, .967, ,9 
864 , • 9 A, .955 t. 95 , .9 I. I .9:3 , • 9 ~ 3 , .91 5 , ~ .... 9 ,3" • 9 S •• 947 , ,944 , 3 *' .94, .95 , • 
9956 , .911 , .964, ,967, .968, 5 * .97, .9 f, Po, .966, .96 , '2 •• 944, ,935 , • ~ 27, .92 , , ? 
A13,2*.90,4 ... 948,.947,.944,.936,.928,.92,Z*.916,.93 •• 94 •• o46 •• 9~,.9 
R 5 3, • 956, 4 .... c., 6, .957 , • 95}; , .9 4 ~ , • 936, • 928 , .92 , .91 , • Q , , Po 92 , • 81 , . R 1 S , .8 
C?S,.833,.~4,.~52,.86,.87,.8b,.89 •• 9,,914,.9<-4,.935,.943 •• ~S,.9J8" 
D96~, .97:;,2*.(J8, .982, .98, .978, ,974, .97, .965, .96, .954, .95,,79(>, .3 •. R 
F.1 , .82 , • 83 , • ts 3&, • ~ 4 7, • ~ 5 6 , • 81. 5 , • is 7 6 , • B 8 6 , • 89 ti , .91 , ,92 , • 9.3 , .94 •• 94 IS , 
F .958 , .966, .97, .975 , 7. •• 9(' , .977 , .974 , .97, • 96., , .962 I .96 , . 954 , . 79 , ? . 8 
G , • 81 , • fl2 , • 83, • B 3 7 , • P. 4 6 , • 855 I • 864 , • 874 , • RBI .. •• B 94, .91 •• 91 5 , .97. 5 , . CJ ~B 
H, .95 , .96, .967, .97, 2 .... 97 b , .9 H , • 'J 77, • Y" 4, • 9 7 , • 9 (, I;, •• Q 6 , .956, • 774, • 78, 
1 • 787 , • 794, • g, .81 , • 81 7 , • }j 25 , • ~ 3 3 I • 84 , • 85 , • R 6 , • 87, • 8 ~ , • H 8 7 •• ~9 6 , .91 , 
J .97.6, .'144, .953, .96, .966 •• 97, .973,3*.97, .966 •• 964, .9621 
Y(X1,X2,X,V1,Y2):(Y1- V2)*<X"X1)/eX1-X2)+Y1 
N==O 
D01J=1.30 
t~(PRAT.GE.PR(J»N=J·1 
H(~.Fo.(I)N=1 
IF(N.IjE.29)N::28 
,,:: 0 
002K=1.10 
[f(ARAT.GE.AR(K»H~K 
I F (~1 • F (} • 1 0 • 0 P. • M • EO. (I ) Ci 0 T 0 5 
1'> 0 I. I. =., , 2 
lLt:IHL .. 1 
003{:1,3 
~ ~h ~I+ t-1 
UCI)=PR(NN) 
3 YY(I)=CfRPW,LU 
CALL PARARO(XX,YY,PRAT,ANS) 
4 ZZ(U=ANS 
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CF=Y(AP(M),AR(M+1),ARAT,ZZ(1),ZZ(2» 
~ETIJ'HI 
W~ITE(~,7)ARAT,A~(10) 
0061=1,3 
NN::N+I-' 
X)((J)=PR(NN) 
6 VVCI)=CFR(N",10) 
CALL PARAOO(XX,yy,PRAT,CF) 
RETURN 
7 FORMAT(8H ARATIO~,F7.3,4X,26H OUT OF RA~GE,USe DATA FOR,F8.]) 
E"ID 
£ND OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 295, NAME NOZCO 
~U9ROUTINE PARAP,O(X,Y,XD,YANS) 
DJMEN~ION X(3),Y(3) 
,=«X(1)-X(2»*(V(1'-V(]»"(X(1)"X(3»*(Y(1'-Y(2»)/«X(1)-X(2»*( 
1X(')-X(3»*(X(3)·X(Z») 
R=«X(1)**2-X(Z)**2>*(Y(1) .. V(3»·CXf1>**2-X(]) •• 2)*(Y(1)-Y(~»)/« 
lX(1)~X(2»w(X(1)~X(3»*(X(2)-X(3») 
O=(V(1)*X(2)**2-Y(2>*X(1>**7.-B*X(2)*X(1)*(X(2)-X(1»)/(X(2)w*7.-X(1 
1)**7.) 
VAN~=(A*XD+B)*XO+O 
RETURN 
END 
E'IO OF SEGMENT, LENGTH 2RO, NAME PARAGO 
SUSQOUTINE RESET 
CUMMO~/INITIAL/N1,N2,~3,N4,~5,N6,N7,N8,N9,N10 
N1=-1 
N2:;-1 
~3:tO 
N4;:O 
~15=O 
~fplO 
1-/7:; 0 
~p,:sO 
"'9::0 
N10=O 
I?ETURN 
S:NI) 
E~O OF Se:iMENT, LEriGTH 64, NAr~E \.IF.SET 
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? 
aLOCK OATA ~ ~ 
COMMOh/AIRCO NST/CLO,CL1 ,CL2,CL3,CL4,CHO,CH1,CH2,CH3,CH4,TCPO, 
1TCP1,Tr.P7.,TCP3,TCP4, THO,Ttl1,P12,TH3,TH4, HIO,HI1,TFJ2, 
7.TFI.~,TFJ4, r.LIH,Ct-IIIi,CLIF,ClltF,fJ 
DATA CLO,CL1,Cl2,CL3,Cl4/.24336328,-.32921648E-04,.4739S1'OE R 07 1 • , 0' Z 6 }3 h SF. .. () 9 , - • Wi I:Hj :s IS 5 5 E - 1 -r, I . , 
DATA CH0,CH1,CH2,CH3,CH4/.19Q75549,.17.752498f-03,_.S46519b8E-O?, 
1 • ri9 3 7 R 1 Ii 7. E -11 ,0, I 
DAT~ TCPO,Tep1 ,TCP2,TCP3,Tcr4 1.11799097,.449342R2E-03,R.148 
145732E-06,.'800~619E-10,-.11JB0192E-131 
OftTA THO,TH1,TH2,T~3,TH4 1-.29457579E+02,.14564900,.17564917E 
1-03,-.9)/34930E·08,-.34413546E-l11 
DATA TFIO,TFr1,TFI~,TFr3,TFJ4 1-.40453568E+01,.13713103F.-Ol, 
1·.63212887~-05,.23746~11E-OR,-.]9087250E-121 
DATA Ct IH ,CHIH,ClIF,CHIF,B/-.40S67100,.11311630E+o2,.32nsoo9~E+01, 
1. 7Q344726E+01,,1458/635E+021 
ENO 
RI.OCK nATA 
COMMON/CUhB/ P(10),DELT(10,8),ETA(10,8) 
DATA P/O,3341 ,O.66R4,1,0027,1,3:568,1.6711 ,2.0053,2.3390, 
12.6737,6,8046,34,0230/ 
DATA nELT/10~111,1'10*1~6,65'10.222,2'10.277,75,106333.3, 
110.~44.4,10*555,5,10*B8~,81 
DATA ETAI 
1.60n, .726, ,777, .80~, ,R26, ,855,2 •• 870, 
2.758, ,~25, ,858, .875, .8gB, ,906, ,914, .915, 
3.fl68, .8~3, .911, ,925, ,935, .Q47,2*.953, 
4.925, .936, ,946, ,955, ,963, .074, ,97R, .979, 
8,960, .966, ,972, ,977, ,Y82, .990, ,993, ,995, 
6.9815, ,991, .~92, ,994, ,995, .998,2*,999,32*1.1 
E ~~ D 
IJLOCK DATA 
CO~MON/PUfLI CV,FS,WTMOL 
~ATA CV,FS,WTMOL/10300",06823,28.9691 
E tJ D 
FINISH 
,-
